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BODILY DIFERENCE IN HOLLAND, 1664-1850
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Monsters in the Cabinet uses the historical collection of abnormal fetuses to examine
how scientific knowledge about non-normative bodies was produced. It asks how the
collection, anatomical study, and comparison of real embryos and fetuses with
congenital abnormalities—once called monsters—produced scientific knowledge
which was embedded with claims about how a body’s form marked its place in the
natural and social orders. The dissertation uses a range of Dutch sources, such as the
records of midwives, museum collections, public health topographies, and scientific
publications. These reveal the networks, scientific practices, and conceptual
frameworks that transformed a fetal body into a research object from which
knowledge about nature and physiology could be extracted. Seeking to understand
the historical relationship between “monstrous births” and disability, the
dissertation shows how the scientific knowledge and professional expertise gained
from the study of fetal bodies was applied to living people by medical practitioners. It
demonstrates that the comparative, synthetic, and material study of “monstrous”
bodies was the basis upon which a normal model of development was scientifically
produced. Moreover, anatomical preparations elevated the scope and authority of
medical expertise in a way that endowed physicians with substantial bureaucratic
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influence in the early-nineteenth century, particularly with regards to public health

initiatives addressing infant and maternal mortality and poor relief for disabled
citizens.
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Preface

You’ve been spouting falsehoods about us for long enough.
Now that you have the opportunity to see us
both from front and back, top and bottom,
tell the world who and what we are.

-Frederik Ruysch
Alle de Ontleed-, Genees-, en Heelkundige Werken van Frederik Ruysch
(1744)

1

Introduction

I walked into Museum Vrolik in Amsterdam looking for the boy from Plate 35.
There are over one hundred bodies depicted in Willem Vrolik’s publication Tabulae
(1849), many of whom can be found in the museum, but the boy on Plate 35 has
always stuck with me the most. He was the fourth pregnancy of a 30-year-old woman
who had lost one prior pregnancy in a
miscarriage. During the fourth month
of this pregnancy, the woman “was
subjected to quite severe external
violence”

including

blows

to

her

stomach and hips. I think it is that
passive voice that draws me to this
case from all the others: a woman
subjected to violence perpetrated by
no one in particular who then was
“tortured” by severe pain and cramps
until the delivery. Vrolik concluded
Image 1: Willem Vrolik, Tabulae (1849), Plate 35.

that the violence done to the woman

caused injury to the uterus, resulting in the boy’s strange body: the crown of his head
pushed upward by liquid retained in the skull as a result of inflammation. Vrolik calls

2
the condition “internal hydrocephaly.”1 I found the boy toward the back of the

museum with other fetuses displaying abnormalities of the skeleton. The boy from
Plate 35 is preserved as a skeleton, the bone of his skull thin and translucent, exactly
in the shape depicted in Tabulae. Most of the other fetal bodies in the museum,
however, are preserved within jars filled with a blend of spirits that preserve soft
tissue and allow the whole body to be seen much like it was at birth.
The museum contains dozens of fetal bodies with a multitude of congenital
abnormalities: those with what appears to be a single eye (cyclopia), twins conjoined
through the trunk, two heads that share a single body, those with fused lower limbs
(sirenomelia), those with ecotopia of the heart or thoracic cavity spilling themselves
outward, those whose abnormalities are so compound and profound that they defy
simple description. Yet these bodies are not alone in the museum. There are also
“perfect” human embryos, one as tiny as a jellybean and others, bigger, still tucked
inside the uterus. There are body parts taken from adults that show tumors and
lesions. There are the skeletons of adults with scoliosis huddled together on top of a
display case; facing them, the skeleton of a man with what is now called dwarfism
but which Vrolik considered an impediment to skeletal development caused by
congenital rickets So too are there bodies of animals: the articulated skeletons of
waterfowl and vibrant ribbons of snakes coiled within their jars.

1

Willem Vrolik, De Vrucht van Den Mensch en van de Zoogdieren, Afgebeeld En Beschreven in Hare
Regelmatige En Onregelmatige Ontwikkeling (Amsterdam: G.M.P. Londonck, 1849), sec. 35; W.
Vrolik, Tabulae Illustrating Normal and Abnormal Development in Man and Mammals (Greenville,
S.C.: Keys Printing/Greenwood Genetic Center, 2004). Note: Tabulae refers to this text’s Latin title.
Following convention, I will refer to it by that shorthand.

3
Plate 35 of Vrolik’s Tabulae captures many of the different historical

narratives that converge within the museum. It is, in part, an anecdote of a woman’s
pregnancy containing vivid details
about her life and her physical
experiences. Vrolik thanks the “kind
surgeon and obstetrician” Weisz for
bringing him the body which makes
it, in part, a story about medical
practice and anatomical collecting. In
tying the boy’s internal hydrocephaly
to the violence experienced by the
mother, Vrolik refers the reader to
his Handboek where he discusses the
physiology of the condition, making
Image 2: Marco Catozze, Tabulae (1849), Plate 77. Case and
skeleton described by Vrolik’s French contemporary and fellow
teratologist Isidore Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire. Vrolik describes
Catozze’s limbs as being similar to those of whales and seals.

this, in part, a story about the
creation and authority of scientific
knowledge. Situated as an object

within Vrolik’s museum, the boy in Plate 35 connects to other narratives as well:
those of natural history, embryology, disease, and disability.
This dissertation historicizes the collection of abnormal fetuses in the
eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries. It’s goal in doing so is to excavate how
scientific knowledge about non-normative bodies was produced: that is, how
scientific knowledge came to be embedded with beliefs about how a body’s form

4
marked its place in the natural and social orders. Disability scholar Lennard Davis

has used the term “bioculture” to describe the inextricable historical relationship
between culture and biology, claiming that trying to understand disability solely
through the lens of either culture or biology is doomed to reductionist failure.2 This
speaks to one of the foundational antagonisms in disability studies, which is between
the medical and the social models. While the former, characteristic of modern
biomedical practice, articulates disability as an innate, diagnosable feature of the
body itself, the latter emphasizes the disabling effects of social structures and
infrastructures—locating disability not in the body but as the outcome of
inhospitable externalities.3 This tension extends to other disciplines, with historians
of disability disagreeing about the extent to which the history of disability belongs
within the history of medicine.4 This dissertation uses the collection of abnormal
fetuses as a biocultural approach to understanding, as it were, the social origins of
the medical model. By asking under what conditions and for what purposes these
fetal bodies were collected and studied, this dissertation examines how the study of
fetal material produced scientific knowledge that could be extrapolated onto living
people. Such a biocultural analysis cuts across the historical narratives we see in

2

Lennard J. Davis and David B. Morris, “Biocultures Manifesto,” New Literary History 38, no. 3
(2007): 411, https://doi.org/10.1353/nlh.2007.0046; Lennard J. Davis, The End of Normal: Identity
in a Biocultural Era (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2013), vii–xi; Roy Porter, “The
Patient’s View: Doing Medical History from Below,” Theory and Society 14 (1985): 175–98.
3 Paul K. Longmore and Lauri Umansky, “Disability: From the Margins to the Mainstream,” in The
New Disability History: American Perspectives, ed. Paul K. Longmore and Lauri Umanski (New York:
NYU Press, 2001), 1–22; Susan Wendell, The Rejected Body: Feminist Philosophical Reflections on
Disability (New York: Routledge, 1996): 11-34; Tobin Siebers, Disability Theory (Ann Arbor:
University of Michigan Press, 2008).
4 Catherine J. Kudlick, “Disability History: Why We Need Another Other,” The American Historical
Review 108, no. 3 (2003): 763–93; Beth Linker, “On the Borderland of the History of Medicine and
Disability: A Survey of the Fields,” Bulletin of the History of Medicine 87, no. 4 (2013): 499–535.
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Museum Vrolik—those of pregnancy, museum collecting, medical practice, natural

history, and disability.
My approach of historicizing a single type of object is unique within the
historiography of anatomical collecting which has focused on the practice more
broadly or on specific collectors or institutions. Museums and collection practices
offer a great deal to scholars interrogating the institutionalization of power within
cultural sites. Historians have, for instance, extensively demonstrated how collecting
contributed to the colonial project through the coercive extraction of material and by
using the museum to demonstrate the expansive power of the state.5 Human remains
are an especially urgent component of this scholarship as many collections still
contain bodies acquired from looting Indigenous graves or ancient sites; today,
museums, activists, and governments grapple with how such historical collections
should be dealt with, for instance through reburial, repatriation, or communityguided presentation material.6 While anatomy museums certainly hold colonial
acquisitions, scholarship around anatomy museums has also focused on issues like
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American Identity (New York: Basic Books, 1999); Anne Fabian, The Skull Collectors: Race, Science,
and America’s Unburied Dead (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2010); James Riding-In,
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domestic poverty and slavery as social systems which facilitated collecting.7 Critics of

the medical model of disability point to the hierarchical, paternalistic relationship
between medical authorities as proxies of the state and disabled people;8 by using the
anatomical museum as a site to explore the origins of this relationship, my
dissertation helps connect the literature on medical collecting with histories of
disability through the analytic of institutional power.
Fetal preparations do not fit neatly into many of the prevailing narratives in
the scholarship on anatomical collections. For instance, scholars have raised
important questions about the ethics of displaying bodies which were looted from
graves or taken from impoverished hospital patients. Yet such questions don’t easily
map onto the display of fetal remains which are most often the result of miscarriage
and, in the case of many fetal abnormalities, were not viable. Considering questions
of consensual or coercive collection in this context directs us to bodies not on
display: parents.9 The first chapter of this dissertation, “Origin Stories,” brings
anatomical collecting into conversation with pregnancy and pregnancy loss to show
the contours of how fetal preparations—as a unique object type—came into medical
museums. This chapter exemplifies the value of historicizing a single object type: it

Ruth Richardson, Death, Dissection, and the Destitute (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001);
Samuel J. Redman, Bone Rooms: From Scientific Racism to Human Prehistory in Museums
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2016); Michael Sappol, A Traffic of Dead Bodies: Anatomy
and Embodied Social Identity in Nineteenth-Century America (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
2002).
8 Manon Parry, “The Valuable Role of Risky Histories: Exhibiting Disability, Race, and Reproduction in
Medical Museums,” Curating Medicine 14 (2021): http://dx.doi.org/10.15180/201406; Deborah A.
Stone, The Disabled State (Cornell University Press: 1984).
9 Shannon Withycombe, Lost: Miscarriage in Nineteenth-Century America, Critical Issues in Health
and Medicine (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 2019); Shannon K. Withycombe, “From
Women’s Expectations to Scientific Specimens: The Fate of Miscarriage Materials in NineteenthCentury America,” Social History of Medicine 28, no. 2 (2015): 245–62; Miriam Rich, “Monstrous
Births: Race, Gender, and Defective Reproduction in U.S. Medical Science, 1830-1930” (Dissertation,
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captures how each anatomical preparation represents a specific event and how

various individuals—i.e., mothers, midwives, and obstetricians—contributed to the
scientific project. The second chapter, “The Monster Collectors,” examines when,
why, and how these fetal bodies were made into objects of evidence in scientific
research. To historians of anatomical collecting, my claim is that historicizing
particular types of objects allows us to see connections between participants, cultural
shifts, and professional practices that can be obscured by the institutional or
biographical histories which dominate scholarship on the subject.10 Doing so adds
texture to our understanding of how these museums embodied and produced
external hierarchies.
Museums were also sites of knowledge making and professionalization. With
regards to fetal preparations, this dissertation’s starting questions are: why were
these objects made and how were they used? Such questions bring us to the history
of embryology where the eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries are widely
regarded as a transformative period for the science. A major component of this
transformation was a linguistic one: the process we now call “reproduction” was,
until around 1800, called “generation.” Although the two terms aren’t precisely the
same (a subject discussed in Chapter Four), generation was the scientific term for
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the quite-mysterious process by which organisms created more of their own, and it

was a subject of intense scientific investigation and controversy in the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries.11 The result of these investigation was a massive paradigm
shift: at the beginning of the eighteenth century, the predominant theory of
“preformation” held that the full body existed in miniature and that gestation was
simple growth process; by 1800, scientific consensus had shifted to an ancient
theory, epigenesis, which had been revitalized with new evidence and a new
physiological concept—that of development.12 Histories of eighteenth-century
century embryology have focused on this transformation largely at the level of
philosophical dispute with observations of experiments on chicken eggs
foregrounded as the main knowledge-producing practice. While historian of
embryology Nick Hopwood has demonstrated the importance of real embryos to
embryological study in the late-nineteenth century, there has been little scientific
attention given to how real embryos were used to substantiate, dispute, and produce
embryological knowledge in the eighteenth century.13 Yet this subject merits more
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scholarly attention: as historian Janina Wellmann shows in The Form of Becoming,

the “science of life” which arose around 1800 necessitated the creation of new visual
methods for representing dynamic forces. Wellmann points to the late-eighteenth
century triumph of epigenesis as an origin point for these new visual representations
of dynamism;14 as the second chapter of this dissertation shows, preparations of
fetuses—particularly fetal abnormalities—were the source of the visual methods that
Wellmann claims became integral to biology in the nineteenth century.
The term for fetal abnormality until the early-nineteenth century was
monstrosity, and it was extraordinarily important to scientific investigations of
generation.15 This is for the simple reason that monsters were obvious exceptions to
some natural order, even if the natural order or the cause of exceptions was unclear.
As such, “they were argumentative tools in the hands of materialistic and epigenetic
attacks against the view of a pre-stabilized order of nature.”16 For instance,
preformationists were divided about how to explain monstrosity: some claimed that
the only logical option was for monsters themselves to have been preformed while
others claimed that monsters resulted from damage to the once-perfect fruit during

the History of Vertebrate Embryology,” in Vertebrate Embryogenesis, ed. Francisco J. Pelegri, vol. 770
(Totowa, NJ: Humana Press, 2011), 1–20, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-61779-210-6_1.
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Monsters in the Early Eighteenth Century,” in Monsters & Philosophy, ed. Charles T. Wolfe (London:
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pregnancy, i.e., through a mother’s sinful thoughts.17 Yet, as with embryology, there

has been little focus on the history of “monsters” as real bodies—that is, individuals
linked into networks of living people for whom the “monstrous” body was
meaningful.18 The first three chapters of this dissertation weave together the history
of monsters within embryological theory with the histories of pregnancy, midwifery,
and anatomical collecting. I argue that doing so broadens our perception of who
contributed to the scientific project and complicates our understanding of how
monstrosity as a phenomenon was integrated into scientific accounts.
Monstrosity during this period also connects to various literatures about
living people. Perhaps most robust is scholarship examining people being displayed
for profit, i.e., nineteenth-century freak shows or eighteenth-century broadsides and
tavern performers.19 This literature is especially excellent for how it connects various
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types of bodily difference together—i.e., the display of “exotic” people, people of

doubtful sex, along with people with congenital abnormalities like shortened limbs.
As Leslie Reagan and Rosemarie Garland Thomson note, there was substantial
scientific interest in these public spaces, although the museum endeavored to give a
more elevated veneer to the curious leering.20 This dissertation does not extend itself
to this literature on public display and spectacle. Instead, it drills into Reagan and
Garland-Thomson’s observation of the implicit connection between disability, nonnormative living bodies, and the fetal bodies within anatomical museums. Historians
often remark on the connection between disability and the early-nineteenth science
of teratology—the science of monsters—which sought to bring bodily abnormality
into the diagnostic order of clinical medicine.21 Yet the actual contours of this
connection are left unarticulated. How, exactly, did fetal preparations and living
people implicate one another? How did knowledge gained from one shape
understandings of the other?
These questions are the foundation of this dissertation’s total arc. It seeks to
ground this perceived connection between monstrous births, fetal preparations,
scientific teratology, and disability in specific networks, practices, and conceptual
frameworks. One outcome of doing so is to push back on the perception that
20
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scientific knowledge was something done to non-normative bodies, a structure

applied to a specific, well-defined external community. Instead, I place bodily
difference at the philosophical heart of biology: a phenomenon that produced
scientific knowledge that, in turn, shaped how external communities were perceived
and how scientific knowledge was applied to them.

The dissertation’s chapters

unfold along this exact narrative. In the first chapter, “Origin Stories,” I examine the
event of a monstrous birth itself, placing scientific interest in the phenomenon
within the contexts of pregnancy and professional birth workers. This chapter
highlights both the circumstances in which an unusual fetal body was brought to
scientific attention and also the crucial role of a mother’s embodied experience to
making the body meaningful to scientific accounts. The second chapter, “The
Monster Collectors,” shows how fetal bodies and experiential information was
collected and incorporated into scientific research. Here, we see the transformation
of “fetal body” into “research object” as well as how anatomical preparations of fetal
bodies sat at the center of a professional research economy for the study of
physiology. In the third chapter, “From Monsters to Malformations,” I use the
collection and publications of Willem Vrolik to explore how anatomical preparations
were used to produce knowledge in the science of teratology, an early-nineteenth
century field dedicated to the study of congenital malformation. Here, I show how
teratology “read” the form of the body as signaling its place within the developmental
process and the natural hierarchy; in doing so, I argue, teratology produced a
framework that applied equally to fetal malformations and living people. The fourth
chapter, “States of Being,” contextualizes Vrolik’s science within the tumultuous
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politics of the early-nineteenth century. It shows how the resonance of physiological

concepts like development and reproduction with revolutionary ideologies about the
progress and future of the state enabled medical expertise to become integrated with
bureaucratic institutions and policies. Finally, the fifth chapter, “Bodies in and Out of
Order,” uses the case studies of doubtful sex and poor relief to examine how this
relationship between medical authority and state bureaucracy shaped the lives of
people living in non-normative bodies.
The Dutch state of Holland is the epicenter of my historical analysis. I was led
to Holland by my inquiries into the history of fetal preparations as an object type for
it was in mid-seventeenth century Holland that a technique for preparing soft tissue
in spirits was developed.22 The modern terminology for this type of preparation is
wet specimen, though this term wasn’t in use at the time—for those who first created,
collected, and used them, these were simply preparations. Beyond the fact that
Holland was the place where this technique for preparation was developed, its
importance in the history of medicine and its cultural history of public health and
poor relief make it a fruitful site for connecting fetal abnormality, anatomical
collecting, and bureaucratic management of non-normative bodies.23 In particular,
keeping a tight geographical focus—with a few minor but logical diversions—helps
untangle how knowledge about non-normative bodies was actually produced through
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specific practices, institutions, and professional networks. Three Dutch physicians

serve as the dissertation’s touchstones and appear throughout the narrative.
The first is Frederik Ruysch (1638-1731) who developed a novel technique for
anatomical preparation in the seventeenth century that facilitated the preservation of
soft tissue using a blend of spirits. Ruysch is a well-known historical figure whose
connections to midwives, parents experiencing pregnancy loss, obstetricians,
European elites, and museums nevertheless make him a rich resource for
understanding how fetal bodies became collectible, scientific research objects.
Willem Vrolik (1801-1863) is, perhaps, the most consistent historical figure in this
dissertation. This is due to Willem’s focused interest in fetal malformation as a
scientific subject, his collection and creation of hundreds of fetal preparations, and
the fact that his collection—added to those created by his eminent father, Gerard
(1775-1859)—is still on display, altered only by the addition of collections from two
later Dutch physicians. Willem’s publications help explore how fetal bodies produced
scientific knowledge about a body’s form and the natural order. The third key Dutch
physician is Christianus Johannes (C.J.) Nieuwenhuys (1773-1837), who collaborated
professionally with the Vroliks and wrote prolifically about public health in
Amsterdam during the early-nineteenth century.24 While Willem kept his social and
political views out of his publications, Nieuwenhuys’s four-part medical topography
of Amsterdam advocates forcefully for how medical expertise and authority might
address public health problems, including the city’s “crippled beggars” and infant
mortality. Collectively, these three physicians connect anatomical preparations,
24
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teratology, and disability in a textured, long-range narrative that foregrounds the

interactions between anatomical museums and the external world.
The central objective of this dissertation is to understand how anatomical
preparations produced scientific knowledge about non-normative bodies that
applied to—and connected—developing embryos and living adults. While each
chapter puts forward its own self-contained argument, they collectively advance the
following two conclusions. First, that monsters (or malformations) contributed to the
substantiation of physiological theories in specific ways tied to the physical,
comparative study of their bodies. Anatomical preparation allowed for the collection
and comparison of rare and obscured phenomena which produced a new method of
visualizing and theorizing the hidden and unobservable process of embryogenesis.
This comparative, synthetic, material study of monstrous bodies was the basis upon
which a normative process was scientifically produced. Second, that anatomical
preparations elevated the scope and authority of medical expertise in a way that
endowed physicians with substantial bureaucratic influence in post-revolutionary
European states. Across all the types of bodily difference discussed in this
dissertation—monstrous births, malformations, doubtful sex, and disability—what
persisted across time was a hierarchical relationship between the physician and the
non-normative body. The technology of anatomical preparations was critical to
elevating the physician into this role.
For many visitors to Museum Vrolik, the boy in Plate 35 isn’t even that: he’s
simply a browned, mounted skeleton tucked in the corner of a brightly lit display
case. Interesting and anonymized. But open Willem Vrolik’s Tabulae to plate 35 and
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there he is, described in meticulous anatomical detail beneath a heading which

asserts his diagnosis. His body on the page is different than it is in the museum. No
longer a skeleton, his belly is round and taut, his elongated head prickles with hair,
his arms are plump and, one can easily imagine, soft. In the text of Plate 35, he
becomes something more: someone’s child, a lost son. He gains a mother and
siblings. This dissertation now turns to mothers and midwives, to the experience of a
monstrous birth, to understand how a strange, tiny body became known.

Chapter One:
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Origin Stories
Lisbit, the wife of a currier, gave birth to a monstrous child on May 21, 1723.
Lisbit and her husband Eelke lived in Dokkum, a city in the Dutch province of
Friesland which sits ten miles inland from the country’s northernmost coastline. The
midwife who delivered Lisbit was named Catharina Schrader, and she recorded the
birth in her memoirs which detail memorable cases from her fifty-year career
spanning the early-eighteenth century. About Lisbit, Schrader wrote: “The woman
had a fairly easy labor but, oh horror, the child had a fantastic growth on his head.
And full curls all grown like meat.” When Schrader questioned Lisbit about what
might have caused the child’s strange appearance, Lisbit confessed to “always
[having] a liking for children with curls like this on their forehead beneath a hat.
[Lisbit said that] if she had [a] child, she would also want that.” Case closed.
Schrader concluded with a swift moralization: “the child lived only an hour, luckily
for [Lisbit]. How careful the pregnant woman must be in all she does and thinks.”25
As far back as Aristotle, naturalists have been fascinated by “monstrous
births.”26 Stories of infants born with spectacular bodies that defied nature occupied
a central place in early modern wonder books alongside testimonials about equally
strange phenomena like comets, volcanos, and the unfamiliar animals, flora, and
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people encountered by European explorers in faraway lands.27 The first medical

treatise on monstrous births is considered to be Des monstres et prodiges (1575) by
the French surgeon Ambroise Paré who published it within his collected works; Des
monstres underwent several revisions before being published in its final form in
1585.28 What makes Paré distinct from earlier wonder books is that his investigation
of monstrous births was contextualized within his medical writings on the subject of
reproduction: though Paré showed interest in what a monster might portend, his
more fundamental concern was what had caused a pregnancy to produce a monster
instead of an infant’s expected form.29 “There are several things which cause
monsters,” Paré begins. “The first is the glory of God. The second, his wrath. The
third, too great a quantity of seed. The fourth, too little a quantity. The fifth, the
imagination.”30 Just over a hundred years after Paré wrote on the subject, the Frisian
midwife Catharina Schrader would explain the strange bodies she delivered in
similar terms—as consequences of physiology, sin, or imagination. For Schrader and
Paré, the birth of an unexpected body—a monstrous birth—prompted a search for a
story which explained the body’s cause and its meaning.
Pregnancy has been a fruitful site for historians of medicine interested in
patient-centered accounts of bodily experience, women’s expertise, and medical
marketplaces. Within this scholarly sphere, the eighteenth century has been widely
characterized as a period in which male obstetricians gained authority over
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childbirth and, in doing so, increasingly replaced traditional female practitioners

such as midwives.31 Yet cases of monstrous births demonstrate the sustained, if
obscured, importance of female expertise and testimony to scientific investigations
into the physiology of pregnancy and its possible outcomes. Accounts of monstrous
births relied upon mothers and midwives, like Catharina Schrader, who supplied a
history of the pregnancy which had produced the monster. As these births offered
tantalizing evidence to those interested in the study of generation, female testimony
and embodied experience were central features of scientific explanations of why a
fetal body deviated from its expected form. The body of Lisbit’s child might
incriminate her imagination, but only Lisbit herself—and the questions of the
midwife Schrader—could reveal the specific correlation between the strange body
Lisbit delivered and the pregnancy which had produced it.
This chapter examines the role of female testimony in explaining monstrous
births through a range of Dutch sources: the memoirs of the early-eighteenth century
midwife Schrader, records of Amsterdam’s municipal midwives, and the scientific
publications of elite anatomists Frederik Ruysch and Willem Vrolik. These represent
three distinct types of practitioners across a chronological period that saw radical
shifts in how gestation and monstrosity were understood. The goal of this chapter is
not a chronologically progressive one, showing the folk beliefs of Schrader giving way
to the scientific ones of Vrolik as men increasingly moved into obstetrical
31
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marketplace. Instead, the value of holding these distinct practitioners together is that

they demonstrate the sustained, central importance of female expertise to explaining
fetal abnormality even as medical marketplaces and scientific theories of generation
dramatically shifted. Schrader’s memoirs, the records of the municipal midwives,
and medical publications all offer case studies of monstrous births: specific bodies
born to specific women, encountered by specific practitioners, who then sought to
explain the body in specific ways. This chapter shows how Dutch midwives served as
critical intermediaries between birthing mothers and elite scientific men. By reading
Schrader’s memoirs, midwife records, and scientific publications alongside one
another, we can see how midwives were active and trusted participants in acquiring
fetal bodies for collectors, accumulating testimonies from mothers and communities
about a pregnancy, and reporting the information to those engaged in scientific
research. Taken together, these sources demonstrate the continued importance of
female practice and testimony to scientific interest in monstrous births while also
tracing how the use of these contributions transformed in response to shifts in
scientific paradigm and medical practice.
Monstrous births were rare and unusual occurrences and, as a result, they
have been marginal within histories of pregnancy. Though the births often occurred
prematurely, they do not fit easily into the historiography around pregnancy loss
which has tended to focus on either the ambiguities of early pregnancy and
miscarriage or on the twentieth-century role of technology and genetic screening in
identifying bodily abnormality before birth.32 Monstrous births lie at the edge of
32
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these analyses for two related reasons: first, that they resulted unambiguously from

positive pregnancies rather than more uncertain early phrases—at the moment of the
“monstrous birth” itself, everyone considered the woman to be carrying a child.
Second, there was no way of knowing prior to delivery that the body would deviate
from the expected norm: not only did people consider the woman to be pregnant,
they also assumed she was pregnant with a typical child until the body itself was
visible. As a result, midwives were often the first to identify that something about the
birth was unusual, and their records offer insight into how that moment and its
aftermath unfolded in the delivery room. By focusing my attention on the
interpersonal and professional dynamics of these accounts instead of the physical
traits of the body birthed, these cases become more clearly integrated into a broader
historiography around pregnancy and birth.33
The process of generation—what might now be called reproduction—received
intense scientific attention during the eighteenth century. It was the subject of many
public intellectual skirmishes although scientific consensus had settled on a
developmental theory of embryology by the early-nineteenth century. Historians
have pointed to the importance of monstrosity during this period of embryological
research: monsters as a fundamental problem which any successful theory of
generation must account for, monsters as thorny exceptions that proponents of one
theory might weaponize against another.34 Monsters, then, were theoretical
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problems. Lost in such analyses, however, is the notion that these epistemologically

valuable monsters were actual material bodies—fetuses with birth histories—and not
just abstract entities within the warfare of scientific theory. This chapter brings
together these histories of embryology and pregnancy through their overlapping
engagement with monstrous births.
While much of embryological research relied on an isolation of the fetal body
from the maternal, monstrous births evoked a more thorough scientific engagement
with the experiences of midwives and mothers. As such, monstrous births offer a
unique opportunity to how women’s embodied knowledge was incorporated into
scientific theory. By focusing on the role of midwives, my aim is to bring the scientific
puzzle of monsters into conversation with the experiences of the women who birthed
them. Examining these “origin stories” alongside embryological theory emphasizes
the various evidentiary roles played by physical bodies, female testimony, and
medical expertise.

The Interrogative Midwife
The mind was a powerful thing when it came to monsters. Paré, crediting
Aristotle, cited the imagination as the fifth of thirteen possible causes of monstrosity.
The monsters produced through the workings of a mother’s imagination were
“monstrous” specifically with regards to resemblance: citing cases of a girl “as furry
as a bear” whose mother looked upon a painting of St. John the Baptist dressed in
furs while conceiving, of a black child born to white parents whose mother had a
Guerrini, “The Creativity of God and the Order of Nature: Anatomizing Monsters in the Early
Eighteenth Century;” Monti, “Epigenesis of the Monstrous Form;” Hagner, “Enlightened Monsters.”
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picture of a Moor hanging by the marital bed, and a child born “with the face of a

frog” whose mother had been advised to hold a live frog while ill during pregnancy,
Paré claimed that if a woman was exposed to strong visual cue, that visual could
imprint itself onto the body of a child in the earliest period of gestation.35 Although
this theory of maternal impression continues to be most strongly associated with its
role in blaming mothers for producing “monstrous” children, this over simplifies the
scope of the issue. The exact same mechanism of maternal impression also explained
hereditary resemblance, with the mother’s ardent fondness for her husband and her
fixation on him at the moment of conception given as the reason that children often
looked like their fathers.36
By the eighteenth century, physicians regularly included information about a
mother’s thoughts and experiences in their reports on monstrous births. Such
reports are commonplace in the Philosophical Transactions of London’s Royal
Society, a journal established in 1665 that was the first to dedicate its pages solely to
reports of scientific observations and experiments. The reports in Philosophical
Transactions show that, in practice, physicians gave the power of maternal
impression a wider scope than Paré had when he stated that the imagination only
had power to “deform” the fruit up to 42 days after conception.37 By contrast, the
case studies in Philosophical Transactions make the fruit vulnerable to deformation
throughout the entire period of gestation.
Like Paré, however, the physicians writing reports about monstrous births in
the pages of Philosophical Transactions focused on resemblance as the evidence
Paré, On Monsters and Marvels, 38–42.
Marie-Hélène Huet, Monstrous Imagination (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1993), 15.
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linking a mother’s mind to the fetal body.38 In 1687, a physician reported his

observations of a 13-year-old girl with a fleshy growth “exactly like a cow’s teat”
growing near her eye in the same spot where the girl’s mother, while pregnant with
the girl, had been hit in the face by a cow’s teat while milking it.39 In 1750, an eightmonths pregnant woman who had never been sick with smallpox spoke from a “30 or
40 feet distance” with a local widow who was badly disfigured by smallpox; two
weeks later, she gave birth to a son who became sick with smallpox and died within
days. “It is very surprising and wonderful,” the author wrote in conclusion to the
case, “to consider the different manners in which children, while in their mother’s
wombs, are affected by various accidents happening to the mothers.” Yet what the
author finds so surprising is not the idea of maternal impression, but that such a
mild situation—the mother did not find the widow’s appearance surprising, only
“disagreeable”—had such transformative powers.40 In a particularly striking case
from 1730, a 44-year-old woman became pregnant right before Christmas and,
shortly thereafter, saw a traveling show that featured a performing bear and monkey.
The monkey wore a hood reaching its shoulders and she was transfixed watching the
monkey do flips around a stick. When the pregnancy advanced and “the foetus began
to move, the Woman felt it turn over and over, many times successively, just as they
monkey had turned over the stick.” She became ill before giving birth to a fetus
whose umbilical cord was twisted; the physician writes, “I need not here mention the
In this regard, they follow Aristotle. Aristoteles and Peck, Aristotle, 417.
Dr. Ashe, “Part of a Letter from Dr. Ashe, Lord Bishop of Cloyne, Dated March the 26th 1687.
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exact resemblance of the Foetus to a hooded monkey: the foetus itself will shew it

more particularly than I can relate it.”41
Sickness and injury were equally plausible causes of a monstrous birth,
particularly if a fetus was missing a part. There are two different cases from 1695 of
fetuses born plump and well-developed except the notable absence of any brain
structure. One mother had fallen down a set of stairs eight days before the delivery;
the other had received a “considerable bruise” on her belly while pregnant.42 In both
cases, the physicians concluded that the fetus had been healthy and complete—in
other words, they had once had brains—until the injury, which forcibly removed the
brain from the body; one describes the back of the head as “flat, as if it had been
taken off with the stroke of some weapon.”43 Whether mechanical or imaginative,
however, the cause of a monstrosity was understood to be located within the events
of the pregnancy itself, within the experiences of the mother.
The dramatic details of these stories overshadow what they reveal about how
a monstrous birth was dealt with in practice. First, while all the cases just described
were written up and submitted to Philosophical Transactions by male physicians,
they all fundamentally relied on the testimony of mothers, midwives, or both. The
physician publishing the case was rarely present for the birth itself and was, instead,
alerted to it by someone else—typically the midwife—after she identified as an
41
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unusual case. In almost all cases, the physician became involved in the case only

after the infant and been born and, often, died: he inspected the body, described it,
and then offered up relevant details about the mother’s pregnancy and the delivery.
These details were collected from the mother herself or sometimes through the
intermediary of the midwife (particularly in cases of maternal death).44 Few details
come from the physician’s own observations—rather, they are relayed to him as fact
by the mother and he, in turn, relays them as fact to the elite, scientific readership of
Philosophical Transactions. Rather than contesting the details of the case, the
information is taken at face value as evidence when considering the physiology of
gestation, including the power of the maternal imagination.
The memoirs of the Frisian midwife Catharina Schrader (1656-1746) offer
another vantage point into similar cases. While Philosophical Transactions shows
glimpses of midwives and mothers in cases from across Europe, Schrader’s memoirs
offer a rare, deep view into the everyday practice of a single midwife who
encountered dozens of “monstrous births” throughout her career. Schrader left
records of some 4000 deliveries she attended, and her memoirs are a selection of
cases that she found particularly remarkable whether for their technical demands or
for being in some way abnormal.45 If Philosophical Transactions demonstrates that
monstrous births and the details of the pregnancies that produced them were
44
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interesting questions for scientific contemplation, Schrader’s memoirs offer insight

into the moment a delivery transformed into a “monstrous birth” as well as into the
professional dynamics between a female midwife and male practitioners such as
surgeons, physicians, and man-midwives.
Schrader’s career as a professional midwife began in 1693 after the death of
her husband, a barber-surgeon. She had, by then, given birth to six children; between
her deliveries and knowledge gained from observing her husband’s practice,
Schrader became well known regionally as a highly competent midwife with a
particular knack for resolving difficult deliveries that threatened the life of mother,
child, or both. After the death of her second husband in 1718, Schrader limited the
number of births she attended to an average of one a week, most of which had been
referred to her by other midwives on account of some abnormality of the case.46 An
“abnormal” case might mean any number of things; most frequently, it meant a
breech delivery which is when a child is in a non-head-first orientation to the birth
canal. It might also mean a case approaching full-term wherein the mother stopped
detecting fetal movement and feared stillbirth. It might also mean a pregnancy
involving inordinate pain or illness, or it might mean a late-stage miscarriage.
Schrader’s memoirs contain examples of all of these, including several examples of
cases when a woman delivered a “monster.”
When comparing Schrader’s memoirs to the cases in Philosophical
Transactions or even Paré, what stands out is that a “monstrous” birth could only be
classified as such after a delivery took place. Before that, Schrader’s memoirs
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demonstrate, these were typically just considered complex deliveries. Only after the

delivery was complete and the fetal body seen was the case conceptualized of as a
“monstrous birth” whose cause was located somewhere within the past thoughts or
experiences of the mother. This sequence can be observed in this case from
Schrader’s memoirs, quoted here in full:

1708 on 15 November, fetched to Oostrum to Tetzke, wife of Chlas
Elses, labourer. Found that the child came with its back toward the
birth canal. Was impossible to turn it unless I put her bending forward
with the head down. With great difficulty got the feet, brought them to
the birth canal, put her again in proper position. Got it with very great
labor and difficulty, but then the birth canal closed around its head,
which was malformed. And I had terrible work with it. But when it was
born it was a big creature and dead. It was a pig's head, no nose, no
bones behind. Very miserable, the hand three fingers with one nail, the
other hand the fingers grown into each other, also one nail. The feet
monstrous, to the great horror of us all. Oh Lord, save us from such
cases. The people accused the woman of having worked so much
around a young pig or farrow when she was pregnant, that the creature
must have always been with her, sitting with her at the table or on her
lap. People may certainly take warning from this case, and not have
such foolish ways.47
What we see in this case is, first, a breech delivery: the child positioned
perpendicular to the birth canal. Schrader then describes her technique for manually
turning the child so that she could grab its feet; not ideal but, at least, a position
which made delivery possible. What happens next exemplifies why breech deliveries
were considered so risky: after the feet, legs, body, and shoulders of the child passed
through, the cervix tightened around the child’s neck. This could—and probably did
in this case—cause the child to die during the delivery itself. The facts of the case thus
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far themselves justify the presence of a surgeon or a midwife who specialized in

difficult deliveries even before anyone—Schrader, the mother, or other attendees—
knew that the fetal body was remarkable. But it was. Once Schrader successfully
delivered the child, everyone in the room was horrified at its monstrous form which
Schrader primarily identifies as a head which looks like that of a pig. This was the
moment that the birth transitioned from a difficult delivery into a monstrous birth,
which is then reflected in Schrader’s actions: she questions the woman’s community
members who tell Schrader that the woman had spent a great deal of time with a pig
during her pregnancy. For Schrader, this identification of resemblance was enough
to suggest the monstrosity’s cause, just as it was in the case of the pregnant woman
whose observations of a performing monkey wearing a hood meant the physician
“need not mention the exact resemblance” of the fetus to a hooded monkey.48
The other instances of monstrous birth found in Schrader’s memoir follow
roughly the same pattern: details of the delivery, the techniques she used,
description of the body, identification of a cause. While Schrader praised God for the
health of mother and child in cases of difficult delivery that produce a normal child,
she was quick to express relief that monstrous infants did not survive. Regarding
Lisbit’s child with the curl-like growths on his head, Schrader said “the child lived
only an hour, luckily for [the mother];” of a child born with “a very frightful head”
Schrader recalled that it was dead, “Oh Lord, save us from such creatures;” she
delivered a child whose intestines were outside of his body who “lived but half an
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hour. The Lord works mysteriously, I was terrified.”49 It is a common refrain in her

memoirs: God save us from such monsters, from things like this, may He save all
people from such happenings. But God could not, apparently, do it alone for
Schrader repeatedly reminded mothers to be careful of their conduct while pregnant
lest they too deliver a creature as monstrous as these.
Schrader questioned mothers directly about their thoughts and conduct but
she also relied on other members of the community for information about the
pregnancy. This is made plain in the example quoted at length above about the child
with the pig-like head: the people accused the mother of spending too much time
with a young pig. As experts on childbirth, midwives could be called upon in an
official capacity to testify to certain circumstances surrounding a pregnancy, most
commonly cases of suspected rape or infanticide.50 Schrader herself was called as an
expert witness in the trial of a mother accused of drowning her young daughter.51 A
midwife was trusted to authenticate facts of the body such as whether a woman had
recently given birth (despite mysteriously having no infant) or whether there was
indication of sexual violence. Part of their testimony regarded physical examination,
but midwives also gathered evidence by questioning mothers and members of the
community. Historian Yaarah Bar-On has described women’s health in the early
modern period as a “perpetual symposium on women’s bodies” where observers,
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neighbors, friends, and family were relied upon to give a collaborative account of a

woman’s pregnancy.52 In cases of suspected infanticide, this might include women of
the community checking a woman’s breasts for milk and describing to the midwife
when they suspected a woman had been at certain stages of pregnancy. Midwives
were also expected to learn the father’s name when a woman was giving birth out of
wedlock, sometimes even withholding care until the name was confessed.53
Monstrous births have not been considered alongside infanticide, rape, and
illegitimacy, but Schrader’s memoirs demonstrate a similar interrogative approach to
cases of abnormal bodies. As Marie-Hélène Huet says in her book Monstrous
Imagination, “the monster appears as the public display of all secret, and at times
illegitimate, yearnings. There are no desires, shameful or innocent, that one’s
progeny does not publicly disclose.”54 The Lord was punishing the “dishonored
sweetheart” Brorrke for having an affair with a local doctor by making her birth a
“strange creature” with misshapen limbs. For Lisbet, her child’s curl-like growths
simply testified to her love for the way children looked when wearing winter hats.
While the body might plainly show itself to be monstrous, any explanation of why
required the testimonial input of mothers and community members.
This is the same dynamic seen throughout the cases in Philosophical
Transactions wherein the physician’s report of the anatomical features of a body are
contextualized within information about the pregnancy and delivery that he gained
from either the mother herself or the attending midwife. This hints to an essential
point about how, exactly, monstrosity was understood. Analyzing a 1616 publication
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of the early modern physician Fortunii Liceti, Huet explains that the distinction

between “rare” and “monstrous” had to do with the process of creation: “the
monstrous was not an absolute state, an essence in itself, but rather … a state of
dissemblance in regard to the creation’s parents.”55 That is: a discontinuity in
resemblance required an explanation, and that explanation could be found only
through oral testimony—not from the fetal body alone.
Such testimony, and the midwife who collected it, had clear legal significance
in cases of rape or infanticide but giving birth to a “monster” was not a legal issue.
Yet monstrous births were a scientific issue, a subject of great interest to anatomists,
physicians, and natural philosophers as evidenced by their ubiquity in Philosophical
Transactions (133 articles on the subject appear between 1665 and 1841).56 Schrader
did not understand a monster to be portentous: it did not signal events to come.
Instead, the monster reflected what preceded it, namely the mother’s health,
behavior, and thoughts.57 On these counts, Schrader was in line with mainstream
scientific

thought,

although

Schrader

herself

never

articulates

her

more

philosophical beliefs about generation and the precise mechanisms by which a
woman’s thoughts and behavior impacted a fetus’s form. But the precise type of
information that Schrader collected and reported in her memoirs form the basis of
scientific speculation for the physicians in Philosophical Transactions who theorize,
for instance, that images and mental shocks were transmitted to the fetus by the
55
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mother through their shared circulation.58 While their conclusions are scattered,

Philosophical Transactions demonstrates how the information gathered by women,
including the testimony of pregnant women, served as evidence when considering
more philosophical questions of physiology and generation.
The eighteenth century has been characterized as a period of significant
animosity between female midwives and male practitioners. Cases of monstrous
births don’t refute that characterization as a general trend although they do shed
light on a specific situation that called for collaboration: a typical delivery wouldn’t
prompt a search for some “cause” located within the pregnancy, yet a difficult
delivery called for distinct professional dynamics. In Philosophical Transactions,
this is signaled by the high degree of trust the male physician authors place in the
words of female midwives. Schrader’s memoirs offer a closer in-room view of how
professional dynamics were navigated during these unusual cases.
Schrader was well-known and well-respected amongst the surgeons,
physicians, and man-midwives in Dokkum and its surrounding villages: she refers to
many of them by name and describes their interactions in a way that suggests a high
degree of familiarity; she openly relishes their respect. Schrader’s first husband was a
barber-surgeon, so it’s likely that some of the surgeons and male-midwives she
worked alongside as a midwife had once worked with her husband. Moreover, the
guilds of barber-surgeons in many Dutch municipalities had insurance that would
D. D. Superville and Phil. Hen. Zollman, “Some Reflections on Generation, and on Monsters, With a
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help take care of a guild member’s widow if he died, a situation that would have

helped establish professional bonds between Schrader and the area’s male
practitioners who might be called to a birth.59
In the birthing room, Schrader’s memoirs indicate a high degree of
collaboration between herself and male practitioners. As a woman, Schrader
technically was not allowed to use tools during delivery; she was limited to
“handwork” and was required to call a surgeon or man-midwife if tools, such as the
newly invented forceps, were required. Early in her career, Schrader arrived at a
delivery and quickly requested the precautionary presence of a surgeon because she
was inexperienced and feared the delivery would require instruments. Instead,
another midwife came to help, and Schrader berated her as “torturing” the delivering
woman whose originally uncomplicated delivery then turned complicated. As the
situation escalated, Schrader flatly refused to involve herself further until a surgeon
was called, which he was, although both the mother and child died. Despite the sad
outcome, Schrader boasted that the surgeon “ridiculed” the other midwife while
heaping praise on Schrader herself.60 Throughout her career, Schrader demonstrated
disdain for other midwives who she believed to be less technically skilled than
herself. Instead, she aligns herself much more with male practitioners who, in return,
offered her quite a lot of latitude when it came to using instruments.61
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In the birthing room, Schrader’s memoirs indicate a high degree of

collaboration. Calling on a carpenter’s wife in 1696, Schrader called in a surgeon
named Pitter Vanij who “didn’t want to be without her for a moment” until the long
delivery came to an end with Pitter and Schrader removed the dead fetus with “a
hook each.”62 Confronted with a dire case in 1706, Schrader openly pushed back
against the attending physician’s suggestion to induce labor—while the doctor
thought the child was alive, Schrader believed it to be dead. However the
disagreement unfolded, Schrader successfully convinced the physician not to induce
and to let Schrader continue with manual techniques which, as she predicted,
resulted in the delivery of a dead and “completely rotten” child.63
What this section has demonstrated is that monstrous births—as a subset of
difficult deliveries—were occasions in which female expertise and testimony had
particular value. Schrader’s memoirs offer insight into the event of a monstrous birth
itself: the moment when an otherwise normal pregnancy progressed to a complicated
delivery which resulted in the birth of a remarkable body. What we see in these cases
is that once a delivery produced a “monstrous” fetus, the midwife transitioned into
the role of information gatherer: not only did she have first-hand insight into the
delivery, but she gained insight into the pregnancy by talking to the delivered woman
and her community. Midwives played the same role in certain legal circumstances, so
her role as information-gatherer was understood and respected—even by male
practitioners, who were then alerted to the case by the midwife or another involved
party. Schrader’s memoirs and Philosophical Transactions show how contextual
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information about a pregnancy was used to explain the fetal body’s monstrous form,

often by identifying points of resemblance: experiences, desires, frights, sins, or
accidents that correlated in some material way to the fetus’s anatomy. For Schrader,
identifying such a correlation was sufficient. For the physicians writing in
Philosophical Transactions, it could be used as evidence to theorize about scientific
questions such as the physiology of pregnancy or the process of generation. Yet in the
pages of this elite scientific journal, the testimony of women—of mothers and
midwives—was taken at face value and incorporated into theory with the same
validity as a physician’s own observations of the body’s anatomy.

Midwives Made Municipal, Bodies Made Objects
In the medical marketplace, Catharina Schrader was an ordinary midwife.
This doesn’t reflect her skill level, it means that she was paid by her clients (and,
indeed, the nine notebooks she kept throughout her career detail how much she was
paid for each of the 4000 deliveries she attended).64 Elsewhere in the Dutch Republic
during this period, namely Holland, concerns about significant infant and maternal
mortality prompted cities to make licensed midwives a municipal position.65 Writing
to the mayor in 1717, the city doctors of Leiden explained that a corps of licensed,
municipally employed midwives was necessary due to “complaints of inequities that
are committed by some ordinary midwives refusing to deliver poor women who are
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sometimes ignored and left undelivered,” resulting in significant infant and maternal

mortality amongst the poor. Leiden was home to one of Europe’s most eminent
medical schools, so the proposed solution was a system of municipal midwives—
stadsvroedvrouwen, literally “city midwives”—who would be trained and supervised
by medical professors. The city would be divided into zones with a stadsvroedvrouw
assigned to each. She was paid as a city employee rather than by her clients, and she
was legally responsible for attending the deliveries within her designated zone,
thereby eliminating the reliance on practitioners driven by financial incentive.66
The stadsvroedvrouwen system didn’t eliminate ordinary midwives, but it
removed predatory financial practices and discriminatory care. This system was
fairly unique in Europe; similar models appeared around the same time in other
northern European cities, although nothing like it developed in England, France, and
North America where, incidentally, most historiography about midwifery is focused.
The historian Hilary Marland has used eighteenth-century Dutch midwives as a case
study in how skilled midwives were integrated into, rather than expelled from,
medical practice during a period often associated with the profession’s decline.67
Three types of midwives co-existed within Dutch municipalities: stadsvroedvrouwen
(licensed midwives with a municipal appointment), ordinary midwives (licensed
midwives without a municipal appointment, i.e., Schrader), and “unofficial”
midwives without a license. This mixed medical marketplace equalized access to

“Adviezen van de stadsdoctoren te Leiden aan de burgemeesters aldaar tot indeling van de stad in
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obstetrical care within a Dutch municipality in marked contrast to more

historiographically familiar cities like Paris where poor women were forced to
hospitals for obstetrical care.
Becoming a stadsvroedvrow was difficult. It required taking courses taught
by a medical professor, passing an examination given by the surgeon’s guild, paying
fees, and abiding a strict code of personal and professional conduct. But the result
was secure employment with the city and a municipal salary, so many
stadsvroedvrouwen held the position until they were too old to continue. An
immediate effect of this system was that stadsvroedvrouwen, surgeons, and the
medical elite of universities were brought together into a shared sphere of practice.
As such, this model confronted antagonism between female and male practitioners in
a novel way. Rather than pitting them against each other as private practitioners, the
stadsvroedvrouwen system institutionalized the spheres of practice for each and
defined the terms of their interaction: male medical professors trained, examined,
and licensed female midwives but stadsvroedvrouwen were then treated as largely
autonomous

practitioners

except

in

specific,

well-defined

circumstances:

complicated deliveries and suspected stillbirths.68 And so, as with Schrader, we
encounter complicated deliveries as a situation with unique professional protocols.
City birth records were kept by stadsvroedvrouwen who reported births to
the surgeon’s guild. In Amsterdam, these records are formulaic and contain only
demographic information such as the parents’ names and their address. There is,
however, much more detail in the records kept by stadsvroedvrouwen for births
which required the assistance of a vroedmeester (licensed man-midwife). In these
68
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records, stadsvroedvrouwen explain exactly which types of cases required a

vroedmeester: long labors after the water had broken, dead infants, the very
common “stuck head,” and myriad forms of breech deliveries.69
Cases involving the dual attention of female and male practitioner—both in
Schrader’s memoirs and the stadsvroedvrouwen records—did not always result in
instrumental intervention. Nor do they unfold in a way that suggests the male
practitioners were considered more highly skilled or, even, more authoritative on
what techniques should be used. Instead, what these cases share was the very real
threat of infant or maternal mortality. My suggestion is that these moments of
collaborative practice were driven less by any necessity of medical practice and more
by concerns over legal liability in the event of death. Even Schrader, who was sought
out for the most difficult cases specifically because of her skill, proved skittish when
it came to the threat of mortality: in a case from 1708 where Schrader’s manual
techniques had proven unsuccessful, the desperate mother begged Schrader to
deliver her with instruments even though the vroedmeester was out of town.
Schrader explained to them that she was hesitant because “if [the mother] came to
die, they would slander me,” but she ultimately gave in and used a hook to deliver the
woman of a stillborn child.70 Similarly, the Amsterdam records serve as documentary
evidence which might guard against accusations of improper practice if the mother
or infant were to die. They include precise details about when the vroedmeester was
called (“the child has sat high and heavy for 28 hours”), why he was called (“due to a
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stuck head [on account of] a flat pelvis”), and the result (“the child was dead”).71 In

all cases, the vroedmeester was called to a delivery already in progress once the
stadsvroedvrouw had determined that there were sufficient complications and had
already been working on the case for some time.
As we saw in Philosophical Transactions and Schrader’s memoirs, cases of
monstrous birth were often the result of exactly these types of abnormal deliveries—
breech presentation, stillbirth in late pregnancy, or particularly long and stubborn
labors. Yet while the (mostly English) physicians of Philosophical Transactions had
to be alerted to a unique case and often arrived long after the delivery was done, the
Dutch stadsvroedvrouwen system established a bureaucratic mechanism that meant
man-midwives would be in the room along with the midwife during an abnormal
delivery which would turn into a “monstrous birth.” Even more so, this same
bureaucratic system was overseen by physicians with close ties to the medical schools
where questions about the physiology of gestation and about the processes of
generation were subjects of interest. In short, it created a clearly defined pipeline
between the birthing bed and the spaces of elite medical thought and practice.
The Amsterdam anatomist Frederik Ruysch is exemplary of this close
relationship between practitioners. After receiving his medical degree from Leiden in
1664, Ruysch moved to Amsterdam where he became praelector of the surgeon’s
guild and the city anatomist. Ruysch was a well-respected alumnus of Leiden’s
medical school and, indeed, made a name for himself while a student by developing a
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technique for preserving soft tissue in spirits.72 As the next chapter will show,

Ruysch’s preparation technique allowed soft tissues like muscle, skin, and blood
vessels to be injected with wax and preserved with a blend of spirits. The result was
vividly lifelike preparations of organs and body parts. In 1668, Ruysch became the
chief instructor Amsterdam’s city midwives, which necessitated that any woman
seeking a license to practice midwifery pass an exam given by Ruysch.73
This close relationship between midwives and an elite anatomist working for
the city of Amsterdam explains the high percentage of fetuses found in Ruysch’s
expansive personal anatomical collection. Roughly 1/3 of his collection was fetal
bodies obtained through his work with the Amsterdam midwives. But Ruysch was
also involved in the actual establishment of stadsvroedvrouwen systems: when the
city doctors of Leiden created the city’s system in 1696, it was Ruysch who taught
courses, did dissections of female cadavers for the midwives-in-training, and,
ultimately, examined them and licensed them for municipal service.74
The stadsvroedvrouwen system, then, was not only a system of obstetrical
care, it also doubled as a valuable source of anatomical material. By the earlyeighteenth century, Ruysch’s anatomical collection consisted of roughly 2000
specimens, 1/3 of which were preserved fetuses; the collection was also world famous
and extraordinarily valuable—a source of professional prestige for Ruysch that
translated directly into material wealth. While Ruysch’s collection has been well
Jan C. C. Rupp, “Matters of Life and Death: The Social and Cultural Conditions of the Rise of
Anatomical Theatres, with Special Reference to Seventeenth Century Holland,” History of Science 28,
no. 3 (September 1990): 263–87, https://doi.org/10.1177/007327539002800302; Julie V. Hansen,
“Resurrecting Death: Anatomical Art in the Cabinet of Dr. Frederik Ruysch,” The Art Bulletin 78, no. 4
(1996): 663–79.
73 L. Kooijmans, Death Defied, 26.
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examined by historians of art and anatomy, his relationship to the midwives is rarely

more than an aside to explain the ubiquity of fetal bodies. Yet this relationship
deserves closer attention. By the end of the eighteenth century, fetal preparations in
Ruysch’s style had become commonplace in museums and essential objects to
conducting embryological research. In providing Ruysch with a fetal body, parents
and stadsvroedvrouwen participated in the creation of scientific objects which
transformed how gestation was understood.
Historian of the body Barbara Duden claims in Disembodying Women that
“the formation of the fetus [as a concept] is to a large extent the history of its
visualization.”75 Duden’s interest is in how the “fetus” emerged as a distinct subject
who, disembodied from its maternal context, became an icon for life itself—less a
biological entity than a conceptual one which shapes how people understand what it
means to be pregnant. Duden examines how visual iconographies of the fetus
through history have impacted how pregnant women understand their own
experience and their relationship to the fetal body within them.
Ruysch’s anatomical collection was a transformative moment in the visual
history of gestation because his was the first technique which allowed for a real,
physical fetal body to be made into a permanent object which could be directly and
indefinitely observed. These preparations were icons of life that relied on fetal death.
Even as they offered a way to see back in time, beyond the moment of birth into the
womb itself, each was a very real instance of pregnancy loss—early and late
miscarriages, stillbirths, or infants who died shortly after birth. Duden notes that this
is the paradox of fetal imagery: even the most transformative visualizations of
75
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pregnancy—including Lennart Nilsson’s famous 1965 photographs in LIFE

magazine—use pregnancy loss to represent pregnancy’s potential.76 For a
stadsvroedvrouw, a pregnancy loss or the possibility of one was a situation that
required her to call the man-midwife or surgeon; for the man-midwife or surgeon,
like Ruysch, such a situation was an opportunity to acquire rare and interesting
material for further study and, perhaps, preparation; for parents, a pregnancy loss
was an emotionally and physically demanding event. Ruysch’s collected works offer
glimpses into how these three realities intersected. For example, he writes:

I have possession of [conjoined twins] born at eight months which I
have embalmed and kept in my house on the condition that the
parents are free, as often as it pleases them, to come with their friends
to see the children. The father, whose name is Tanking, has already
passed away. The mother, called Woeneman, is still alive. If she dies
before me, then [the children] will belong to me.77
A few things are evident in this account. First, Woeneman’s delivery was
almost assuredly a complicated one because it appears within a longer discussion of
the practical difficulties of delivering conjoined twins. The midwife likely knew
Woeneman was pregnant with twins and, as such, may have been prepared for
complications since multiple births had a high mortality rate.78 Regardless of when
exactly the vroedmeester was called, conjoined twins posed substantial additional
complications to the already risky situation of a multiple birth; as a result, there is
little doubt that the vroedmeester would have been called to assist in the delivery
Duden, 14.
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and, as a result, that this birth of conjoined twins would be directly connected to

either Ruysch himself, as the supervisor of the midwives. Second, it is evident that
Ruysch’s acquisition of the body required negotiation. His description of the
situation uses the language of contracts:“…op die voorwarde dat het Ouders
vrystaat…” translating to “on the prerequisite that the parents are free…;” this
suggests not only that the parents’ permission was necessary but that they held
negotiating power. This movement of fetal body from birthing bed to anatomist’s jar
is very obscured in primary sources, and this glimpse offers a reason why: there was
no blanket protocol to follow, no form to be filled out that transferred ownership of
the body between parties. Each acquisition required that an anatomist negotiate with
the parents and might result in very different terms.
Historian Shannon Withycombe has used women’s correspondence and
diaries to examine the experiences of miscarriage in nineteenth-century America.
Withycombe is particularly interested in the relationship between women
experiencing a miscarriage and physicians eager to study “miscarriage material” in
order to better understand embryological, physiological, and/or obstetrical
questions.79 The domestic location of birth offered women a great deal of control in
deciding what happened with miscarriage material or the body of a stillborn or
shortly lived infant. Withycombe also suggests that women’s emotional reactions to
the experienced manifested in behaviors that—at least to a modern reader—might
seem inscrutable. Many mothers, for example, expressed joy or relief; others were
proactive about offering the remains of their pregnancy loss to the physicians
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attending them. Although the Dutch records offer only glimpses into these

encounters, they align well with Withycombe’s characterization of parental agency in
the process of medical collection while also demonstrating the lack of consistency in
how such an interaction might unfold and what results it might produce.
Ruysch understood these preparations as being a way for parents to process
grief. He explained to parents that his method of anatomical preparation would give
their lost child a lifelike appearance, “restoring” it to perfection, which historian Rina
Knoeef argues offered “parents a means of physically and emotionally cherishing
their children, even after death.”80 Ruysch’s preparations exemplify memento mori
symbolism, a visual style associated with baroque art that blended together
iconographies of death and life in order to communicate death’s inevitability to the
viewer.81 Many of Ruysch’s preparations mix together fetal skeletons or bodies with
shells, preserved animals, plants, moss, and other material in order to show
represent the coexistence of life and death.82 Such a style explains Knoeff’s analysis
that Ruysch’s preparations offered a measure of visual comfort to parents, and such a
dynamic is seen in the case of Woeneman and her conjoined twins: she allowed
Ruysch to prepare their bodies under the condition that she and her friends could
come to see them at his museum and that, if she outlived Ruysch, their bodies would
be returned to her. Ruysch’s collection, then, was an intersection of motivations. In
another section of his Works, Ruysch says, “I am gratified that I was often called to
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[miscarriages] where I found the parents very sad because they believed they had

created a monster. I am in the habit of consoling them and assuring them that
perfect infants change after death in the mother’s womb.”83 Here, Ruysch invokes
monstrosity not to refer to a specific type of body like conjoined twins but, instead, to
highlight how visually disturbing a pregnancy loss could be for parents.
Yet physical monstrosity did heighten the stakes of negotiating for a fetal
body. Here motivations had an added layer of complexity: on top of having lost a
pregnancy, parents were now confronted with the body both as a disturbing event
and as an object with rare scientific value. On February 5, 1710, the midwife
Catharina Schrader delivered a child whose intestines were outside of his body. This
was the result, Schrader determined, of the mother witnessing a pig slaughter while
pregnant. The body was striking enough, though, that Schrader tried to convince the
mother to open up access to it, writing that the body “was worthy to be seen by an
artist, but [the mother] did not want it shown.”84 In 1703, an English reverend
traveling through Amsterdam met a soldier who had preserved the bodies of his
conjoined-twin daughters in alcohol spirits, as an anatomist might. The man offered
to sell his preserved daughters for 300 guilders, which the reverend could not afford,
although the father answered questions about their anatomy which the reverend
included in a letter to the Royal Society, published in Philosophical Transactions.85
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The publications of early-nineteenth century anatomist Willem Vrolik also testify to

how negotiations with parents unfolded with regard to anomalous fetal bodies: Plate
100 of Tabulae is a case of twin absorption where the vroedmeester was called when
the child became stuck during delivery. When the child later died, the parents
granted the vroedmeester and Vrolik permission to dissect the body but to take only
the parts of it that contained the absorbed twin.86 These myriad cases, in addition to
that of Woeneman, demonstrate how the anatomist’s ability to acquire unusual fetal
bodies was delimited by the wishes of parents although each show that negotiations
weren’t all-or-nothing. Instead, the parties reached a compromise: the anatomist
might come away with the whole body, a part of it, a drawing, or a description.87
Fetal preparations directly linked the birthing bed with the anatomist’s
museum through the intermediary of a licensed midwife. At the turn of the
eighteenth century, Ruysch’s collection was singular—he was famous across Europe,
wealthy from selling his preparations, and opened his museum to the public and the
scientifically minded. While it was Ruysch’s technical skills that transformed a fetal
body into a museum object, the unique Dutch obstetrical system made such a
museum possible: municipal bureaucracy doubled as a pipeline for interesting
scientific material.
The result was that technologies of visualizing gestation changed, as did
material methods for researching its physiology. Monstrous births, whose medical
depictions once mingled with the fantastical, could be brought into direct view and
integrated into a collection that offered a holistic perspective on physiology. The use
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of fetal preparations as physical objects of research is the subject of the next chapter.

But physical bodies were not the only thing that passed through this pipeline that
connected parents with midwives with surgeons with the medical professoriate:
information about pregnancies and deliveries was passed along with physical bodies
and continued to play an important role in research.

Embryological Investigation
Roughly a century divides the careers of Catharina Schrader and Frederik
Ruysch from those of Willem Vrolik. Yet Vrolik’s publications attest to the sustained
importance of female testimony to investigating scientific questions around
pregnancy and the process of generation or, as it was called by Vrolik’s time,
reproduction. Stadsvroedvrouwen and vroedmeesters continued to be the bedrock
of obstetrical care in Holland throughout the eighteenth century and well into the
nineteenth, ultimately becoming regulated at the national level in 1818 as a part of a
broader push to standardize the bureaucratic procedures and institutions of Dutch
municipalities. Vrolik’s father, Gerard, worked with midwives as a part of his
supervision of Amsterdam’s hospital-based maternity ward; the midwives in the
hospital were licensed through the same set of classes and examinations as
stadsvroedvrouwen, differentiated by the fact that they worked (and were paid by)
the hospital rather than within a set geographic zone within the city. Just as it had
for Ruysch a century before, Gerard’s close working relationship with the midwives
and his access to women in the maternity ward facilitated his collection of fetal
bodies, including many of the ones described and illustrated in Willem Vrolik’s
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publications.88 Yet Willem’s publications are also rife with words of thanks others

who brought him bodies for preservation: he thanks vroedmeesters, former
professors, and fellow physicians practicing in municipalities across the Dutch
Republic. If Schrader’s memoirs and the notes of Amsterdam’s stadsvroedvrouwen
offer insight into a delivery of an abnormal body, Vrolik’s publications testify to the
end of a long transaction: the moment that a fetal body had been brought to him for
preservation in the museum.
Vrolik’s Tabulae and Handboek give glimpses of this long transaction in
process. The two texts are closely related: while Handboek, published in two volumes
in 1840 and 1842, is a meticulous treatise on pathological anatomy and the
physiology of embryology which draws from hundreds of case studies in Holland and
across Europe, Tabulae (1849) contains a selection of these cases and presents them
alongside illustrations. Most of the bodies depicted in Tabulae came from the Vrolik
family museum, though these are supplemented with reproductions of images from
other sources. In Tabulae, he often expresses gratitude to whoever brought him a
particular interesting fetal body for preparation and display.
Despite Vrolik’s effusive gratitude, midwives are fairly absent from the text.
Instead vroedmeesters, physicians, and surgeons are often identified as the person
who either delivered the child, brought Vrolik the body, or both. Understanding
Amsterdam’s obstetrical environment, however, allows us to place Vrolik’s brief
acknowledgements to practitioners in context. For instance, in Plate 63 of Tabulae,
Vrolik discusses a case of monopodia which was brought to him by an Amsterdam
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physician called Lehmann who, elsewhere, Vrolik identifies as one of his “excellent

former students.”89 Vrolik includes a narrative of the delivery alongside his
anatomical notes about the body:

Image 3: Case of monopodia. Tabulae (1849), Plate 63.

[The body] is a newborn
infant born to a 35-year-old
married woman who was
pregnant for the first time.
Because the pelvis was
funnel-shaped, and its
opening was narrow and,
moreover, because of the
slow succession of the
contractions, [Lehmann]
was obliged to bring the
delivery with forceps. The
infant was born alive, but it
lived only for a quarter of
an hour and died with
convulsions. The head was
brought
out
of
the
narrowed opening after
some traction with the
forceps and not without
difficulty. Thereupon the
shoulders were brought
out, but when Lehmann
tried to deliver the trunk,
he
experienced
considerable resistance.90

This is a textbook example of a delivery which would have required a
stadsvroedvrouw (or ordinary midwife) to have the assistance of a physician. It also
resonates strongly with the accounts in Schrader’s memoirs: the “monstrous” body
appears as an incidental result within a delivery which was already complicated or
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difficult. In this case, the potential for complication was identified by the shape of the

woman’s pelvis—this would have been assessed via pelvimetry, a technique used by
midwives and man-midwives of internally palpating the pelvic opening to assess
challenges to vaginal birth.91 Delivery required forceps and, as such, a physician to
use them since midwives were prohibited from using instruments. Only after delivery
did the fetal body itself become the element of the case deemed abnormal and
remarkable. The physician Lehmann then brought the body, along with his account
of the delivery, to his former teacher Vrolik. Told from the perspective of the
anatomical collector, then, contributions from female practitioners faded into the
background of a delivery defined by the male physician’s intervention and personal
connection to the collector.
Vrolik, like Schrader, wanted to understand what caused fetal abnormality.
For Schrader, identifying the cause of a “monster” meant trying to identify a moment
of resemblance: the witnessing of a pig slaughter causing the child’s intestines to be
outside its body, Lisbet’s love for children with curly hair producing her child with
curly growths on his head, Tetzke’s frequent handling of a young pig causing her
child to be born with a monstrous, pig-like head. Schrader was, however, not
concerned with the mechanism by which these resemblances transferred from
mother to child; that type of scientific speculation was more typical of the physicians
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in Philosophical Transactions who, for instance, considered how such impressions

might be transmitted to the fetus and affect its form via the blood and the placenta.92
But in the early-nineteenth century, Vrolik claimed “no physiologist will
nowadays be so attached to material ideas” to accept such a proposition, saying “so
much power has been attributed to the dynamic influence of the mother. If that
influence does exist, it must be through the nerves or the vessels … [but neither] is
suitable to transmit a dynamic impression of the mother to the child.”93 Moreover, he
rejected the entire premise of using resemblance to identify the cause, which had not
only been Schrader’s method but also that of early modern medical elites, like Paré,
and everyday physicians, as seen in Philosophical Transactions. About the idea,
Vrolik says: “A malformation is born in the world ... The bewildered mother now
remembers having experienced a fright or some other serious disorder during
pregnancy. She recounts this and it is now possible for a biased mind to bring this
fright and the deformation of the fruit into a causal connection.”94 Vrolik’s language
of “deformation” attests to his belief that “monsters” were “malformations” produced
by some deviation during the developmental process. Later chapters will discuss this
shift in scientific explanation more thoroughly. Here, the important element to
understand is that Vrolik believed that anatomical analysis revealed how a body
deviated from normal: not simply that a fetus had a “monstrous” pig-like head, for
instance, but that it was missing very specific bones, tissues, or structures. The
defining characteristics of many malformations exist in anatomical “[parts], the very
existence of which may be unknown to pregnant women” and thus be beyond the
Superville and Zollman, “Some Reflections on Generation.”
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reach of her imagination.95 One sees this perspective emerge in Philosophical

Transactions toward the end of the eighteenth century as scientific consensus began
shifting toward a developmental model of embryology. In 1775, an English physician
wrote in Philosophical Transactions about a case where a woman gave birth to
triplets, one of whom had no head. He asks,

How could one child be affected by the disturbed imagination of the
mother and not the other? But the mother, upon repeated
examination, recollects no fright in particular while she was pregnant.
Neither, if she did, would it invalidate the force of our argument on
this subject for she could not possibly see any child without a head.
And more especially, because other parts, as the viscera, were equally
defective, which are entirely out of reach of the eye or imagination of
the mother to form any idea about them.96
Vrolik’s account of the same type of malformation—a multiple birth involving
one “headless” child—demonstrates the sustained importance of contextual
information. The body itself was the primary source of evidence for pathological
anatomists and teratologists seeking to understand the physiology of disease and
malformation; thus, Vrolik’s emphasis on the physical preservation and collection of
fetal malformations in the museum. But his account of a hoofdelooze misgeboorten—
headless miscarriage—shows that anatomical analysis alone could not capture the
unique physiology of this type of malformation:
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It is important that in all these cases ... the miscarriage was born
shortly before or after the birth of a shapely child, and that she
therefore [is a type of] twin births. [As evidence], I can add [my
observations of] three miscarriages belonging to this main form which
exist in the Musaeum Vrolikianum and were all born at the same time
as a shapely child. The same law also seems to prevail in animals…. It
is no less important that it is expressly stated by many that the woman
who produces the headless miscarriage was already the mother of
several children. Rarely does pregnancy reach its last era.97
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Here, Vrolik identifies that a key characteristic of “headless miscarriages” is
found not in the fetal body but in the pregnancy’s history: they are always born with
a healthy twin. Although Vrolik defined the condition by the malformation’s lack of
head, the condition is now called acardia due to its lack of a heart. During gestation
when the twins are connected, the healthy twin’s heart provides circulation for both
bodies, which is a support system that ends at birth—resulting in one lifeless
malformation and one (most often) healthy child. In addition to showing how a
malformation with anatomical continuity across cases also has an important
continuity in gestational histories, this passage from Vrolik’s Handboek is an
acknowledgement that preparations of headless miscarriages within any anatomical
museum were incomplete since a pivotal figure in the creation of the malformation—
the healthy twin—survived.
Pregnancy histories serve a similar purpose throughout Vrolik’s writing.
Rather than being used to identify resemblances, they were equally useful in
identifying moments of physiological change or illnesses and accidents that might
have disrupted embryological development. Still, a mother’s own reported
experience was taken as valuable and unquestioned evidence, and continuity across
97
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maternal experiences was especially compelling evidence of a connection between

some physiological event in pregnancy and the subsequent birth of a malformation.
Regarding a case of internal hydrocephaly depicted in Plate 35 of Tabulae, discussed
in this dissertation’s introduction, Vrolik firsts thanked a vroedmeester called Weisz
for bringing him the body before offering an account of the pregnancy which
produced it: “during the fifth month of [the mother’s] pregnancy,” he writes, “she
had been exposed to heavy violence consisting of severe blows to the belly, left hip,
and shoulder. The consequences were severe pain and cramps … which tortured her
until the delivery.”98 Vrolik didn’t attend this delivery—the mother was connected to
him only through a network including the vroedmeester Weisz and, though
unacknowledged in the text, the midwife who attended her. And the fetal body didn’t
travel alone through that network, rather it was accompanied by narrative
information about events and physical sensations that she’d experienced during
stages of the pregnancy that far preceded the delivery itself. Her testimony was
crucial to Vrolik understanding the case just as much as the fetal body itself: he
concludes that the condition was caused by “the external violence that the woman
endured in the fifth month of pregnancy. [In Handboek], I stated that injury of the
uterus from the exterior may cause a chronic inflammation within the head of the
child, thus resulting in an internal hydrocephaly.”99
The body itself allowed Vrolik to diagnose a “monster” into an anatomical
type, but he relied on contextual information about a pregnancy to speak to its cause.
Whether she had been beaten, had fallen, or been ill allowed Vrolik to hypothesize
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that these were moments of physiological change during gestation that produced an

unusual form. Whether a woman had previously given birth to abnormal infants, or
whether her husband and his family had abnormalities allowed Vrolik to hypothesize
about heredity. Her report of whether the child moved with vigor or when it ceased
moving became an index for fetal life. While ideas about the physiology of gestation
changed substantially between the late-seventeenth and early-nineteenth centuries,
the experiences of a mother during pregnancy remained central to explanations of
fetal abnormality. Scientific accounts of “monstrous births” or malformations tended
to foreground the curiosity of the body itself, although reading these accounts against
the grain reveals how important the insights of women—both mothers and the
midwives who attended them—were to such scientific investigations.

Conclusion
In 1585, Paré wrote that “monsters are things that appear outside the course
of nature,” including “a child who is born with one arm [or] another who will have
two heads.”100 Such rare events prompted witnesses to ask why: did they, as many in
Paré’s period believed, portend some disaster, or did they, instead, bear testimony to
some moment in the past? Even as scientific explanations for such bodies
transformed dramatically, they continued to be seen not simply as bodies but as
events: monstrous births, malformations, which could only be understood within an
origin story. The period discussed in this chapter— spanning roughly 1670 to 1850—
has been thoroughly examined by historians interested in midwifery, the rise of
100
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medical obstetrics, embryology, and monstrosity: through any one of these analytics,

the period is one of substantial transformation in expertise, natural philosophy, and
medical practice. Yet monstrous births provoked a sustained and more collaborative
engagement

between

male

practitioners—anatomists,

collectors,

and

man-

midwives—and the midwives who attended birthing women and, in doing so, gained
privileged insight into her pregnancy experiences.
The sources used in this chapter provide a textured perspective on this underexamined historical dynamic. The memoirs of midwife Catharina Schrader offer a
singularly deep view into the event of a monstrous birth itself as one which unfolded
within the birthing chamber of individual women who had names, husbands, desires,
and choices. While form of the fetal body often commands center stage in accounts of
monstrous births, Schrader’s memoirs contextualize the body within the routines
and procedures of medical practice— the form of the body, once revealed, then
initiating another component of midwifery practice which was to collect information
about a pregnancy and transform it into a narrative. The records of the
stadsvroedvrouwen explain how midwives were integrated into an obstetrical
network that institutionalized protocols for the same types of complicated deliveries
so vividly narrated by Schrader. These institutionalized protocols draw a clear
pathway between birthing women and physicians— not only the type of physicians
who might attend deliveries but also the professoriate class of physicians who, in
addition to practice, were engaged in physiological research. This pathway facilitated
the collection of fetal bodies and of contextual information about a pregnancy, both
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of which remained critical sources of evidence for researchers well into the

nineteenth century, as seen in Vrolik’s publications.
Schrader, Vrolik, and the country physicians writing into Philosophical
Transactions were not the same type of practitioner nor did they necessarily share
beliefs about the causes and processes of an abnormal birth. Yet if the birth of a
“monster” prompted a search for its cause, considering these sources alongside one
another reveals how different people— both medical practitioners and parents—
participated in the project of finding an explanation. The next chapter goes back to
Frederik Ruysch, the once-supervisor of Amsterdam’s city midwives, to examine the
history of fetal preparations as objects used in scientific research. His close
relationship with the midwives and his skilled ability to negotiate with parents
allowed Ruysch to build up a truly remarkable anatomical cabinet which prominently
featured fetal material. But for what purpose? While the fetal preparations in
Ruysch’s museum may have served as memorial objects for grieving parents, the next
chapter shows how this type of fetal preparation served as research objects which, in
the course of the eighteenth and early nineteenth century, produced the modern
science of developmental embryology.

Chapter Two:
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The Monster Collectors

Abnormal fetuses preserved in spirit-filled jars are one of the most ubiquitous
and evocative features of historical medical museums. This chapter seeks to
historicize this particular object type101 through investigating the origins of
systematically collecting fetal abnormalities; that is, to interrogate when and why
“monstrous” fetuses began to be collected as research material. The eighteenth
century was, historians claim, a scientifically transformative period for the monster
who went from a lusus naturae—a joke of nature—to a naturalized, if poorly
understood, feature of nature’s order.102 This chapter approaches this transformative
century by examining how the late-seventeenth century invention and proliferation
of a technique for preserving soft tissue enabled monsters to be made into physical
objects. This novel technique allowed for the creation of stable anatomical
preparations which could be directly and indefinitely observed, re-used, circulated,
and kept on museum shelves. During a period in which replication and shared
witnessing became epistemologically central to the creation of scientific facts, such
anatomical preparations enabled a new way of discovering facts about invisible,
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dynamic physiological processes—including those of generation.103 Focusing on this

material aspect of physiological research shifts the familiar geographies of historical
literature on collecting, embryology, and anatomy which have focused on England,
Germany, and France.

Through the lens of collections, the scientific story of

monsters becomes routed through the Dutch Republic and Russia where anatomical
preparations—particularly of fetal material—were first mobilized as research objects
which spoke to compelling and thorny physiological questions.
There are two major historical narratives in this chapter, each which begins
with the late-seventeenth century anatomical collection of Frederik Ruysch. First, I
contextualize Ruysch and his anatomical practices within Enlightenment science in
order to demonstrate how his novel style of preparation established a new
technology for medical education and research. Second, I show how Ruysch’s
relationship with the Russian tsar Peter I—Peter the Great—led to the creation of a
singularly large collection of fetal preparations which, later in the century, provided a
new visual method for substantiating the then-controversial theory of developmental
embryology. Finally, I tie these two geographic threads together by returning to
Amsterdam, this time to the early-nineteenth century collection of Gerard and
Willem Vrolik. There, I demonstrate how the Vrolik museum—particularly Willem’s
collection of fetal material— exemplifies how anatomical preparations sat at the
center of a European “research economy” of materials and methods for discerning
the physiological laws of embryological development.
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Frederik Ruysch and “Experimental” Anatomy
Dissection became a central component of medical education in the midsixteenth century, a shift away from the scholastic trends of medieval medical
education wherein knowledge was demonstrated through the memorization and
recitation of texts. The shift toward more hands-on methods of learning anatomy is
often attributed to the sixteenth-century anatomist Andreas Vesalius (1514-1564)
who performed public dissections at the anatomy theater in Padua as a part of his
course of instruction.104 What Vesalius is truly remembered for, however, is De
humani corpus fabrica, published in 1543, which contained hundreds of exquisite,
detailed illustrations of his dissections over its six volumes. With these, Vesalius
advanced his own discoveries while also offering an effective— if tonally soft—
rebuttal to the medical publications of the Roman physician Galen which were
considered the bedrock of medical knowledge still in the sixteenth century.105 With
public dissection and the publication of his findings, Vesalius was the harbinger of
humanistic anatomy: a see-for-yourself methodology wherein one’s own dissections
and observations, rather than texts from antiquity, were the premiere avenues for
learning the truths of the natural world.
Humanistic anatomy was a visual, social discipline. Dissections were held in
packed-to-the-rafters anatomical theaters where fellow physicians, medical students,
and the interested public alike watched the anatomist perform a dissection while
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giving commentary on the process and his findings.106 Historians of science Steven

Shapin and Simon Schaffer have demonstrated the importance of “shared
witnessing” to the authentication of scientific facts. Describing the development of
the “experimental philosophy” at London’s Royal Society in the late-seventeenth
century, Shapin and Schaffer describe how the creation of experimental practices—
like publishing one’s findings along with the specifications of equipment used and a
step-by-step procedure—allowed for natural philosophers across Europe to
collectively “observe” the same phenomenon across time and geographical distance.
Doing so provided a new methodology for authenticating that an “observation” was
something more significant: a scientific fact.107 The public nature of dissections
allowed them to serve a similar function in this new space of creating facts through
consensus. Gathered together in the anatomy theater watching an anatomist perform
a dissection, observers both shared in his observations and could serve as witnesses
to the veracity of his published findings. While the experimental philosophers of
London’s Royal Society had to publish detailed specifications for the equipment to be
used, anatomists had what might be thought of as a natural advantage in that the
“equipment”—that is, the human body—came fairly standardized in its components.
A publication describing a discovery made about the structure of the heart during a
dissection in Padua could be verified through replication by anatomists in Paris or
Amsterdam once they gained access to a cadaver.108
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One of the seventeenth century’s foremost humanist medical schools was

Leiden University in Holland. The university as a whole was a magnet for the
period’s prominent humanists, including Rene Descartes and Franciscus Sylvius.
Dissection was a mainstay of the curriculum, and Leiden University was famous
across Europe for the
high

quality

of

its

anatomical collection.109
Ruysch graduated from
Leiden with his medical
degree in 1664 at which
point he took up several
key

positions

in

Amsterdam, namely as
Image 4: de Waag (1693). Stadsarchief Beeldbank.

the

city

physician,

supervisor of the city
midwives, and the praelector anatomicus at Amsterdam’s dissection theater. The
theater, called de Waag, still stands in Amsterdam’s Nieuwmarkt neighborhood; the
historical dissection theater remains preserved on its top floor.
Ruysch was praelector for 60 years, performing dissections for the public and
as a part of the educational training of surgeons and midwives.110 While dissection
was understandably a major part of surgical training, it was also a regular feature of
Huistra, The Afterlife of the Leiden Anatomical Collections; Tim Huisman, “Resilient Collections:
The Long Life of Leiden’s Earliest Anatomical Collections,” in The Fate of Anatomical Collections, eds.,
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Ruysch’s training of midwives hoping to attain a license (both stadsvroedvrouwen

and ordinary midwives): they attended classes in the dissection theater every month
where they were taught to identify the signs of a delivery requiring instrumental
(“surgical”) intervention, and they watched Ruysch dissect a female cadaver at least
four times a year.111 Ruysch’s other roles as city anatomist and forensic
physician enabled his success as praelector. In addition to hanged criminals, the
bodies Ruysch dissected at de Waag were largely those of poor hospital patients left
unclaimed at death and of people found dead in public places—that is, bodies that
Ruysch would encounter in one of his other municipal roles. When one of these
bodies was a “suitable” female, Ruysch would send a woman around the city to
instruct the midwives-in-training to report to the anatomical theater the next day to
watch Ruysch dissect the body.112
But if a midwife could not be found or if she could not make it the next day,
then she would miss the dissection. And if an apprentice in the surgeon’s guild was
sitting in the highest row of the theater as Ruysch dissected the lymph glands, he
would experience the dissection only through Ruysch’s orations since the glands
were far too small and hidden to be seen from where the student sat. Even as
dissection made anatomical learning more hands-on and observation-based, it still
faced limitations as a pedagogical practice. It required someone to be present (or for
the results to be published, and the person to be able to read them), and dissection in
a crowded theater with variable lighting made it difficult or altogether impossible to
see the body’s small, hidden, or fleeting features. Although moments from the
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dissection could be illustrated on paper, such depictions couldn’t capture precisely

what made dissection so valuable in the first place: the directness of it, witnessing
the process of undoing the body’s fabric and seeing what holds it together, and seeing
small, delicate parts in situ within the body’s bloody, messy cavities.
These were the types of limitations Ruysch sought to address with new
techniques of anatomical preparation. Ruysch’s reputation as a skilled preparer
began while he was a student at Leiden due to the school’s pedagogical emphasis on
the practice of vivisection, that is the dissection of a living animal. Unpleasant as
vivisection was, it was the only real way to combine the observational, empirical
advantages of dissection with physiology and not anatomy—that is, as way to study
the processes of the living body rather than the structures of the dead body.
Vivisection required techniques such as ligating vessels and injecting fluids; the
latter, in turn, required the development of sophisticated syringes.113 What Ruysch
did during his time as a student (along with close friends Jan Swammerdam and
Regnier de Graff, who developed the practical syringe) was apply these techniques of
vivisection to dissection, creating a fascinating feedback loop: techniques of
dissecting dead bodies were applied to live bodies in vivisection which required the
development of additional techniques, which were then applied back onto dead
bodies in order to create anatomical preparations.
What this looked like in practice was using de Graaf’s syringe to inject a wax
mixture114 into the vessels of a dissected body part. The wax, initially liquid, would
spread through the vessels and harden. The body part thus retained its lifelike
Kidd and Modlin, “Frederik Ruysch,” 69–70.
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dimensions and shape even in death, with the wax also providing coloration which

imitated the appearance of live, blood-rich tissue. Explaining the process is
straightforward; doing it is less so. As the historian Marieke Hendriksen found while
using the records of Leiden anatomists, including Ruysch, to create eighteenthcentury-style wet specimens, successfully injecting a body part required extensive

Image 5: 3-month-old fetus in
wax-injected placenta.
Frederik Ruysch Collection,
Kunstkamera, St. Petersburg.

tacit knowledge gained only through experience. The wax mixture, for instance,
couldn’t be reduced to strict measurements because its precise make-up had to be
adjusted to account for humidity, room temperature, and the material qualities of the
anatomical part being injected.115 As Ruysch himself said of such preparations, “what
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a lot of trouble beautiful things can be!”116 Yet when done successfully, the result was

remarkable and otherworldly.
Ruysch was the undisputed master of this new style of preparation,
recognized as such by Leiden’s own medical professoriate. His mastery of this novel
technique combined with his extraordinary access to anatomical material as
praelector anatomicus in Amsterdam allowed Ruysch to build up an anatomical
museum consisting mainly of these injected, spirit-preserved preparations. The
singularity of this shouldn’t be overlooked: Leiden University itself was home to
perhaps the most well-respected anatomical cabinet in Europe at the time, but the
material in it was primarily osteological—it was famous more for its breadth and
scale. By contrast, Ruysch’s museum gained fame for its novelty and, especially, for
its unique pedagogical advantages.117 Now, a surgical apprentice or a midwife-intraining didn’t need to attend a dissection in person in order to be able to gain closeup, hands-on anatomical observations: they merely needed access to Ruysch’s
anatomical collection, which he used regularly for teaching courses and kept open to
the public at his home at Bloemgracht 15.
This discussion of Frederik Ruysch is in service of highlighting how a
particular style of anatomical preparation fit into the period’s economy of research.
Humanist philosophy had pushed dissection into the pedagogical center of medical
education in the early modern period, although the practice itself had its
limitations—namely, that the body decomposed, which limited dissection to certain
seasons and environments and also meant some structures might disappear before
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the anatomist’s knife had the chance to reach them. And while anatomical theaters

offered a way for dissections to be collectively witnessed and their findings
collectively authenticated as true, they were also crowded spaces that didn’t allow
onlookers to closely observe something that might be quite important to practice.
Dissections, then, infused anatomy with a humanist, “experimental” ethos that
aligned it with other Enlightenment sciences, but it had clear gaps as a method of
instruction. Perhaps no limitation was more significant than dissection’s inability to
depict the body as it was in life. No matter how close a student got during a
dissection or how clear the oration was, a dead heart drained of blood simply could
not speak to the dynamic organ during life.
Ruysch’s technique of preparation was a technological intervention into these
methodological limitations. Building on an existing tradition of collecting anatomical
parts and using them in medical training, Ruysch’s method combined the techniques
of vivisection with the material of dissection to produce objects which approximated
living organs—objects which seemed to capture the living body in a single moment.
The objects themselves were one methodological intervention, but so was what they
made possible: collection. If “shared witnessing” was a key component of
authenticating an observation as a fact, Ruysch’s preparation technique allowed for
observations to be literally preserved, collected, and made available to other
researchers who could not only see the preparation for themselves but could, in fact,
re-dissect it to verify claims.118 Ruysch claimed this would elevate the quality of
research: frustrated by colleagues who could not replicate findings but only point to
their illustration of a previous discovery, Ruysch fumed, “and I had to leave it at that.
118
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Now I preserve everything I depict, so that I needn’t resort to such stupid

answers.”119 Such a technology effectively expanded the “experimental” legitimacy of
anatomy and physiology as sciences by further grounding them in empirical
methods, replicability, and the most gentlemanly place of science, the museum.120
The successful creation of these preparations was, as we saw, extremely
difficult and reliant upon tacit knowledge. Yet they were also highly sought after due
to all of the abovementioned benefits they had for instruction and research. On one
hand, this combination of facts made Ruysch an extremely rich man: his
preparations sold for twice the price of his closest competitor.121 In 1701, a physician
in London petitioned the president of the Royal Society to buy Ruysch’s entire
collection, the expense of which would be covered by charging every doctor in the
city 20 pounds and every surgeon 30 since “every physician in London would benefit
from [the collection’s] purchase.”122 On the other hand, it further enhanced Leiden
University’s reputation as the premiere destination for medical study. In 1719,
Bernhard Siegfried Albinus—a student of Ruysch’s—became the head medical
professor the of the university and began systematically expanding Leiden’s existing
medical collections.123 While Ruysch’s skills as a preparer had gone unrivaled since
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the 1660s, Albinus was a true heir to the art: his skills in injection and preparation

met or even exceeded those of his one-time teacher.124
During Albinus’s fifty-year tenure teaching anatomy and surgery (1719-1770),
Leiden was the central hub for advancing the technology of anatomical preparation.
Albinus used his substantial skills to teach the art and techniques of preparation to
medical students who came to Leiden from across Europe and who, after graduation,
returned home equipped with the skills to create their own high-quality wet
specimens.125 Thus, over the eighteenth century, this style of preparation changed
from the specialized product of a single Dutch anatomist to a mainstay of
pedagogical and private collections in the hospitals of Paris, the proprietary medical
schools of London, university collections in Germany, and everywhere in between.
Leiden’s institutional prestige faded alongside Albinus’s health, with his death in
1770 marking the end of a halcyon period for Leiden’s medical school that had begun
nearly two hundred years before.126 By then, wet specimens were a mainstay of
anatomical and physiological research across Europe for precisely the same reason
they’d been so advantageous for Ruysch: they could be collected, traded, redissected, collectively observed, and served as material proof of the discoveries one
might describe and illustrate in a publication.
This chapter now turns to perhaps Frederik Ruysch’s most famous private
student: tsar Peter I. After examining how Peter adopted Ruysch’s techniques and
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used them to build up a singular embryological collection in the eighteenth century,

this chapter will return to Leiden University and Amsterdam to understand how, a
century and a half after Ruysch developed his technique, anatomical preparations
had become the methodological cornerstone of studying physiology and embryology.

Monsters in the New Jerusalem
In the fall of 1776, the physiologist Caspar Friedrich Wolff wrote to his erstwhile
nemesis Albrecht von Haller from the Russian Academy of Sciences. It had been
nearly twenty years since Wolff had published his dissertation, Theoria
Generationis, which used Wolff’s observations of gestational chicks to dispute the
embryological theories of Haller who was (and remained) a titan of European
science. The 1776 letter came after a decade of silence in the two men’s
correspondence, and it detailed Wolff’s new research project. He said,

The very rich storehouse of monsters that has been collected and
preserved over a long series of years in the Imperial Museum has now
been handed over to me, so I can compose a description of them and
perform anatomies where I decide to. In this therefore it will be
necessary to deal once more with the origins of monsters and with
generation in general.127
Wolff’s “storehouse of monsters” was the remarkable collection of tsar Peter I
(1672-1725) who had, in the first quarter of the eighteenth century, preserved human
and animal “monsters” collected from across Russia by his royal order. Peter’s
expansive collection of fetuses formed the core of his state museum, numbering over

Shirley A. Roe, Matter, Life, and Generation: Eighteenth-Century Embryology and the HallerWolff Debate (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981), 170. Wolff’s correspondence with Haller
is reproduced in Appendix B.
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2000 by time the collection came under the watch of the Russian Academy of

Sciences in 1724. For the half century between Peter’s death and Wolff’s letter to
Haller, physicians at the Russian Academy of Sciences had continued to collect and
preserve fetal abnormalities in addition to gathering information they hoped might
explain what had caused them. The result was that St. Petersburg held the largest
embryological collection in Europe and the only one with a specific focus on
abnormality.128 Wolff perceived its value: he intended to use Peter’s collection to
systematically study fetal abnormalities and, in doing so, map out the laws of the life
force—the vis essentialis—which Wolff believed, against Haller’s objections, to guide
embryological development.
The history of the Russian Academy of Science’s collection of fetuses shows
how anatomical preparations became a key part of embryological research. Though
both ends of this narrative—its beginning with Peter I and its end with Caspar
Wolff—are known to historians, they have not been substantially connected. The
story of Peter’s travels to Amsterdam and his compilation of a remarkable
anatomical cabinet has been well documented by historians of art, medicine, and
Russian history;129 Wolff’s research on monsters has been addressed by historians of
biology and embryology who have sought to make sense of Wolff’s theories and
The closest contemporary peer museum was the Meckel collection in Halle. While fetal abnormality
was a major focus of the museum, this wasn’t the case until the involvement of JF Meckel the Younger
(1781-1833) who, in fact, was also the one to translate Wolff into German. But throughout the
eighteenth century, especially its first half, St. Petersburg was unparalleled in the size and scope of its
fetal collection. Rashid M. Janjua et al., “The Legacy of Johann Friedrich Meckel the Elder (1724–
1774),” Neurosurgery 66, no. 4 (2010): 758–71.
129 Petros Mirilas, “The Monarch and the Master: Peter the Great and Frederik Ruysch,” Archives of
Surgery 141, no. 6 (2006): 602, https://doi.org/10.1001/archsurg.141.6.602; Kidd and Modlin,
“Frederik Ruysch”; Lindsey Hughes, Russia in the Age of Peter the Great (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1998); Robert Collis, The Petrine Instauration: Religion, Esotericism and Science at the Court
of Peter the Great, 1689-1725 (Boston: Brill, 2012); Anthony Anemone, “The Monsters of Peter the
Great: The Culture of the St. Petersburg Kunstkamera in the Eighteenth Century,” The Slavic and East
European Journal 44, no. 4 (2000): 583; Hansen, “Resurrecting Death.”
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connect them to nineteenth-century developments in the field.130 Placing these two

histories together reveals a shift from early modern ideas about monstrosity to a
modern science of embryology through the analytics of methodology: at both the
beginning of the eighteenth century and at its end, the same basic scientific
question—the origin of monsters—was investigated using the same fetal bodies in the
same collection of the same institute. Yet the methods for extracting knowledge from
these fetal bodies changed profoundly by century’s end: while Peter and the early
Academy collected instances of monstrosity and sought individual causes, Wolff saw
the whole collection as a novel technology for visualizing a dynamic process. Wolff’s
approach to the embryological collection built by Peter decades before produced
what would become the cornerstone methodology of modern embryology and its
offshoot, teratology: collection, comparison, and synthesizing observations.

The Grand Embassy
On 20 March 1697, tsar Peter I departed Russia for an eighteen-month tour of
Europe called “the Grand Embassy.” Accompanying Peter was an entourage of 250:
noblemen, ambassadors, interpreters, and young men who would be left behind as
apprentices. Peter was also accompanied by four dwarves.131 People with dwarfism
had long been a part of Peter’s retinue, oftentimes following the tsar’s royal sleigh on
horseback. This was, perhaps, to make even more extraordinary the tsar’s own
Wellmann and Sturge, The Form of Becoming; L. Ya. Blyakher, History of Embryology in Russia
from the Middle of the Eighteenth to the Middle of the Nineteenth Century (Washington D.C.: Al
Ahram Center for Scientific Translations, 1982); A.E. Gaissinovitch, “C.F. Wolff on Variability and
Heredity,” History and Philosophy of the Life Sciences 12, no. 2 (1990): 179–201; T.A. Lukina, “Caspar
Friedrich Wolff Und Die Petersburger Akademie Der Wissenschaften,” Acta Historia Leopoldina 9
(1975): 411–25; Roe, Matter, Life, and Generation.
131 Mirilas, “The Monarch and the Master,” 603.
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extraordinary height: Peter stood 6’8” (203cm), sixteen inches taller than the average

man of the time.132 Traveling under the pseudonym Captain Peter Mikhailov, the tsar
saw the Grand Embassy as an opportunity to learn from Europe’s leading men of
science and, in doing so, begin his reformations of “backward” Russia into a modern
state.133 “Captain Peter Mikhailov” also sought to learn shipbuilding. These dual
interests in science and shipbuilding directed the Grand Embassy first toward a place
famous for both: the Dutch Republic. Within months, Peter had arrived in
Amsterdam where he began working as a dockhand for the Dutch East India
Company and meeting with the Dutch scientific elite.

Image 6: Peter the Great in Holland During the Grand Embassy. Painting by Mstislav Dobuzhinsky (1910).

Collis, The Petrine Instauration, 448.
Kooijmans, Death Defied, 244; Anemone, “The Monsters of Peter the Great,” 596; Michael D.
Gordin, “The Importance of Being Earnest: The Early St. Petersburg Academy,” ISIS 91, no. 1 (2000):
26; Blyakher, Embryology in Russia, 19.
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The “storehouse of monsters” described by Wolff in 1776 was a part of Peter’s

larger anatomical collection, parts of which have remained continuously on display
since the 1720s. Peter’s vision for his collection can be neatly traced to that 1697 visit
to Amsterdam, which sets Peter early in the transformative moment in anatomical
collecting described in this chapter’s previous section on Frederik Ruysch. In style,
Peter emulated the baroque cabinets that he toured during the Grand Embassy; in
substance, Peter grasped the potential of anatomical preparations for investigating
two related mysteries of nature: generation and monsters.
Though he was interested in the natural sciences broadly, Peter developed a
particular fascination with anatomy while in Amsterdam. Dissection had become
normalized throughout Europe by the late-seventeenth century, but it was virtually
unpracticed in Russia due to lingering religious concerns.134 It wasn’t the practice
itself that was taboo but rather the fact that precisely the same types of bodies that
populated dissecting tables across Europe—namely, criminals, suicide victims, and
unclaimed bodies—were those that Russian Orthodox tradition believed the “earth
would refuse to accept,” meaning they would fail to decompose and were therefore at
risk of becoming vampires. Also at risk for this fate were women who died while
pregnant or in childbirth and people born with bodily abnormalities.135 By contrast,
we’ve seen how anatomical research thrived in Holland both at Leiden University
and in Amsterdam where Ruysch’s prolific dissections and public museum brought
experimental, humanist anatomy into open view.
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Soon after his arrival to Amsterdam, Peter was introduced to Ruysch who

agreed to give the tsar private anatomy lessons. One can hardly imagine a space more
shocking to Russian Orthodox sensibilities about vampirism than Ruysch’s museum:
body parts taken from the hospital, executions, miscarriages, crime scenes, and
maternal deaths all of which had, indeed, failed to decompose. Yet Peter was
captivated by Ruysch’s preparations. They exemplified his vision of using western
science to de-couple Russia from the Orthodox dogmatism he believed was
responsible for the country’s backwardness: Ruysch’s bodies had not failed to
decompose due to spiritual contamination, they were kept from decomposing
through ingenious scientific intervention. Visiting Ruysch’s museum, Peter was so
struck by the lifelike appearance of a child’s prepared body that he kissed it. While
the story is sometimes treated as apocryphal, Ruysch himself wrote in a letter to
Leiden professor Herman Boerhaave, “I have prepared the face of a boy so
beautifully that a certain great Monarch of Europe embraced it himself.”136
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Image 7: The Anatomy Lesson of Dr. Frederik Ruysch. Painting by Jan van Neck (1683).

The curious public could pay for one of Ruysch’s daughters to show them the
museum, but for those looking to learn, like Peter, Ruysch used the collection as
teaching material for private lessons. For the months that Peter remained in
Amsterdam, he would leave the dockyards and find Ruysch either in de Waag or at
Ruysch’s canal-side home at Bloemgracht 15. The makeup of the museum reflected
the audiences that Ruysch taught through his municipal positions. Particularly
notable is that roughly 1/3 of the collection was fetal bodies collected through
Ruysch’s supervision of Amsterdam’s stadsvroedvrouwen.137 After preparation,
these were used to teach incoming classes of midwives about gestational stages,
On the Netherlands’s unique system of municipally licensed midwives, see Marland, “The
‘Burgerlijke’ Midwife.”
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connections between fetal and maternal bodies, and possible complications during

delivery (i.e., knotted umbilical cords or abnormal bodies).
If the magnificence of Ruysch’s preparations was their ability to reveal the
hidden, fleeting, and small, then nowhere was this more apparent than his ability to
physically capture the process of human gestation. This was not lost on Peter whose
later targeted collecting of fetuses would reflect his teacher’s influence. Peter’s
intense dedication to his lessons earned Ruysch’s respect and germinated a fond
relationship that would last until the tsar’s death in 1725. Years later, Ruysch would
claim that when it came to anatomy, the tsar “surpasse[d] not only princes, but also
very many doctors.”138
Peter returned from the Grand Embassy committed to the project of creating
his own collection which would herald a new, modern era for his kingdom. Peter and
Ruysch not only remained in touch after their 1697 meeting, they regularly sent each
other preparations: Ruysch wrote to the tsar on July 16, 1701 thanking him for his
gift of preserved lizards and worms and promised to return the favor by sending
along various specimens from the Indies.139 In 1717, twenty years after the two men
first met, Peter returned again to Amsterdam and sought out Ruysch who he greeted
with a handshake, saying in his fluent Dutch, “you are my teacher from the olden
days.”140 By the time Peter left Amsterdam the second time, he had arranged to
purchase his old teacher’s entire collection—2045 anatomical specimens and

Ruysch, Collected Works, 1057. “…de onverwinnelyke Keizer van Russlant, de welke volgens zyne
byzonder kennis van ontleetkundige zaken, waar in hy niet alleen princen, maar ook zeer vele artzen
overtreft…”
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naturalia—for the extraordinary sum of 30,000 guilders.141 Included were the secret

recipes for Ruysch’s injection and preservation fluids.142
Ruysch’s collection would form the heart of Peter’s state museum, the
Kunstkamera, through which he would bring scientific rationality to his subjects. Yet
Ruysch’s preparations would not be the first anatomical contributions to the
museum: by 1717, Peter had already spent two decades building up a collection of his
own. The majority of Ruysch’s specimens, including the fetuses, were selected
because their “perfect” forms attested to the wisdom and complexity of God’s
design.143 Peter, however, had taken a different course. His collection would testify to
God’s encompassing wisdom by domesticating one of nature’s most pernicious
mysteries: fetuses with unusual bodies, those called monsters.
Shortly after arriving home from the 1697 Grand Embassy, Peter issued an
ukaz—a royal order—which formalized this project. Issued on 28 January, 1704, the
ukaz said, “about the burial of the dead on the third day and about the confirmation
[of a birth] by a midwife, under punishment of death, that they will not kill the
infants born as monsters and conceal them, but inform about them to the parish
clerics.”144 This was followed by an ukaz to those parish clerics which instructed them
to immediately deliver the bodies of monstrous fetuses to the Department of

Roughly $400,000, modern day.
Ruysch courted several bidders for his collection, including the Royal Society of London, the learned
societies in Paris and Berlin, several princes, and the German emperor Leopold. The secret recipes
alone commanded high bidding prices—Ruysch said Leopold offered him 20,000 guilders for them.
Royal Society physicians claimed Ruysch’s collection would be so beneficial to the medical community
that London’s physicians and surgeons should collectively buy it through individual contributions of
20-30 pounds. Ultimately, this plan failed and RS physicians were equally unpersuasive to the
Society’s president, Hans Sloan. Kooijmans, Death Defied, 322–24.
143 Hansen, “Resurrecting Death.”
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Monasteries in Moscow. There, the bodies of fetuses and, in some cases, their

deceased mothers would be examined and chemically preserved before being sent to
Moscow’s main apothecary for permanent preparation.
These are striking orders for a few reasons. First, Peter’s explicit instructions
that midwives should not kill monstrous infants is remarkable. That said, it’s difficult
to assess whether Peter’s punitive threats are against an actual, well-known practice
or whether “killing” refers more to the concealment of a stillborn monster, a practice
found across Europe to protect the family from shame and because, as Peter
derisively says in a later ukaz, many believed monsters were produced “from the
action of the devil.”145 Second, the ukaz demonstrates how the state apparatus was
used to identify and obtain specific human bodies. In contrast to Ruysch’s reliance
on his professional network, Peter collected fetal material using his power as an
autocrat. Peter’s interest was equated with an interest of the state that the public was
forbidden to resist. The result, however, was a similar pipeline which delivered
interesting fetal material from the birthing bed to the anatomist’s jar although
without the pretense of reciprocity found in Ruysch’s negotiations with parents. The
public’s participation in Peter’s project of collection was, willingly or not, their
contribution to his efforts of remaking Russia into a scientific, European state. It was
an expression of state power, an authoritarian statement of a monarch’s right over
the bodies of his subjects.
The motivation behind Peter’s early monster collecting is opaque. There is far
more detail in his later ukaz on the subject from 1718, though it isn’t obvious that his
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later motives can be used to explain an order from fourteen years earlier.146 It is

sufficient to understand Peter’s early monster collecting within his contemporaneous
institutional reforms to which collection and museum-building were central. The city
of St. Petersburg had only been founded a year prior to the 1704 ukaz; the tsar, and
his collections, resided in Moscow, and St. Petersburg—named, of course, in honor of
the tsar—existed in the realm of aspiration. St. Petersburg would be a city designed
to reflect Peter’s vision for an Enlightened Russia. Peter’s court emphasized the tsar’s
commonalities with the Biblical King David, and thus presented St. Petersburg as the
“New Jerusalem,” a concept widely understood at the time to be a city embodying a
Christian utopia of science and learning, health and prosperity. The New Jerusalem
would be led by an Enlightened monarch whose respect for the sciences would bring
God’s kingdom into a new age.147
This divine, mystical interpretation of Peter and his city had adherents in
Europe as well, most notably in Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz. Leibniz—the German
polymath whose famous dispute with Isaac Newton over calculus was about to
erupt—began vying for Peter’s attention in 1690, believing Russia to be a tabula rasa
for this new, Enlightened scientific state.148 Leibniz wrote to Peter in 1697 with
guidance on what institutions would bring Russia in line with Western European
education. In addition to libraries, gardens, craft workshops, and a printing press,

The unevenness of detail between these two ukazi has led to two tendencies within the
historiographical literature. First is a tendency to conflate the orders from 1704 and 1718 without
meaningful acknowledgement of the elapsed time between them; second is the more common
tendency to identify the 1718 ukaz as the start of Peter’s “teratological collecting,” particularly as it
coincides so closely with the purchase of Ruysch’s collection. Here, I am attempting to cut between
these two tendencies in identifying 1704 as the start of Peter’s monster collecting while declining to
conflate this with his articulated scientific project.
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Leibniz emphasized the chief importance of a single institution: a cabinet of

rarities.149 Russia was uniquely positioned for rarity collecting. Its enormous
geographical expanse included a variety of natural environments, climates, and
native people that no European nation could match. Leibniz sold Peter on a
“monadic” vision of his capital city which would fuse state and academy into a single,
united entity.150 Peter’s 1704 ukaz ordering monstrous infants be sent to him for
collection and preservation exemplifies this union and lays bare its mechanism.
The museum that would house Peter’s cabinet of rarities was to be called the
Kunstkamera. His collections, including the monstrous fetuses obtained over the
preceding decade, were transferred to St. Petersburg in 1714 and arranged in a
baroque style that mixed the fetal preparations together with Peter’s collections of
coins, shells, cultural artifacts, and other naturalia.151 Peter purchased several
notable collections, including Ruysch’s and that of Dutch naturalist Albertus Seba,
during his second tour of Europe in 1716-1717.152 Ruysch’s and Seba’s collections
formed the core of the Kunstkamera and nicely illustrate how Peter’s museum fit into
a transitional phase of collecting. Seba’s collection of naturalia was extensive and
remarkable but also very characteristic of early modern cabinets of curiosity.
Ruysch’s collection of anatomical preparations, by contrast, was technologically
groundbreaking; it established the body’s tissues and interior as a new type of
collectible object. Peter returned to his new eponymous capital in 1717 with these two
famous collections, various other artifacts, and several European advisors. He also
Collis, The Petrine Instauration, 412. For an account of Leibniz’s involvement in the planning of St.
Petersburg, see Gordin, “The Importance of Being Earnest,” 4–8.
150 Hughes, Russia, 307–8.
151 Stanyukovich, The Museum of Peter the Great, 25.
152 Hughes, Russia, 315–16.
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returned with a living giant: a man called Bourgeois who stood taller than even Peter,

whose mother was a dwarf, and whose preserved internal organs remain on display
in the Kunstkamera today.153
His New Jersusalem established with its central museum, Peter issued
another ukaz on February 3, 1718. This ukaz was titled “About the bringing of living
monsters and unusual objects” and confirmed that several unusual fetal bodies had
come to the tsar’s collection due to the 1704 ukaz, including several conjoined twins,
a child with three legs, and a likely case of cyclopia.154 “But in such a great state,”
Peter saidin the 1718 ukaz, “it is possible that there are more.” The ukaz indicated
that earlier monster acquisitions had been paid for, but the actual scale of reward is
outlined only in 1718: dead, monstrous infants would be bought for ten roubles, but a
living “monster” would be bought for 100. Monstrous birds and animals—dead and
alive—went for smaller sums.155 The result of this ukaz was a rapid expansion of the
museum’s collection of fetuses, most of which were prepared in spirits.
The fetal bodies from Ruysch’s and Peter’s collection were displayed together
in the Kunstkamera’s “Chamber of Curiosities,” the centerpiece of the museum.156
One Polish visitor reported in 1720 that they saw “bottles with specimens of human
fetal development, from the earliest form of the embryo to the complete mature
fetus. There are also different monsters, both human and animal.” Another wrote in
1721 that they had particularly noticed “the gradual development of the human

Anemone, “The Monsters of Peter the Great,” 583.
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embryo from the first conception. In bottles filled with spirits, you can see a uterus

and in its opening a baby with a completely formed head and face, many forms of
babies removed from the uterus, with skin or without skin, with one head but with
two faces, other monsters with two heads, four hands, four legs, many fingers.”157
One takeaway from these early reports is that the Kunstkamera, unlike the collection
in Moscow, had a systemic arrangement that differed from baroque cabinets of
curiosity. It is especially notable—and manifestly unique—that the fetal material was
arranged to visually depict the process of gestation. This style of arrangement would
become the scientific standard only in the nineteenth century; it is perhaps more
likely that the fetal material was arranged by the metric of size rather than to
demonstrate “developmental” completeness—while both arrangements would
outwardly look the same, they shouldn’t be equivocated.158 Nevertheless, what’s clear
from the testimony of these early visitors is that by the 1720s, anatomical
preparation was being used to display the anatomy and physiology of gestation.
The Kunstkamera served as an institutional link between the European
scientific community and St. Petersburg high society. As such, it was a powerful site
for transmitting Peter’s political vision for a Russia aligned with the West’s scientific
and courtly culture. By opening the Kunstkamera to the public, albeit a “public”
circumscribed by class, Peter was able to enroll the Russian elite in his broader

Blyakher, Embryology in Russia, 22–23. A note: I am intrigued but highly skeptical of the use of
“development” in both quotations, but I have been unable to access the original archival sources to
identify what words are being translated to “development.” It would be extraordinarily anomalous for
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project of modernizing. Peter strengthened the scientific messaging of the museum

by joining it to the Russian Academy of Sciences when the latter was formed in
1724.159 Thus the museum itself was a public arm of a state scientific institution—
modeled directly on Berlin’s academy upon Leibniz’s suggestion—which signaled a
new, central role of European science in Russia.
The “Chamber of Curiosities” came under the authority of the Russian
Academy of Sciences at the latter’s establishment in 1724.160 By this time, the
collection contained more than 2000 embryological and anatomical specimens
alone; the remainder of the collection—animals, insects, shells, and plant
specimens—numbered only 1500 objects, which quantitatively highlights the
dominance of anatomical and fetal preparations to the Russian Academy of Science’s
core collection.161 Peter’s 1718 ukaz and the work of the new Russian Academy of
Sciences laid out a vision of how the collection of monstrous fetuses would be used
for research. In the ukaz, Peter wrote, “Ignoramuses think that such monsters are
born from the action of the devil … monsters are [instead] the result of internal
damage, of fear and the thoughts of the mother during her pregnancy, of which there
are many examples,” which was in line with mainstream scientific opinion, as we saw
in the previous chapter.162
Researchers at the Russian Academy of Sciences sought to use monster
collecting to investigate the cause of the phenomenon. The methodology was
interrogative rather than anatomical. Academy physicians used the act of collecting
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as an opportunity to question parents (or parish clerks) about the context of a

monstrous birth: were the parents normal? Had they given birth to other abnormal
children? Were other children in the village similarly afflicted? Had the mother
experienced a fright? Had she been ill or experienced violence?163 This methodology
was in line with investigations into monstrous births elsewhere, as is well reflected in
the many cases published in the Philosophical Transactions of London’s Royal
Society during the same period. Some historians have interpreted Peter’s interest in
collecting abnormal bodies and the Academy’s scientific study of them as evidence
that Peter “anticipated” Caspar Wolff’s theory of epigenesis.164 This is, however, too
bold a claim. Neither Peter’s articulation of monsters as resulting from natural
causes

(including

maternal

imagination)

nor

the

Academy’s

interrogative

methodology are themselves unique: such ideas and methods are found in scientific
reports into the subject from across Europe. Yet while the theories of causation and
interrogative method were scientifically commonplace, the Russian Academy was
unique for its marriage of this research project with the ongoing, systematic
collection of physical specimens. London’s Royal Society—which had declined to
purchase Ruysch’s anatomical collection—did not collect the bodies of the monstrous
births written about in Philosophical Transactions, although articles were
sometimes published alongside a sketch made by the physician who, himself, may
have collected the body. But just as Ruysch preserved everything he depicted, so did
the Russian Academy physically collect the instances of monstrous births its
physicians sought to explain.
Hughes, Russia, 316; Anemone, “The Monsters of Peter the Great,” 594; Blyakher, Embryology in
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Peter’s death in 1725 shifted the Kunstkamera away from the morbid,

carnivalesque tendencies of Peter’s court and further toward research. Over the next
half decade, the “living monsters” residing in the museum were sent home, and new
ones were turned away with one Academy physician saying, “in the Kunstkamera, we
keep only dead freaks.”165 Monstrous infants and information about their births
continued to be sent to the Academy well into the 1740s though few records indicate
what, aside from preservation, was done with them. The anatomical collections were
moved after a devastating fire ripped through the Kunstkamera in 1747. Their return
to the renovated building in 1766 coincided precisely with the arrival of the
Academy’s new Chair of Anatomy and Physiology, Caspar Friedrich Wolff.

The Monsters of Peter and Wolff
Wolff was appointed to his position at the Russian Academy of Sciences in
1766 and he arrived in St. Petersburg in May of the following year. His arrival in
Russia came after several years of debate with the Swiss naturalist Albrecht von
Haller (1708-1777) regarding their oppositional theories of generation: Wolff’s 1759
dissertation Theoria Generationis had put forward a theory of epigenesis—a
developmental theory of generation—against Haller’s widely accepted theory of
preformationism.166 Epigenesis was not a theory of Wolff’s invention: it dates to
Hughes, Russia, 316.
Preformation held that the body exists in extreme miniature and that gestation is a simple growth
process. Epigenesis claimed that bodies emerged in successive stages during gestation. Roe’s Matter,
Life, and Generation examines the differences between these theories—and what they said about
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Aristotle and had fallen out of scientific favor only in the mid-seventeenth century

largely due to the unobservability of its mechanism.167 Unfortunately for the young
physiologist, Haller’s eminence resulted in Wolff being unable to find a professorship
in Germany, although he was soon thereafter offered the chair of Anatomy and
Physiology at the Russian Academy of Sciences.168
Wolff remains enigmatic to historians. He is known primarily for his
dissertation and his disputes with Haller in the early 1760s, although he was an
active researcher until his death in 1794. Although he was by no means unknown
during his life, more familiar figures in the history of embryology—notably J.F.
Meckel the Younger (1781-1833) and Karl Ernst von Baer (1792-1876)—considered
Wolff’s research to be understudied even in the early-nineteenth century.169 After
publishing research on the development of the intestines in 1768, Wolff became
occupied by a project that was left incomplete at his death: Objecta meditationum
pro theoria monstrorum or Objects of meditation for a theory of monsters.170
While Wolff’s more well-known works drew from his observations of
embryonic chicks, this treatise on monsters presented Wolff’s research on the
Academy’s collection of fetuses—that is, the bodies collected on Peter’s orders earlier
in the century. Because anatomical preparations could be dissected, put back into
preservatives, and later re-dissected, they allowed Wolff to peer inside the monstrous
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body to examine the completeness of hidden, early-appearing anatomical structures

(i.e., the digestive and nervous systems) and compare findings across gestational
ages, species, and bodily forms. About Wolff’s illustrations of these dissections in
Objecta, von Baer praised the value of the Academy’s collection, saying, “it is only
through Peter’s personal interest in such effects of nature, which attracted him by
their veil of mystery, that these objects are brought together. [Wolff] regarded the
work undertaken as a fruit of the seed of the great emperor.”171
In a letter to Haller in 1776, Wolff outlined the intentions and methods of his
new research program. Possessing the Academy’s “storehouse of monsters,” Wolff set
out to dissect and describe the bodies in order to revisit his theory of epigenesis. He
sought to use the bodies to demonstrate his claim that bodies developed in clear,
consistent stages rather than simply growing from a fully formed but extremely
miniature body. Elsewhere, Wolff claimed his research would demonstrate that
“monsters are produced by the forces of nature, not evolved from preformed germs.
And if indeed these particular examples of their origins are sufficient, they are …
arguments for epigenesis.”172 Objecta sought to use monstrosity as a means of
discerning the operations of the vis essentialis which, he claimed, was the force that
pushed a body through developmental stages. Just as the plants in the Academy’s
botanical garden offered insights into the development of varieties, so did Wolff
believe monsters would provide insights into the laws of development, including the
development of anatomical varieties. The work would “include the description of the
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whole collection of monsters in the possession of the Academy,” whose close

anatomical study would help establish the physiological laws of development.173
The novelty of Wolff’s program can be understood through the framework of a
“model system” as proposed by historian of science Angela Creager. In her
examination of the tobacco mosaic virus (TMV), Angela Creager described TMV as a
model in two senses: first, that it was made representative so that knowledge gained
from studying it could be generalized to other viruses and, second, that it showed by
example how other viruses could be studied, e.g., what methods, materials, and
techniques were needed to extract that representative knowledge. Creager called
these two components together a model system.174 Wolff’s research program to use
anatomically diverse fetal preparations to research development is resonant with
Creager’s model system framework. Preparation transformed an individual’s body
into a representative object whose close examination and the repeatability of
examination through re-dissection produced standards for developmental stages
and norms. Doing so transformed bodies that had historically been categorized as
singularities—monsters—into representative examples of developmental stages or
specific manners of deviation.175 As such, anatomical preparations influenced the
methods that substantiated development as a compelling embryological theory: that
is, the methods of collection, anatomization, and comparison.
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While Peter had collected and prepared these bodies as a means of studying

the causes of monstrosity, it was Wolff’s epigenesis that allowed such a project to be
viable because it provided a methodological framework for producing generalized
knowledge from individual cases. Under Peter’s program, the Russian Academy of
Sciences collected instances of monstrosity and sought to locate the instance’s
natural cause, i.e., injury to the mother, disease, or an unhealthy environment.
Wolff’s epigenesis made monsters a tool of visualizing a broader physiological
process through direct comparisons to other preparations: bodies became
representative objects of particular phenomena occurring during a physiological
process shared by all other preparations, thus allowing for information deduced by
comparison to be extrapolated beyond that individual body onto the developmental
process itself. In the words of philosopher Georges Canguilhem, “the monster [was
made] not only an object but an instrument of science.”176
Anatomical preparations offered a novel way of “seeing” the dynamic
processes so fundamental to Wolff’s theory of epigenesis. The historian Janina
Wellmann claims that a comparative study of Wolff’s epigenesis and Haller’s
preformation demonstrates that images played a key role in Wolff’s blueprint of
development while they played a negligible role in Haller’s research. According to
Wellmann, “to understand [forces of] living nature, a new conceptual framework had
to be built, along with new experimental practices, new techniques of observation,
and, crucially, new forms of visual representation.”177 If the vis essentialis guided the
development of the body, a collection of fetal preparations could depict that process
Georges Canguilhem and Therese Jaeger, “Monstrosity and the Monstrous,” Diogenes 10, no. 40
(December 1962): 36, https://doi.org/10.1177/039219216201004002.
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in its unfolding: not only the regular emergence of parts and systems but also the

effects of disruptions to development—that is, monsters. Just as placing a boulder in
the middle of a river will change the topography of the river’s surface by diverting its
current, so did a body’s physical appearance testify to a disruption to the direction of
the vis essentialis, or the developmental force.
Although Wolff spent two decades dissecting, describing, and illustrating the
preparations in the Academy’s collection, he never published his analysis or findings
in a single book. Yet Wolff’s conceptual framework for how anatomical preparations
could make development visible was taken up by the German anatomist J.F. Meckel
the Younger (1781-1833), whose own embryological research at the turn of the
nineteenth century followed in Wolff’s methodological footsteps and who, ultimately,
introduced Wolff to a broader scientific audience by translating his earlier works
from Latin to German.178 It was Meckel who truly brought Wolff’s vision to
fruition.179 Meckel came from a line of well-respected anatomists with close
professional connections to many of the characters in this section: his namesake, J.F.
Meckel the Elder (1724-1774), was a close friend and mentee of Albrecht von Haller;
his father, Philipp Friedrich Theodor Meckel (1755-1803) built up a phenomenal
anatomical cabinet at the university in Halle and became especially well known for
his work in obstetrics. The Russian empire was eager to recruit Philipp as the dean of
the medical school in St. Petersburg, though he refused them twice. In 1797,
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however, Philipp did go to St. Petersburg to assist in the delivery of the empress, and

he brought along his 16-year-old son, Johan Friedrich Meckel (stylized as the
Younger).180 Caspar Wolff had died three years before their visit.
While it’s unclear how Meckel first encountered Wolff’s work, he found it
compelling and made Wolff’s methods central to his own research. Meckel, firstly,
translated one of Wolff’s old books and, secondly, began researching pathology and
embryology with Wolff’s same methodological approach: Meckel used (and expanded
on) his father’s robust collection in Halle to “map out” the normal process of
embryological development and hypothesize about why variations occurred. The
result was the major publication Handbuch der pathologischen anatomie, published
in 1812, which took the seed of Wolff’s research program and grew it into a robust,
synthetic account of embryological development.181 The title of Meckel’s publication
signals the importance place of pathology to medical study by the early-nineteenth
century, a subject which returns us to Amsterdam to the museum of Gerard and
Willem Vrolik. As the next chapter will demonstrate, Meckel was highly influential
on the methods, concepts, and approaches Vrolik used in his teratology.
Before going to Amsterdam, however, it’s worth assessing how this
geographic diversion to St. Petersburg has elevated our understanding of the history
of anatomical collecting, embryology, and monstrosity. The main takeaway is that
the St. Petersburg story offers a concrete case study of how anatomical preparations
as static objects served as a new “visual technology” for researching a specific
Janjua et al., “The Legacy of Johann Friedrich Meckel the Elder (1724–1774),” 759, 764.
Janjua et al., “The Legacy of Johann Friedrich Meckel the Elder (1724–1774)”; Owen E. Clark, “The
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physiological question. This characterizes the difference between Peter’s early-

eighteenth century project of collecting and Wolff’s late-eighteenth century use of the
collection in research. Peter collected monsters as instances: even as he perceived the
value of collecting physical bodies (rather than testimony alone) to the study of
monstrosity, each was still considered a singular instance of a strange natural
phenomenon. Wolff, however, saw those same collected bodies as fundamentally
connected by hitherto unarticulated natural laws. For Wolff, collection and
comparison were methods of forcing those laws into view, of visualizing them, by
treating each body not as a singular event but, instead, as a captured moment of a
dynamic process in its unfolding. These are two very distinct ways of perceiving the
exact same collection, and they demonstrate two distinct ideologies about how
material collections could produce scientific knowledge. In the first, a “fact” is made
known because it can be clearly seen, preserved in the jar itself: like Ruysch
preserving everything he discovered, a monstrous body preserved in a jar testified to
its existence and, perhaps, the undeniability of its “humanness.” By contrast, Wolff’s
project produced scientific knowledge by finding narrative meaning in the
comparative similarities and differences between captured instances.
What we gain from this diversion to St. Petersburg, then, is a view of how
anatomical preparations became central to the methods of researching physiology.
More particularly, of embryology as a dynamic, developmental process. Next, I bring
together the previous two sections of this chapter in the early-nineteenth century
collection of Gerard and Willem Vrolik. With the Vroliks, we see anatomical
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preparations as not only a key visual technology for studying physiology and

embryology but also pathological anatomy.

The Collection on the Amstel
Amstel 218 stands at the eastern edge of Amsterdam’s ring of canals at the
intersection of the river Amstel and the Herengracht. The Herengracht—meaning the
gentleman’s canal—was home for the city’s wealthiest citizens who lived in the
architecturally iconic patrician homes lining the waterway. Amstel 218 belonged to
Gerard Vrolik, a prominent physician who had, during his career, taught surgery,
botany, and physiology. He also supervised Amsterdam’s first hospital-based
maternity ward. On the ground floor of Amstel 218 was the anatomical collection
built up by Gerard and his son Willem over the first half of the nineteenth century.182
The Vrolik collection was famous throughout Europe: Parisian, German, and British
scientific luminaries visited the collection while in Holland, and Willem’s publication
Tabulae, containing illustrations and descriptions of objects in the collection, won
the Prix Montyon from the French Academy of Sciences in 1850.183 Though Gerard’s
scientific generalism made the collection useful to Amsterdam’s broad scientific and
medical communities, a major draw was Willem’s collection of over 500 fetuses with
congenital abnormalities—the subject of his prize-winning publication.184
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Image 8: Amstel 230-216. The Vrolik home and museum can be seen second from the right. Stadsarchief Beeldbank.

It had been a century since Frederik Ruysch used his novel preparation
technique to build up a collection in his own home museum about 1.5 miles
northwest of Amstel 218. In the intervening century between Ruysch and the Vroliks,
wet specimen preparation had proliferated widely and become a standard feature of
medical education throughout Europe. While the Vroliks were not alone in their
collection of anatomical preparations, they feel uniquely like nineteenth-century
reverberations of Ruysch’s legacy. Gerard, like Ruysch, worked closely with midwives
in his role at the maternity ward, a position which greatly facilitated his collecting.
Gerard taught classes in the same building as Ruysch once had—de Waag in the
Nieuwmarkt. Like Ruysch, both Gerard and Willem collected using a combination of
their municipal appointments, their privileged hospital access, and their vast
networks of former students. The Vrolik collection, like Ruysch’s, was considered a
must-see for foreign elites visiting Amsterdam and earned the collectors
international reputations. So when Willem died in 1863, four years after his father, it
isn’t surprising that the Dutch scientific community scrambled to prevent the Vrolik
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collection from being sold to a foreign individual or institution.185 The century and a

half since Ruysch sold his collection to Peter I was marked by a significant decline in
Holland’s prestige as a place for scientific learning, and the loss of Ruysch’s
collection—a bright light marking the end of the so-called Dutch Golden Age—was a
painful subject for Dutch anatomists and naturalists. Few were sure what had
become of Ruysch’s incredible collection. Many believed it had not even arrived on
Russia’s shores intact, that the sailors in charge of its safety had opened the jars and
drank the alcohol during the voyage.186
Gerard Vrolik was born in Leiden in 1775 and began his education at Leiden
University while still a teenager, graduating in 1795 at the age of 19. By this time,
Leiden’s reputation as one of Europe’s flagship destinations for medical study had
waned, largely due to the deaths of its eighteenth-century titans Herman Boerhaave
and Bernhard Siegfried Albinus. Rather than Leiden serving as a magnet for medical
students from across Europe, Holland was instead seeing many of its own students
leave to be trained in the proprietary medical schools of London or at the hospitalbased schools of Paris. Gerard, however, stayed. After receiving his medical doctorate
in 1777, Gerard was given three professorships at Amsterdam’s Athenaeum Illustre—
the precursor to Amsterdam University—in botany, anatomy and physiology, and
practical and theoretical obstetrics.187 Around the time he arrived in Amsterdam,
Gerard also began collecting.
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Leiden University had long been known for its anatomical collections. This

was even more true after Ruysch’s innovation in preparations, at which point the
university became a hub for teaching techniques of wet specimen preparation. In
doing so, the technique proliferated across Europe. The collection changed in an
important way after Albinus’s death in 1770: it began emphasizing pathology.188
Ruysch’s preferential collection of anatomically “perfect” fetuses reflected his belief
that such preparations used the hand of the skilled anatomist to venerate God by
revealing the minute, detailed perfections of his design.189 This was a perspective
shared by Albinus who, despite dramatically expanding Leiden’s collections during
his tenure, also sought to prepare only perfect organs and parts so that the
preparations could not only teach anatomy but also testify to God’s careful creation.
Yet after Albinus’s death, the collection came under the custodianship of medical
professor Eduard Sandifort who immediately began creating preparations of his own
which displayed pathology and disease.
Anatomical preparations were essential to the study of pathology, Sandifort
claimed, because pathology could not be learned from dissections alone. This was
because learning pathology required several things that a collection of anatomical
preparations easily facilitated: observations of multiple cases and comparisons to
both normal specimens and other pathological forms.190 Here too, then, we see how
anatomical preparation facilitated collection which, in turn, facilitated comparison
as a methodology in the sciences. Sandifort’s assessment emphasizes another
pedagogical problem of dissection which was limited generalizability: one was never
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dissecting an idealized template body but, instead, an individual whose anatomical

anomalies may not be obvious during dissection. For Amsterdam’s praelector, doing
ten dissections in a single winter was considered “record-breaking” and only one
dissection per year was required to be open to the public.191 Any notable pathology—a
tumor, scarred organs, etc.—might be observed, but the anatomist could draw no
generalizable conclusions about tumors or scarred organs from any single case. At
best, they could generalize across dissections over a period of time using their own
records. Just as they allowed anatomists to preserve and display delicate and hidden
structures, so did anatomical preparations allow anatomists to preserve pathology—
thus mitigating the methodological problem of a condition’s rarity.
Having trained at Leiden after this shift toward pathology, Gerard
emphasized pathological anatomy in his own collection in Amsterdam. Writing in in
the preface to his 1865 catalog of the Vrolik museum, the physician Lodewijk
Dusseau wrote, “[the collection] represents sixty years of hard work beginning in the
youth of Mr. Gerard Vrolik who … [due to his professional appointments, was able]
to collect many pathological pieces as instructive as they were interesting for the
science of pathology.”192 Like Ruysch a hundred years before him, Gerard’s spaces of
work, his collection, and his professional reputation were tightly connected. Since
the Athanaeum Illustrae was not a formal university but more of an intellectual
society, Gerard performed dissections and taught anatomy in de Waag. He also was a
key part of Amsterdam’s obstetrical marketplace after 1800 when he was appointed
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as supervisor of Amsterdam’s first hospital-based maternity ward.193 Through these

positions, Gerard had privileged access to interesting anatomical material which he
made into preparations and used to establish a private collection.194
Though it was his private collection, Gerard opened it up to other researchers.
Kept in the family home, the Vrolik museum “ranked among the richest collections in
the world and few foreign naturalists passed through Amsterdam without visiting
it.”195 This openness connected Gerard to foreign naturalists, notably Georges Cuvier,
and by 1820 his reputation was well-cemented in Paris with his introductions
opening doors for young Dutchmen hoping to study with the city’s most famous
names.196 At home in Amsterdam, however, Gerard’s generosity made the museum
an active site of research for Amsterdammers studying medicine and zoology—
solidifying his own place, then, as a central figure in Dutch medicine and science.197
This was amplified by the fact that Amsterdam itself did not have a university,
leaving the instruction of key subjects like surgery, anatomy, and zoology to a
constellation of individuals and institutions with access to the right spaces and
materials. Prefacing his catalog of the museum, the physician Dusseau said, “I have
myself more than once asked Mr. Vrolik for admission to his museum for scientific
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purposes. For more than thirty years, the Vrolik museum provided the necessary

material for [studying] comparative anatomy, a course which was then absolutely
lacking in our theater.”198 By the time Gerard’s son Willem began his own medical
career in the early 1820s, Gerard and his museum held extraordinary influence over
both domestic Dutch science and its relationship with other European naturalists,
anatomists, and collectors.
Fetal malformations became a major focus of the collection once Willem
became more involved in the 1830s. For Willem and his peers, the systematic study
of malformation combined developmental embryology, comparative anatomy, and
pathological anatomy into a scientific field called “teratology.”199 The next chapter
explores teratology in depth to understand what scientific truths about embryology,
the physiology of life, and bodily difference were extracted from anatomical
preparations. Here, what bears emphasis is that the Vrolik collection sat in the center
of Amsterdam’s economy of scientific research.
Opening the doors of the museum to researchers did not only expand the
Vroliks’s influence, it also meant that researchers across Holland would bring bodies
to the Vroliks for preparation. This dynamic is evident throughout Willem’s
Handboek and Tabulae where he expresses his gratitude to a huge cast of fellow
physicians, local surgeons, former students, and medical professors for bringing him
interesting specimens. Recalling Angela Creager’s notion of the “model system,”
what we see at the Vrolik museum is a clear framework for what materials and
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methods were needed to produce scientific knowledge about the body. Anatomical

preparations themselves offered the material, and the museum facilitated
comparison—the method which made it possible to extrapolate generalized
knowledge about pathology from individual cases.

Conclusion
Anatomical preparations and the space of the museum had become
indispensable resources for collaborative scientific study. While Ruysch had to justify
the value of preparations as pedagogical tools to some of his peers, by the earlynineteenth century there was no controversy whatsoever about the utility of
preparations. Instead, they sat at the methodological center of anatomical and
physiological research.
The three sections of this chapter have highlighted different methodological
advantages provided by preparations. First, with Ruysch, we saw how anatomical
preparations further entrenched anatomy in humanist, experimental methodologies
by transforming bodies into objects which, moreover, could speak to questions of
physiology by maintaining the body’s lifelike dimensions and coloration. Second, we
saw Peter I enthusiastically embrace the potential of anatomical preparations in
order to align his Russia with western science, specifically through the collection and
scientific study of “monstrous” fetuses. Later in the century, the physiologist Wolff
approached Peter’s collection with similar questions but a different methodological
approach: viewing the bodies in the collection not as singular instances but as
connected through a dynamic process whose laws could be deduced through
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anatomical comparison. Third, the late-eighteenth century Leiden collections and the

Vroliks demonstrated the utility of preparations to the study of pathology in addition
to showing how a strong collection served as a research hub and source of
professional prestige. Anatomical preparations, then, had the ability to transform
rare and dynamic features of nature into tangible, observable objects.
Monstrous fetal bodies were certainly rare and, according to Wolff, they were
produced through the dynamic process of embryological development. This was why
Peter’s collection specifically was such an asset to Wolff even though Peter himself
had collected monsters with a very different idea of what created them. It’s notable
that from the earliest period of developing techniques for spirit preservation, fetal
material was a privileged subject of preparation—despite preferring “perfect” bodies,
Ruysch made fetuses central to his anatomical collecting both in the preservation of
whole bodies and in the use of fetal body parts to create more artistic scenes with
moralistic messaging.
My claim is that the centrality of fetal material to collecting during this
transformational period was because fetuses so compellingly demonstrated the
potential of preparations to bring one of nature’s most hidden and poorly understood
processes into full scientific view. Just as dissection served as a technique for
producing anatomical facts through shared witnessing and empirical investigation,
so did anatomical preparations open up the womb and its products—preserved in
their lifelike dimensions—to direct interrogation by skilled scientific eyes.
What these three sections collectively show is the emergence of a new method
for studying physiology by comparing static objects. What the historian Janina
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Wellmann describes as a new way of visualizing the “‘form of becoming’ that seemed

to characterize living nature.”200 Next, we dive into Willem Vrolik’s early-nineteenth
century publications to see how this new methodology, centered on the study of
anatomical preparations, produced knowledge about monstrosity—a phenomenon
Vrolik characterizes instead as “malformation.”
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From Monsters to Malformations
If you find yourself in Amsterdam, you can visit the collection of Gerard and
Willem Vrolik at the University of Amsterdam Medical Center (AMC). From the
Vrolik’s home at 218 Amstel, you should cross the Blauwbrug bridge to the
Waterlooplein metro station where you will catch the train and ride it south for
twenty minutes. Museum Vrolik is on the ground floor of a medical center which
bustles with physicians, nurses, researchers, medical students, and patients. But
walk through a set of automatic sliding doors and the hospital melds away into a
chilly, dark-gray-walled room whose display cases are filled with old glass jars which
are themselves filled with old dead bodies. Museum Vrolik contains the collection of
its namesakes as well as those of three anatomists from the nineteenth and early
twentieth century. Together, these collections form a museum which is still open for
research, medical instruction, and curious looking.201
There are dozens of preparations depicting fetal malformations throughout
the museum. These testify to Willem Vrolik’s (1801-1863) expertise in teratology, a
scientific field concerned with congenital malformation. Although teratology drew a
great deal from pathological anatomy, the science was more than an attempt to
classify malformations in a similar manner as diseases. Instead, the classification of a
body’s “pathological” form served what Vrolik saw as teratology’s higher goal, which
was to refine embryogenesis—the process of development—into more granular
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physiological laws that accounted for variations. Vrolik’s fetal preparations served as

a materialization of the process of development as well as its deviations.
In the 1990s, several physicians from AMC sought to use modern diagnostic
technologies to reexamine Vrolik’s teratological collection. The researchers were
curious how his original diagnoses and descriptions matched up to modern science,
characterizing the Vroliks as having “tried to find reasonable explanations for the
dysmorphogenetic entities they investigated, rather than accepting traditional
superstitions.”202 Where these researchers saw “reasonable explanations,” however,
the historian of science sees a shared language: modern teratogenesis is grounded in
genetics but still rests on the premises found in Vrolik’s teratology, namely a
developmental paradigm of embryology, a belief that deviations result from
disruptions to embryogenesis, and a diagnostic taxonomy grounded in pathological
anatomy. It is no surprise, then, that the researchers found Vrolik’s early nineteenth
century descriptions and diagnoses to be overwhelmingly accurate.203
These modern researchers had access to a wide range of visual technologies
that were unavailable to Willem Vrolik: MRIs, CT scans, genetic tests, radiological
analysis, etc. Add to these amniocentesis and the ultrasound, and we have many of
the imaging and diagnostic technologies available to parents who seek visual and
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bodily access to their unborn child. In Vrolik’s time, a “malformation”—

misvormingen—announced itself only at birth. Today, abnormalities are detectable
during gestation, which offers modern parents a choice unavailable to their historical
predecessors: whether or not to terminate the pregnancy on the basis of its
abnormality. Twentieth-century disability scholars have pointed to the connection
between these medical technologies and disability narratives: confronted with the
knowledge that their child is developing abnormally, parents are left to evaluate the
risks to the mother of carrying the pregnancy to term, to perform a moral calculus
about whether their child will have “a life worth living,” to decide whether they have
sufficient economic and social resources, and to emotionally grapple with the myriad
realities of miscarriage, abortion, stillbirth, and possible survival.204 Medical
authority and scientific knowledge about fetal abnormalities play an enormous role
in this decision, both in technologically facilitating the discovery of an abnormality
and in offering guidance on survival rates, quality of life, maternal risks, and the
child’s future material needs.
This chapter excavates early teratology as an origin point of the relationship
between scientific knowledge about bodily abnormality, classification, and medical
authority. Though Willem’s focus was mainly on fetal abnormalities, living people
are sprinkled throughout his publications and the museum itself: the spine of an
eight year-old boy with spina bifida, an instrument made by his father Gerard to
assist a child whose genital abnormality made it difficult to control urination, the
pelvis of a 31-year-old woman whose “malformation was only noticed because of the
Reiter, Testing Women, Testing the Fetus; Rich, “Monstrous Births,” 115–93; Reagan, “Monstrous
Births, Birth Defects, Unusual Anatomy, and Disability in Europe and North America”; Duden,
Disembodying Women.
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adverse consequences during delivery.”205 This melding together of embryological

abnormalities and living people is also found in Isidore Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire’s
Traité de Tératologie, widely considered teratology’s foundational text.206 In it,
Saint-Hilaire offers a classificatory schematic with four principal categories of
anomaly—three of which are occupied by abnormalities found mainly in living
persons and only the last of which includes the type of non-viable fetal abnormalities
which form the bulk of Vrolik’s analysis. A contemporary’s review of Traité de
Tératologie noted, “St. Hilaire restricts the title of monstrosity to this group:” the
non-viable, the embryological.207
For modern disability scholars as well, there exists an implicit connection
between the fetal abnormalities which populate medical museums and the category
which is now called disability. Leslie Reagan’s thorough and well-plotted
contribution to the Oxford Handbook on Disability is titled “Monstrous Births, Birth
Defects, Unusual Anatomy, and Disability in Europe and North America,” taking as a
starting premise that the embryological and the living enjoy a certain inherent
similarity; indeed, Regan points to the historical fact that both living and fetal
“monstrosities” were often displayed for profit either in popular shows or in “the
curiosity cabinet, which privatized the fascinating bodies and put them under
[scientific] control.”208
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Understanding this relationship, though, requires more than drawing a line

between the bodies in the museum and the bodies living outside of it. It requires
understanding what meaning was made of bodily difference and interrogating how
these meanings were integrated into scientific theory and philosophy. The fifth
chapter of this dissertation will explore disability and bodily difference as lived
experiences to examine how medical expertise came to have authority over the civic
identities and lives of people with non-normative bodies. If that chapter will
demonstrate how scientific knowledge about bodily difference was made actionable
on living people, this chapter interrogates what ideologies were encapsulated in the
bedrock framing of that scientific knowledge.
This chapter argues that scientific teratology naturalized a belief that the
specific anatomical form of the non-normative body marked its place in the natural
hierarchy, keeping “malformations” on the margins of humanness. Such a belief
resulted from the methods and objectives of scientific teratology. Armed with a
robust collection of fetal malformations and a desire to map out the granular laws of
development, Vrolik and fellow teratologists used fetal preparations to “map out”
developmental pathways, framing malformations as the products of developmental
disruptions. Because development was a primordial physiological process common
to all life, the linear timeline of gestation and the hierarchy of the natural world
collapsed into a single, elegant narrative: embryogenesis. First, I contextualize the
formulation of scientific teratology as a field within that of pathological anatomy and
clinical medicine. Second, I dive into Vrolik’s publications to see how he used the
preparations in his collection to conduct teratological research and substantiate its
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claims about how malformations depict the physiology of development. Finally, I

extract three discursive elements of teratology—time, speciation, and gradation—to
examine what meanings were ascribed to fetal “malformations” and identify how
these connect the fetal bodies in the museum with the living bodies outside its walls.

Reading the Body
The turn of the nineteenth century was marked by a shift in how the body and
its maladies were known. The philosopher Michel Foucault identifies this period in
France as the birthplace of la clinique, a term encompassing both the teaching
hospital and also a paradigm of medicine which transformed the body into an object
known through le regard—the gaze—of trained clinicians.209 Recall from the
previous chapter that dissection was the foundational method for producing new
anatomical knowledge since, through dissection, the body’s parts could be directly
observed, collectively witnessed, and, with anatomical preparations, isolated and
preserved for further verification or study.210 Recall also that early-eighteenth
century anatomists like Ruysch and Albinus preferred to preserve perfect specimens
thinking that these best glorified God’s design.
An additional reason for this preference for the perfect was that anatomical
anomalies were not necessarily associated with specific disease processes. That is,
there was no one-to-one correlation made between a lesion in the body and disease

Michel Foucault, The Birth of the Clinic: An Archaeology of Medical Perception (New York: Vintage
Books, 1994), xiv.
210 Cunningham, The Anatomist Anatomis’d, 98–118; Toby Gelfand, “The ‘Paris Manner’ of Dissection:
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symptoms during life. Foucault discusses how diseases and illness were

philosophically understood without that one-to-one correlation.211 Here, what bears
emphasis is that drawing such a correlation required something well beyond
standard dissection: it required that a physician tended to a patient in life,
documented their symptoms, and then dissected the patient’s body after death.
Moreover, it required that the physician undertake that dissection under the
assumption that specific anatomical marks corresponded to specific physiological
symptoms. That, that the physician was looking for this correlation and found it
diagnostically meaningful.
Such an approach required that medical schools and hospitals be closely
related so that such observations (in live patients and in cadavers) could be made.
Despite the importance of Parisian medicine to ensuring clinical medicine’s
dominance beginning in the nineteenth century, Foucault himself locates the origin
of clinical medicine not in Paris but at Leiden University in the mid-seventeenth
century. There, the humanist physician Franciscus Sylvius opened up a clinic at
Leiden hospital in 1658; it should be noted that Frederik Ruysch was one of Sylvius’s
students during this period, as were Jan Swammerdam and Regnier de Graaf who
both aided Ruysch in developing new preparation techniques.212 Regular visits to
Leiden hospital to evaluate patients became a part of medical education, accelerating
in the early-eighteenth century under Herman Boerhaave who instituted
professorships in clinical medicine.213 Just as Leiden’s status as a hub of medical
education allowed techniques of anatomical preparation to spread, so did it
Foucault, The Birth of the Clinic, 3–19.
Foucault, The Birth of the Clinic, 57–58.
213 Cunningham, The Anatomist Anatomis’d, 198–99.
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proliferate a belief in the value of institutionalizing the relationship between

hospitals and medical school.
Foucault overlooks anatomical preparations in his historicization of clinical
medicine. His argument is that by the early-nineteenth century, “disease” had
become localized: isolated into specific, visible signs on the body itself which could
only be diagnosed through the trained gaze of a physician. The result was that the
physician himself gained authority not only over disease but also over the patient
whose experiences were made subservient to the visual, observable evidence written
on the body itself. This argument resonates with the exact reasons that anatomical
preparations were such an asset for medical study: they quite literally isolated body
parts into observable, re-dissectable objects which could be empirically studied.
Thus, anatomical preparations exemplified a case where scientific objectivity in
medicine was grounded in isolated, visual material. Despite the early-eighteenth
century preference for the anatomically perfect, we saw in the previous chapter how
Leiden’s collection had shifted toward a focus on pathology by the late-eighteenth
century.214 The utility of preparations to pathology was that they allowed for
generalization through collection and comparison—ameliorating the logistical
limitation of rarity.
By this point, however, Leiden was no longer Europe’s main destination for
medical study. The solidification of France’s domination in medicine came after the
Revolution when medical schools and hospitals came under the auspices of the
government, facilitating the rapid institutional growth and intellectual influence of
clinical medicine. By the beginnings of Willem Vrolik’s career in the 1820s, Paris was
214
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an obvious destination of any young man of means looking to begin a career in

medicine, natural history, or zoology. While Willem did his medical degree closer to
home, in Utrecht, he nevertheless spent six months in Paris where he studied with
the titans of comparative anatomy and zoology Georges Cuvier and Étienne Geoffroy
Saint-Hilaire at the Jardin des Plantes and with the physician Léon Rostan at the
Salpêtrière hospital which was unique among Parisian hospitals for having a
dedicated six-hundred bed ward for female patients situated in a facility for the
mentally ill, epileptics, and “cripples.”215 France’s influence in the nineteenth-century
was more than intellectual: the “French period” of Dutch history is between 17951813, reflecting a time when Dutch revolutionaries who had been exiled to France
marched northward and brought the revolutionary spirit with them to reform the
Dutch Republic into a “sister republic” of France with close political and intellectual
ties.216 Gerard Vrolik was intentional about building strong professional ties with
French men of science through correspondence, invitations to the museum, and
sharing research findings. His efforts were an unmitigated success, with Gerard’s
youngest son Agnietes describing how the Vrolik family name opened elite doors in
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Paris and how the city’s most eminent men of science asked after Gerard to any

young Dutchman arriving for study.217
Willem’s interest in teratology as a science began several years after his stay
in Paris and it bears the mark of this new school of French medicine. The aspect of
clinical medicine that is so influential to teratology is pathological anatomy—that
correlation between anatomical signs and disease processes and the location of
objectivity in the trained gaze of the anatomist. The term “teratologie” for a new
science of monsters was coined in 1830 by the French comparative anatomist Isidore
Geoffory Saint-Hilaire, the son of one of the eminent naturalists Willem studied with
in Paris. In coining the term, Saint-Hilaire argued that “the doctrine of anomalies”
had, for too long, been scattered across other scientific fields and, as such, lacked
coherence in terms of its objectives, methods, or scope.218

His own father had

studied monsters in the context of zoology where he hypothesized that they were
evidence for species transformism. In Traité de Tératologie, published in 1837 and
considered teratology’s foundational text, Saint-Hilaire described teratology as a
convergence of three fields: pathological anatomy, comparative anatomy, and
developmental embryology. None, he claimed, was alone sufficient for rationalizing
the phenomenon of congenital malformation with Saint-Hilaire saying that
“teratology was born after all the other branches of the great science of organization
because it had to borrow from each of them one of its bases.”219
It’s worth extracting exactly what each of these bases were. From embryology,
teratology extracted development as the physiological process by which organisms
Vrolik, “Brief van A. Vrolik aan Gerard Vrolik,” December 12, 1836.
Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, “De la nécessité.”
219 Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, Histoire Générale, 2.
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come to be during gestation. From comparative anatomy, teratology extracted the

idea that the relationships between species can be understood by comparing their
anatomical structures and identifying similarities. From pathological anatomy,
teratology extracted the premises discussed thus far in the section: that disease or
pathology could be “read” from the body itself by a trained eye. Combined, teratology
then was a science which held that anomalous structures of the body testified directly
to a pathological event during the process of development and that, moreover,
studying anomalous anatomical structures in humans could shed light on
embryological development as a physiological process that connected all species.
Yet there wasn’t consensus about the objectives of the young science. Willem
Vrolik was asked to write the entry for teratology in the Encyclopedia of Anatomy
and Physiology compiled by English physician Robert Bentley Todd. His
contribution—a substantial thirty-five pages—includes several illustrations of
preparations from the Vrolik collection. Though Willem cites Saint-Hilaire
frequently, his encyclopedia entry suggests the two disagreed about teratology’s
objective. Saint-Hilaire aimed toward classification, saying “the possibility of
applying the forms and principles of Linnean classifications to the classification of
monsters is a fact which is no longer called into question … if we can say that the
difficult enterprise of creating a natural classification for monsters … is far from
being over, at least we can say that it will one day be a success.”220 In fact, it was
Saint-Hilaire’s system of classifying malformations that made him so influential on
American physicians: in the early-nineteenth century when Saint-Hilaire was
publishing, Paris was an especially prestigious destination for Americans looking to
220
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study medicine since the country’s own medical institutions were in their infancy

compared with European peers. Saint-Hilaire’s taxonomy was thus quickly adopted
into the diagnostic practices of American physicians.221 Willem, however, saw SaintHilaire’s goal of taxonomy as superficial and unfruitfully arduous. In the
Encyclopedia, he says:

I have now arrived to the classification of monstrosities; but in order to
prevent all unnecessary wastes of time, I shall avoid entering into a full
critical examination of the systems propounded by… Geoffroy SaintHilaire ... I confine myself, therefore, to a simple grouping, taking
embryogenesis as my basis, without presuming on any further
classification, and I thus avoid a barbarous nomenclature which, in my
opinion, is attended with no advantage. My object is to make the
doctrine of malformations useful for physiology and for medical
practice.222
In

Vrolik’s

early

teratology,

“monsters”

were

situated

within

the

developmental process as malformations—a word that carries within it the
dynamism of the force that produced them. While some level of classification was
necessary to the project, Vrolik believed that setting classification as the science’s
end-goal would cause teratology to get in its own way, constantly having to
reformulate its own structures and premises as new malformations or new
anatomical details about known malformations came to light. Instead, Vrolik saw his
teratology as building off the earlier work of J.F. Meckel the Younger who had
included abnormal fetuses in his treatise on pathological anatomy not as aberrations
for their own sakes but, instead, as physical embodiments of deviations to the
normal developmental process. That is, a child born without a brain (classified as an
221
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acephaly) serving to demonstrate the effect of a disruption to the formation of the

neurological

system.

Seen

through

this

framework,

classifying

types

of

abnormalities—producing a taxonomy—was a tool for visualizing the physiological
laws of its development through instances where those laws were broken. This was
the natural next step in the scientific acceptance of development as theory: after the
premise itself had gained widespread buy-in, attention turned to a more granular
investigation of its laws.223 Vrolik wrote, “in my opinion, the division [of
malformations] into different families and genera, and the nomenclature of Geoffroy
St. Hilaire, ought to be rejected. I, for my part, am always inclined to simplify science
as much as possible.”224 It’s a revealing statement. When Vrolik saw the hundreds of
fetal malformations in his museum, he saw them through the lens of a single story—
development—with the project of teratology being to identify their physiological
connections rather than expanding outward into a static, taxonomic tree.
The next section dives deeply into Vrolik’s teratology through his
publications. Before turning to that close analysis, I’ll offer a quick restatement of
this shift in medical perspective. In the early-nineteenth century, an anatomist’s
trained visual assessment of the body’s physical anomalies became the paradigm for
understanding disease. While this shift has been largely associated with the rise of
hospital-based medical education, I argue that anatomical preparations were an
important contributor since they allowed for rare pathological conditions to be
preserved and studied—quite literally “objectifying” disease into a visual
representation of its anatomical aspects isolated from the experience of the patient.
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pathological anatomy into its own scientific project: through close anatomical
analysis, the fetal body could be “read” as testifying to an unseen, prior physiological
process. This especially defined Vrolik’s approach to teratology. As opposed to seeing
it as a classificatory science, Vrolik instead sought to use his anatomical analyses of
fetal malformations to discern the laws of development.

Monsters in the Cabinet225
Vrolik’s interest in fetal malformation began during the summer of 1829 while
a professor at Groningen University. By 1829, Wolff’s theory of epigenesis had
become widely accepted due in large part to the efforts of Meckel, who had used his
own family’s collection to expand substantially on Wolff’s theorizations.226 Meckel’s
embryology was highly influential on Vrolik, whose interests spanned medicine and
comparative anatomy as evidenced by his time in Paris spent in the Salpêtrière
hospital and the Jardin des Plantes. It was in the summer of 1829, however, that
Vrolik’s interests in comparative anatomy, embryology, and pathological anatomy
converged. That summer, he performed dissections of the human and animal bodies
in the university’s anatomical collection and emerged fascinated by cyclopia, which
he defined as “the monsters in which the sense [organs] of smell and sight together
are deformed such that they are either missing or deviated from their usual place.”227
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Because techniques of preparation eliminated the obstacle of decomposition,

Vrolik was able to examine dozens of individual cases of the rare condition. A
physician or obstetrician might encounter a single case of cyclopia in their entire
career,

yet

preparation

rendered occasions of this rare
condition collectible and, thus,
subject to comparison. Doing
so demonstrated to Vrolik two
things: first, that cyclopia itself
appears throughout the animal
kingdom

with

remarkable

consistency. This is reflected in
the language of his broad
description of the condition: it
affects the sense organs of
Image 9: Cyclopia in lambs. Museum Vrolik. From de Rooy, Forces of
Form (2009).

sight

and

sound,

the

implication being that these
have distinct forms but the same function in different species. While the eyes of
humans, goats, and birds are distinct to that species, cyclopia was defined as the
identical displacement of the eyes, whatever their “perfect” form might be. Second
was Vrolik’s observation that cyclopia appeared to occur in five easily distinguishable
degrees of severity. That is: there was not a simple ontological distinction between
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“normal” and “cyclopia;” instead, the preparations in the collection demonstrated a

gradual scale between the absence of cyclopia and its most extreme presentation.228
Vrolik characterized cyclopia as a type of defective development of the head,
the perspective being that the intended
result of development (for humans) is a
head with two eyes, a cartilaginous
nose, and a corresponding network of
nerves that facilitate sight and smell.
Cyclopia, then, wasn’t understood as a
deviation away from a normal head but
as a failure to achieve one. Thus, not
only were individual cases transformed
into literal models of cyclopia—bodies
made into objects representing the
condition—but,
Image 10: Cyclopia in humans. Museum Vrolik. Image from
de Rooy, Forces of Form.

together,

these

individual cases demonstrated what
happens when the forming force (what

Vrolik called vormkracht) was impeded to different degrees—from minor
impediment to a full blockage. Willem’s description of the five degrees of cyclopia
articulate the anatomical characteristics of each degree:

Cyclopes … are deviations from the natural form which are distinguished by
different degrees. I believe one could take five main forms:
228
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First Main Form: the eyes not externally visible, sometimes with a complete
lack of nose, sometimes with a snout replacing the [nose in] the same place.
Second Main Form: in the single eye socket there is an externally visible
single eyeball; sometimes above it, the appearance of an external nose in the
form of a snout.
Third Main Form: the eye is externally single, internally doubled...
Fourth Main Form: Clearly separated eyeballs, sometimes closely adjacent
then separated by a dam. A bent snout above it.
Fifth Main Form: The snout [is] directed downwards and supported by a
bone-like tube so that it approaches the natural form more.229
Vrolik’s system of numbering the main forms is an interesting reflection of
how this developmental explanation of malformation differs from one grounded,
perhaps, in pathological anatomy alone. A reader might expect the most severe
expression of the condition to have the highest number since it reflects the highest
degree of deviation from the normal form. Instead, the most severe expression of
cyclopia is the first degree, a numerical scale that reflects the developmental one: an
individual with the fifth main form of cyclopia having progressed further through
the stages of development and closer to the normal form.
After three years at Groningen University, Vrolik returned to Amsterdam
where he was appointed professor of anatomy, physiology, and zoology. It was at this
point that he began contributing his own preparations to his father’s museum, in
particular the sections dedicated to teratology and comparative anatomy. Willem’s
ability to build a collection of fetal preparations was aided greatly by Gerard’s
position as head of the maternity ward, but it was even more so a reflection of the
229
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broad professional network he had built both in the country and abroad: the

cataloger of the collection, Lodewijk Dusseau, wrote “we cannot see without
astonishment this rapid increase [in the collection] … Here is the key to this mystery:
[Willem] Vrolik had the gift of making friends everywhere. He maintained
relationships around the globe.”230
Tabulae (1849) showcases dozens of preparations from the collection. In it,
Willem thanks colleagues in Groningen, Haarlem, Utrecht, and elsewhere for
bringing him interesting fetal specimens. Willem’s international prestige in the field
was built upon the museum Gerard had established during Willem’s childhood and
early career—a fact Willem acknowledged openly in his written works by often
referring to the Vrolik collection as his “father’s museum.”
His ability to collect also enabled Vrolik to make a comparative study of
malformations the main subject of his research. The first part of his multi-volume
Handboek der Ziektekundige Ontleedkunde (Handbook of Pathological Anatomy)
was published in 1840 and presents a detailed account of regular development before
turning to “defective development of the human fruit as a result of hindrance to the
formative power.”231 The remainder of the text, whose second volume was published
in 1842, is an intricate examination of various malformations by type. Ectopia of the
organs, spina bifida, cleft lip and palate, hydrocephaly, “headless miscarriages,”
acephaly, and dozens of other types of malformation with most being subdivided into
degrees of severity like in his earlier study of cyclopia. “Monsters” had long been
regarded as singularities caused by a specific external factor, such as a woman’s
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errant thoughts or supernatural influence; they were events which excited the public

whether because they were given cosmic significance or were just visually
interesting.232 In the teratologist’s museum, the language and culture of scientific
inquiry facilitated a more “high-minded” curiosity about such bodies, distinct from
the vulgar leering of the general public.233 Vrolik’s Handboek approaches these
bodies not as singularities but as parts of a natural system: “monsters” were
reframed into malformations, a linguistic indicator that the cause of unusual bodies
had been fully located within the process of development itself.
Observing the “constancy of form” across different individual cases defined a
type. In the Handboek, Willem carefully integrates his observations from dissections
and his comparative analysis of the preparations in the Vrolik museum into existing
embryological research, particularly that of Meckel. In evaluating the veracity of
previous claims about a type of malformation, Vrolik looked for anatomical
consistency: writing about acrania, which, due to its frequency, was one of the more
thoroughly examined types of malformation, Vrolik noted, “Here again it is
important to note the steadfastness of form, which has become clear to me through
the comparison of all these reported cases as well as from the one [preparation] I
investigated in the museum of my father.”234 Thus, while any physician or naturalist
might make observations of a single case, Vrolik’s collection endowed him with an
authority to produce scientific knowledge about what constituted a type. Such types
were defined according to the defective development of particular parts or systems
rather than holistically. Cyclopia is classified under defective development of the
Huet, Monstrous Imagination, 11–125.
Reagan, “Monstrous Births,” 387.
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head; other sections detail conditions defined as specific deviations during the

development of the trunk, the hands and feet, the nerves within the brain, etc.
Collection also facilitated a more narrative style of comparison that was
important to understanding an issue intimately related to embryology: fertility.
Development was not, of course, an abstract process but, instead, was one actively
occurring inside of a human body during pregnancy. While “development” places
emphasis on the fetal body, it was inextricable from the pregnancy of the maternal
body. Historically, scientific interest in malformations had never strayed far from
questions about the mother’s role in causing one. In Vrolik’s publication on cyclopia,
his brief history of the condition concludes by decrying “the [historical] proposition
that such miscarriages arise from the mixing of evil spirits with women. Miserable
mothers, stretched out on the rack, admitted they had been seduced by devils, and
naturalists investigated in full seriousness whether it was possible for such
fertilization to take place.”235 The persistence of the belief in the power of the
maternal imagination is reflected by the vehemence with which Vrolik continues to
refute it throughout his teratological writings, although he does not deny that a
mother’s pregnancy history could help identify the cause of a malformation. This was
not because her mind could influence the fruit’s development, but instead because
her experiences might gesture to either a hereditary cause or a physiological
experience during pregnancy—such as illness or an accident—that marked a moment
of disruption to development.
The use of this contextual information is apparent in Vrolik’s publication
Tabulae, which showcases objects from the museum and reproduces embryological
235
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illustrations from other sources. Tabulae localizes Vroik’s research from Handboek

into preparations found mainly in the Vrolik museum; it is a highly selective text
which uses preparations to discuss developmental pathologies. Pregnancy history
abounds in Tabulae with Vrolik offering not only insight into potential causes of a
developmental disruption—for example, a mother’s experience of violence during the
pregnancy—but also into a woman’s broader history of birthing children with or
without malformations. As with anatomical observations, the key was constancy:
whether the mothers of similar malformations had similar experiences of illness or
injury might gesture to the ability of such an experience to disrupt development, and
whether a woman had a history of birthing malformations or “perfect” children
offered insight into the question of heredity. While in some cases, Vrolik strikes a
moralizing tone about a woman’s lifestyle, he writes vehemently against the blame
historically levied against the mothers of malformations.236 Among other reasons, he
points out that the defining anatomical characteristics of many malformations occur
in “[parts], the very existence of which may be unknown to pregnant women” and
thus beyond the reach of her imagination.237
Although some teratologists attempted to create monsters experimentally by
disrupting the gestational conditions for developing chicks, these attempts were
unsuccessful and uncompelling.238 More precisely, they were uncompelling when
contrasted with the insights gained from teratology as an organizational science—
that is, a science grounded in the methods of comparative and pathological anatomy
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that privileged a space like the museum for its ability to bring together objects that

could be examined and compared by trained anatomists. What experimental
teratologists hoped to prove through their interventions was what caused
impediments to development. Environmental conditions? Physical damage?
Gathering contextual information about a woman’s pregnancy served the same
function more efficiently: rather than attempting to experimentally create a monster
with a clearly correlated cause, a museum-based teratologist could attempt to
identify causes via comparison of the gestational histories of malformations that had
already been produced.

On Time, Speciation, and Gradation
According to Vrolik and Saint-Hilaire, the new field of teratology exemplified
the promise of modern science. Though “the phenomenon of monstrosity [had]
captured the attention of scholars of all ages,” it was only in the nineteenth century
when a proper science of monsters could emerge, by which was meant an
organizational science: bringing the broad, capricious category of “monster” into
rational, systemic order.239 Vrolik, along with Saint-Hilaire, saw the virtues of their
science within the framework of clinical medicine: namely, that teratology perceived
the body as an object whose physical characteristics defined the truth of its being.
Just as pathological anatomy equated the lesion on an organ with the disease that
caused it, so did teratology understand a body’s anomalous form to speak indexically
to its cause. In defining teratology, Vrolik says “under this name, which we owe to
239
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Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, we understand the doctrine of congenital deformities. In a

scientific sense, it constitutes a part of Pathological Anatomy, and demands our
interest as much as the knowledge of those other deviations from the normal state
which is ordinarily regarded as constituting that science.”240
Teratology deepened knowledge of development by showing how disruptions
to the physiological process produced consistent effects within the fetal body by
preventing a system or part from achieving its full developmental state. For a type of
malformation such as cyclopia, describing the condition according to degrees of
severity helped pinpoint the stages of normal development: the first degree, or most
severe form, demonstrating the head at an early stage of development, and the
higher degrees reflecting the same bodily structures in a later developmental stage,
or, as Vrolik often said, “approaching the natural form.”
The final section of this chapter examines how malformations were
incorporated into the philosophy of nature implied by the process of development.
That is, if monsters had once existed outside of the ordinary course of nature, where
did malformations now fit within it? The answer involves three overlapping
elements: time, speciation, and gradation. In bringing monsters within the
consistent laws of nature, teratology articulated the body as signifying three things:
(1) a stage of developmental progress, that is, the body as a materialization of linear
time; (2) the shared origin between humans and other species, that is, the body as a
materialization of natural history; and (3) a relationship to an anatomical norm. To
use a metaphor from another realm of nature, these three elements together might
be thought of in terms of a tree: time signified by its linear upward growth;
240
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speciation by its rings embodying the organism’s natural history; and gradation by

the outward spread of branches, different pathways at a shared developmental
moment. These discursive elements of teratology can be discerned from how
anatomical preparations are used in the articulation of teratological theory. Vrolik
used his collection to support his claims about how malformation speaks to normal
embryological development, the relationship between species, and “normalcy.” In
doing so, Vrolik shows how preparations were used to produce scientific narratives
about nature’s order and laws.

On Time
Teratology relied upon a model of embryology that was dynamic and
progressive. That is: a model where the body is a materialization of time. This idea
assures us that the trained physician can identify certain bodily structures in a
fetus—limbs, organs, the solidity of bones—and, based upon those bodily features,
that they can assign the fetus a precise gestational age. This marriage between
temporality and the physical body is the foundation of how teratology discursively
shaped medical perceptions of bodily difference. The body was no longer a passive
and static thing subject only to mechanical growth; now, it was defined by stages of
“becoming” that marked an embryo’s progress toward completion and perfection. In
this context, bodily anomalies were not simple markers of difference but, instead,
were integrated into a scientific narrative about the how humans come to be.
The embodiment of temporality is one of the key distinctions between
eighteenth- and early-nineteenth century scientific philosophy. While, in eighteenth
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century medicine, “there [was] no process of evolution in which duration introduces

new events in itself and at its own insistence,” this is precisely what came to define
not only nineteenth-century physiology but the period’s life sciences more broadly.241
Historian Janina Wellmann offers nuance to this concept of temporality through her
proposal of an “epistemology of rhythm” originating with Caspar Wolff’s
embryological studies in St. Petersburg. Wellmann’s articulation of rhythm has more
texture than temporality alone: rather than understanding “organic life” to be
unilaterally governed by time, Wellmann says “a science of organic life… meant
conceiving of the organic as an ordered structure under the condition of temporality.
Rhythm described the emergence and formation of life not as a mere progression in
time, but as an ordering of time.”242
Teratology was a comparative science of bodily forms nestled within this
progressive, rhythmic model of developmental embryology. “It is sufficient to see
that there is a certain rule in the birth of malformations,” Vrolik says in Handboek,
“and that they, no less than any other created being, are subject to certain laws of
engineering.”243 The result was that malformations had to be contextualized within a
study of general embryogenesis since all bodies resulted from the same physiological
process. According to Vrolik and Saint-Hilaire, teratology was only made possible by
embryogenesis. That is: a science of monsters relied upon a model of generation
wherein bodies were a material expression of time. In Traité de Tératologie, SaintHilaire divided scientific interest in monstrosity into three historical eras
culminating in his own, about which he says, “Before the knowledge we had about
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monstrosity could take on a truly scientific character, before teratology could be

created … it was necessary for embryogenesis to reveal the true laws of the
development of the organs.”244 Wolff’s rhythmic notion of development offered two
crucial, interrelated premises into scientific knowledge of the body: the first, that the
body’s form is a materialization of its temporality; the second, that development is
characterized by defined stages of morphological deviations. Where the body once
did not have limbs, limbs will suddenly emerge at a predictable point in the
physiological process. Embryogenesis made bodily differentiation into a normative
event and, indeed, centered it as the engine of life: bodies are produced through
strange new structures emerging.
The temporality of embryogenesis resulted in a deep discursive shift around
the meaning of differentiation. This is plain in Vrolik’s writing where he argues
against earlier embryological models that defined monstrosity as something that
happens to an existing, perfect fetal body. He dismisses scientific beliefs in maternal
impression, saying “no one will claim that within a few hours [a fetus’s] alreadyclosed abdominal cavity will be able to open up, or that an already-existing head can
be taken away from the child’s body.”245 His critique being, then, that these
explanations conceive of monstrosity as an isolated act of damage against an alreadyformed body despite the physiological absurdity—where, Vrolik asks, would the
child’s head go? He found the same fundamental problem in other theories which
held that monsters occurred from mechanical damage: conjoined twins caused, for
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instance, by the compression of separate twins in the womb.246 Referring to his

dissection of bodies in his and his father’s collection, Vrolik claims “all this diversity,
however, shows sufficiently that no bare mechanical cause can be assumed” for any
type of malformation.247 In maternal impression and mechanical theories, the fact of
a body’s deviation from the norm marked it as monstrous: an ontological change due
to a discrete causal event.
This view of physical difference, however, was incompatible with
embryogenesis. Could a miscarried early term fetus without fingers, or with an
incompletely formed brain, or with its vestigial tail be considered “monstrous?”
Vrolik’s answer was decisively no: these strange “deviant” forms were normal stages
of development, and fetuses would progress through them to be born with fingers,
with mature brains, and without tails. What characterized monstrosity, within the
temporality of embryogenesis, was not difference but stagnation. “The basis for most
congenital malformations must be found in hampered development,” Vrolik says,
“that is, in an arrest at different periods of development.”248 Significant
morphological differences still marked a boundary between the normal/perfect and
the malformed/monstrous. Yet just as the physicians in hospital clinics were seeing
the body in a fundamentally new way that equated lesion with disease, so teratology
offered a radical reframing of the monstrous body as one which materialized a
specific developmental stagnation.
The space of the museum allowed Vrolik to compare gestational ages,
“normal” fetuses, and a wide range of malformations. He says, “the malformations
Monti, “Epigenesis of the Monstrous Form,” 15.
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occasioned by impeded development may be compared with the natural forms which

the fetus passes in its normal development. On this is founded the ingenious idea of
Meckel, previously suggested by Wolff, that most malformations are caused by an
arrest of development.”249 A museum collection allowed for malformations to be
compared against one another and against a normative developmental progression.
Doing so allowed the museum to depict the temporality of gestation and the various
outcomes of stagnation. The universality of this process brings us to a second
discursive feature of teratology, which is the use of malformations to articulate the
relationship between humans and other species.

On Speciation
Caspar Wolff’s research on monstrosity had, in the late-eighteenth century,
led him to the botanical gardens at the Russian Academy of Sciences. The question
that Wolff sought to understand through plants was that of heredity and, more
specifically, how to account for both the variation of traits and the constancy of
species within a single explanatory paradigm.250 Monsters related to this question in
two ways: first, to parse how traits either transmit or emerge between generations;
second, to interrogate the distinction between a physical variation and a species
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boundary.251 In humans, Wolff noted that acquired anomalies were not passed on to

future generations—a man who lost an arm in an accident would not beget an
armless child—whereas anomalies present from birth would sometimes be passed on
to future generations— a man with polydactyly might beget a child with extra digits.
Wolff’s explanation was that the most fundamental level of all organic lifeforms was
a “vegetative process” whereby nutritive juices are absorbed, distributed, and firmed
into tissue.252 This process was controlled by a vis essentialis, a force which was the
fundamental drive of all physiological processes.253 Only anomalies which affected
the operations of the vis essentialis would be passed down through generations; thus
polydactyly, but not an amputated limb, was hereditary. The main barrier to the
creation of varieties was viability. If, Wolff claimed, a two-headed person survived to
reproductive age, then they might transmit this trait to their children, and twoheadedness, like polydactyly, could become stabilized as a natural variety.254
Willem Vrolik called this force vormkracht or “the forming force.” Just as
Wolff’s vis essentialis controlled the vegetative process, so was Vrolik’s vormkracht
the vital force which guided embryological development in humans and other
animals. The purpose of this incorporeal principle was to maintain life through the
processes of growth, physiological recovery, reproduction, and development. Its
existence was accepted widely by physiologists in German-speaking countries and, in
coining vormkracht, Vrolik gave it a Dutch identity. Willem was not the first Vrolik
to be interested in this vital force as a means of understanding the relationship
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between species: his father Gerard’s inaugural address as a Professor of Anatomy

was titled “On the force of life, which can be observed with constancy in all organic
bodies.”255 In addition to its hundreds of embryological specimens, the Vrolik
collection contained hundreds of animal bodies which were used by Amsterdam
naturalists to study comparative anatomy.256
Embryogenesis offered a framework for physiologically connecting humans
and other animals. As we’ve seen, embryogenesis was founded on an idea of
temporal progression wherein most malformations were “stagnations” of the
developmental process. This idea was pushed further by the so-called Meckel-Serres
law which claimed that the stages of embryogenesis paralleled the steps of the “Great
Chain of Being” which organized species in a ladder of increasing organic
complexity.257 Though Vrolik didn’t accept contemporaneous theories of species
transformism, he did adopt this idea that species—as immutable categories—were
connected directly through the process of embryogenesis. He said, “stagnation at an
early stage of development … explains why so many deformities of man mimic, as it
were, the form of the lower animals. For this must be the result of the human fruit
continuing through the mature forms of the lower beasts, and if it remains on these
lower steps by an impediment of vormkracht, it will resemble [that animal’s
form].”258 In driving embryological development, vormkracht not only pushed a
fetus through stages of temporal progress but also up through the natural hierarchy.
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A stagnation in vormkracht produced a malformation whose body signaled its

place in the order of nature. The evidence for this was observed in the body itself: “as
the transient forms of the human fetus are for the most part comparable to the
permanent forms of lower animals, the malformations occasioned by impeded
development often acquire a brute appearance,” Vrolik says in his encyclopedia entry
for teratology. Yet the physical evidence Vrolik used to support this claim was most
often tucked away in less-visible elements of an organism’s anatomy: the fusion of
certain bones, the position of the
heart, the structures of the brain. This
made

identifying

developmental

the

particular

stagnation

which

defined a malformation the purview
of a trained anatomist—especially the
comparative

anatomist—whose

meticulous familiarity with bodily
structures across the natural world
allowed him to isolate the nuanced
similarities between forms.
Embryogenesis
gestational

development

collapsed
and

the

Image 11: Plate 69, Tabulae. Sirenomelia.

natural

hierarchy

into

a

single

timeline. In doing so, a teratologist’s observations of a body’s anomalies were
inextricable from placing that body within the hierarchy of nature: the brute
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appearance of a malformation signaling its incomplete achievement of “humanness”

which was, in turn, defined as a body which had successfully achieved a regular form.
Vrolik’s view of species as an immutable category drew from his observation
that similar malformations happened across animal types. Though a human fetus
with sirenomelia might have lower limbs that resembled a fish’s tail in structure, no
reasonable person would look at that fetus—helpfully preserved and available for
viewing at Vrolik’s museum—and claim it was a fish. Instead, it seemed to be a
human with specific fish-like characteristics. A condition like cyclopia is common
across the animal kingdom and while the anatomical features of cyclopia are shared
across these organisms, these are the only features that the organisms share: they
are, otherwise, perfectly recognizable as pigs, or birds, or goats, or humans. These
unique anatomical features, then, did not define a species category—instead, they
testified to a shared physiological process.
In his studies within the Russian Academy of Science’s gardens, Caspar Wolff
had drawn a distinction between an organism’s species and its external structure.
Although all organisms are built from the same primordial matter, he claimed, the
vis essentialis driving development contains the “usual kind of life” for that species:
“monsters, in contrast, and all other varieties, are products of the same qualified
vegetable matter joined with an unusual or monster-making kind of life.”259 An
organism’s essential belonging to a species was entirely immaterial; it “escapes us
and our sensations, while only the forms—its effects—are evident and observable,” in
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the structure of the body itself.260 A result of adopting this teleological view of species

was that Vrolik was unpreoccupied by the project of creating a taxonomy of
monsters. While Saint-Hilaire labored with excitement toward applying the
principles of Linnaean classification to monsters, Vrolik believed “no suitable
classification of monstrosities can be given, and the efforts employed to this end may
be regarded as failures.”261
When considering the ways teratology shaped medical understandings of
bodily difference, this relationship to speciation is both crucial and slippery in its
nuance. Unlike contemporaneous medical attempts to taxonomize race which served
to insert non-European races as biological buffers between Europeans and the
animal kingdom, malformations were not denied their fundamental belonging in the
human category and yet were mitigated from full inclusion in it.262 While sirenomelia
did not reduce someone to the status of a fish, “monsters from arrest of development
may be considered as permanent embryos” who had not, and would never, achieve
their teleological destiny.263 Of course, key was that a fetus with sironomelia—and
cyclopia, and acephaly, and most of the “brute forms” in Vrolik’s museum—could not
survive after birth. The project of situating these bodies into a natural order, of
debating their humanness, occurred in the dissection theater, the museum, and
scientific publications rather than the statehouse, tax rolls, or the almshouse.
Yet these contexts could not be fully separated due to another observation
which arose from the constancy of a malformation across species: any genus of
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malformation occurred at various gradations of severity. A consequence of

malformation resulting from disruptions to the formative force was that “deviations
from the natural form are confined within definite limits, so they always remind us
more or less of the regular form.”264 Vrolik’s “more or less” signals a crucial
component of teratology’s articulation of the body, which is that there is no simple
bifurcation between “normal” and “abnormal.” Instead, the normal form of a body
system or part was situated amongst gradations of form which resulted from the
various operative “strengths” of vormkracht. The result was that teratology’s elegant
all-encompassing explanation of malformations as incompletely human extended, by
its own premises, to those living with survivable expressions of a malformation.

On Gradation
Vrolik observed that many instances of malformation affect only a single body
part or system. That is, a fetus with sirenomelia will have fused lower limbs—a
stagnation at the developmental stage of fish—and yet the remainder of the body
often appeared to be that of a normal, fully developed human fetus. Vrolik was
intrigued by the observation that fetuses with acephaly often gestated to term only to
die shortly after birth; their bodies, aside from the lack of brain, were otherwise
those of healthy infants. This observation about malformations actually spoke to an
older and more fundamental embryological question which had been a major point
of conflict between Caspar Wolff and Albrecht Haller during their eighteenth-century
debates over generation. That was the issue of primacy: which bodily system
264
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prompted the emergence of the others, and in what order? The argument was

predicated on an acceptance that bodily systems appear in a certain order and that
this order is causal. That is: if the heart appears first and then the nerves, then the
nerves must require the heart as a condition of their growth. Much to Haller’s
frustration, Wolff’s solution was to simply reject the premise of causality out of hand.
Half a century later, Vrolik agreed with Wolff and quotes him as saying, “the nervous
system, blood, intestinal tract, respiratory system, urinary secretion and
reproduction, and the skeleton with its muscles do not develop from each other, but
each has its own origin and individually achieves its highest perfection.”265 This
solved the puzzle of the otherwise-perfect brainless fetus: a stagnation in
development could affect one bodily system in isolation from others.
Even when facing a hindrance or blockage, vormkracht struggled along its
destined trajectory which was to maintain life. As such, Vrolik noted that “fixed laws
of organization prevail in [malformations] by which they exhibit a … tendency to
render the capacity of life as great as possible, notwithstanding the malformation.”266
While vormkracht might be fully impeded in some cases, it was also possible for a
blockage to simply weaken the effects of vormkracht and, in doing so, limit—but not
prevent—the development of a particular system. “An immediate consequence of this
must be,” Vrolik claimed, “that in one and the same kind of deformation there are
different degrees, such that one is stepped from the highest possible degree to the
least, which is an unmistakable rapprochement with the natural state.”267 The most
severe degrees of a malformation were those in which vormkracht was fully blocked
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and were almost always incompatible with life. But as the severity of a hindrance

decreased, so did that bodily system approach its teleological, perfect state.
This meant some malformations could manifest at a degree which was
compatible with life. A compelling example is that of spina bifida, whose anatomical
characteristics Vrolik compared with the natural form of the spine in frogs and
sharks. In the highest degree of the malformation, “it is not uncommon… to find in

Image 12: Plate 34, Tabulae. Spina bifida in a 6year-old boy. Vrolik describes him as being weak
and having a paralyzed arm. He died at 13.

the skeleton of human fruits a trench at the top and bottom of the vertebral bodies,
which can be regarded as remnants of this primordial slit [in frogs and sharks].”268
Vrolik’s description of this degree of spina bifida in humans comes entirely from fetal
preparations in his museum; when describing lesser degrees of the same condition,
268
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however, he refers both to living patients and to preserved spines which came from

children or adult patients.269 This “least degree of deformity” differed only slightly
from the natural state of the human spine. The dramatic malformations of the head
which defined cerebral hernia, microcephaly, anencephaly, and acephaly were
similarly articulated as progressive manifestations of a developmental stagnation
that “can take place in different degrees, so that one steps up from the utter lack of
brain to those cases in which they are almost perfect and deviate only from the usual
condition.”270
Bodily abnormalities thus existed on a gradation of severity which included
the normal form rather than being categorically separated from it.271 “Normality” was
assessed at the level of system rather than as an encompassing, categorical state: the
designation of a “normal body” was an assessment of the collective states of that
body’s separate systems. Malformation was thus read from the body at the level of
discrete and developmentally independent components. This principle of gradation
offered a direct diagnostic link between the dramatically malformed fetuses in
Vrolik’s museum and bodies which might be encountered on the street, although it
also cemented “malformation” as a fact of the body divorced from an individual’s
experience. It was not necessary to know whether someone with a “lesser degree” of
spina bifida was hindered in their daily life in order to identify their precise
deviation, and its degree, from the natural or perfect human form.
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Conclusion
Teratology was a new way of seeing the “monstrous” body and making it
meaningful. As a field, it can’t be separated from the schools of pathological and
comparative anatomy that arose around the turn of the nineteenth century, schools
which gave primacy to the objectivity of trained vision, and which made bodies
themselves objects which spoke indexically to natural processes. For Vrolik, the
objective of teratology was to use malformations as a way to discern the physiological
laws of development at a granular level. It was an objective that sought simplicity:
bringing humans, animals, and malformations under a single explanatory paradigm
of becoming. As his contemporaries sought to wrangle monsters into the
classificatory order of zoology, Vrolik was aligned with the projects of Wolff and
Meckel wherein a collection served as a visual technology for representing a dynamic
process and making its invisible laws observable through study of its products.
Doing so embedded teratology with specific claims about how non-normative
bodies should be placed within the natural order. The “monstrous” and the
“perfect”—or the malformed and the normal—were not categorically separated as
much as related to one another through linear time, natural history, and gradation. A
body with fused lower limbs was no longer simply a “monster,” it was a fetal body
whose anatomical characteristics testified a specific stagnation in its development
which kept the lower limbs from developing beyond the normal, mature anatomical
structures of fish. While this was not an equivocation of a fetus with sirenomelia to a
fish, it nevertheless articulated “humanness” as something to be achieved—an
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endpoint of natural progress. Malformations were no longer singularities; they were

an index of the developmental process through its stagnations.
The fact that malformations of a system could happen to various degrees
meant that such meanings extended to living people and not just the fetal
preparations in Vrolik’s museum. A case of profound, non-survivable spina bifida
might define the condition in terms of a stagnation—or hindrance—at the spinal
maturity of sharks. Yet this same articulation of spina bifida would still apply to a
living person with the condition in a milder and survivable form, the only difference
being the magnitude of vormkracht’s hindrance rather than the fact of the stagnation
itself. And so living non-normative bodies were scientifically framed as those which
had, in some distinct way, not achieved the systematic, anatomical teleology of
human, their bodies marked as stagnated in time and in natural history. We will
return to this theme in the fifth chapter to examine how the incorporation of this
ideology into scientific thought produced, even if unconsciously, a social hierarchy
wherein medical experts were inserted as intermediaries between people living in
non-normative bodies and the apparatuses and civic benefits of the State.

Chapter Four:
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States of Being
“You are sure to be greatly concerned about what happened today in our city,”
wrote Gerard Vrolik on March 24, 1848 in a letter to his youngest son, Agnietes, who
was living in Utrecht and working as the Essayeur-General of the National Mint.
Earlier in the day, thousands of unemployed Amsterdammers had congregated in
Dam Square—the site of the royal residence—to demand that they be given work.
Writing to Agnietes, Gerard explained that the crowd’s focus “in particular was
aimed at the house of the mayor, which was terribly battered, and which people tried
to enter by force. But being barred from inside by loyal workmen, the attempted
looting there failed.” Instead, the angry crowd wove through the canal rings
vandalizing homes, “smashing glass and plundering shops on Kortestraat, including
a silversmith where it is said [the owner’s] daughter is wrestling against death.”272
The March 24 “siege” of Amsterdam was a blip on the larger radar for a
Europe which spent 1848 awash in revolutionary protests. Compared to Paris, where
a similar demonstration a month earlier had resulted in the king’s abdication and the
installation of the Second Republic, the situation in Amsterdam resolved
undramatically once the police arrived and “put an end to the sad spectacle.”273
Nevertheless, Gerard received its message loud and clear:

Gerard Vrolik, “Brief van Gerard aan Agnietes,” March 24, 1848, 2.21.172.86, Nationaal Archief Den
Haag, Het familiearchief van de familie Vrolik.
273 Gerard Vrolik, Brief van Gerard aan Agnietes.”
272

One cannot but call [the demonstration] a war of the lowest class
against the wealthy… the purpose of the troublemakers was to instill
fear. That succeeded because not only all the shops but all the
residences of private individuals were completely shuttered up. Our
house has not shared in this, however. Away from the tumult, we felt
the precaution unnecessary. Various rioters and thieves have already
been caught, but the bitterness will not be reduced. Or perhaps this
first defeat will result in a second even more dangerous incitement;
who will say?274
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Gerard concluded his account of the day’s chaotic episode by saying that
Willem had gone to the town hall to help draw up civic measures aimed to prevent
precisely such a second more violent uprising from happening.

Image 13: "View of the Dam in Amsterdam at the moment of the disintegration and arrest of the rebellious Belhamels
on March 24, 1848.” Unknown creator, 1848. Reproduced in Driessen (2019).
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Gerard Vrolik, “Brief van Gerard aan Agnietes Vrolik.”
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Yet ultimately 1848 marked the end, not the beginning, of a tumultuous

period in Dutch politics. By November, King William II had accepted reforms which
established the Netherlands as a constitutional monarchy, paving the way for higher
democratic influence in politics and social reforms.275 But the question of Dutch
national identity had never been far out of reach during the preceding decades: since
Gerard Vrolik began medical school in 1790, Amsterdam had successively belonged
to the decentralized Dutch Republic, the pseudo-French Batavian Republic, the
Napoleonic Kingdom of Holland, and the monarchy of the United Netherlands
before adopting its modern form in that revolutionary year of 1848.276 While these
shifts in national identity came with changes in governmental form and borders, they
also prompted a sustained engagement with what it meant to be a part of Dutch
society: questions about the innateness and limitations of rights, about the social
order, and about ensuring a prosperous, healthy nation for future generations.
Willem Vrolik penned the foreword to Tabulae in March of 1849, a year after
the poor and disgruntled stormed through the streets of central Amsterdam. “This
enterprise,” Willem writes, “was only made possible by the supportive cooperation of
my fellow countrymen. In it, I think I can detect the restless development of a
scientific mind, which is doubly remarkable in a country with such narrowly defined

Schama, Patriots and Liberators; Sam Driessen, “De Nobele Taak Der Staatkundige Oppositie:
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Revue Europeenne d’histoire 17, no. 2 (April 2010): 151–70; René Koekkoek, The Citizenship
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(Boston: Brill, 2020); J.J. Kloek and W.W. Mijnhardt, 1800. Blauwdrukken Voor Een Samenlevering,
(Den Haag: Sdu Uitgevers, 2001); Anja Hiddinga, “Obstetrical Research in the Netherlands in the
Nineteenth Century,” Medical History 31, no. 3 (1987): 284.
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borders and in such turbulent times.”277 Indeed many of the themes pervading the

period’s political discourse also dominate Willem’s teratological writings: themes of
progress and development, of inheritance, of a natural order and the place of
different beings within it. For European societies battered by decades of war,
political terror, and instability, these physiological concepts offered powerful
metaphors for imagining a better future; this, in turn, positioned medical expertise
as an essential tool for creating that future.278
The previous chapter of this dissertation examined how teratology was
embedded with narratives about how a body’s form marked its place within an
interconnected system of nature. In Vrolik’s teratology, embryogenesis was a
physiological process common to all lifeforms and, as such, it proffered a means of
diagnosing “malformations” not as mere anatomical anomalies but, instead, as
physical indicators of a body’s incomplete progression through the natural hierarchy.
This chapter brings these themes of teratology into conversation with the
contemporaneous discord within the social and political orders. It examines the
resonances between scientific and political mentalities—important because the
tumultuous decades around 1800 produced the modern western state with its
notions of citizenship, democratic participation, demography, and state welfare.
Though this shift has been well examined by scholars from a range of fields, the
present chapter approaches it from the perspective of embryology as a wellspring of

Vrolik, De Vrucht, 2. Original: “… dat het ten uitvoer brengen mijner onderneming, alleen door de
ondersteunde medewerking mijner landgenooten mogelijk werd gemaakt. Ik meen daarin te mogen
bespeuren de rustelooze ontwikkeling van eenen wetenschappelijken geest, in een land met zoo eng
omschreven grenzen, en in zoo bewogen tijden, dubbel opmerkelijk.”
278 Sean Quinlan, “Heredity, Reproduction, and Perfectibility in Revolutionary and Napoleonic France,
1789–1815,” Endeavour 34, no. 4 (2010): 143.
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metaphor and expertise on what was increasingly coming to be called

“reproduction.”279
Reproduction is an undeniably modern concept. Although people have
always been interested in the process by which humans create more humans,
reproduction reflects a historically specific manner of understanding such a thing:
the modern use of “reproduction” to describe how a species produces more of its
kind traces to the second volume of Buffon’s Histoire Naturelle, published in
1749.280 Prior to the nineteenth century, this concept was called generation; indeed, a
foundational tenet of the history of embryology is that the eighteenth century saw a
convincing and scientifically widespread shift from “generation” to “reproduction” by
the century’s close.281 Yet this shift, while real, was not a mere linguistic replacement:
reproduction, after all, became a biological concept in precisely the historical
moment that production became a central preoccupation of newly industrialized
European states. Nor was reproduction the full conceptual successor to generation,
adopting its scope and premises wholesale into new political and scientific contexts.
Instead, reproduction and generation split into entwined concepts: “reproduction” as
an optimizable and universal process of producing new bodies, and “generation” as
cohorts of a population which exist in the present and also, importantly, in the yetundetermined future.282

Ludmilla Jordanova, “Interrogating the Concept of Reproduction in the Eighteenth Century,” in
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As generation gave way to reproduction, so did monster give way to

malformation. Reproduction and malformation are medical concepts which bear the
distinctive mark of early nineteenth century state building. By this I mean, first, that
both allowed for a new way of contextualizing births within demographic
populations; second that, compared to their predecessors, reproduction and
malformation embedded the body within a progress-based narrative of historical
time. With the period’s new emphasis on democratic participation in governance,
there came a heightened emphasis on the health and quality of the “population,” a
group now endowed with political power. But a population’s power was not limited
to the political—a robust, healthy population was also essential to the productive
capacity of a state’s economy. Thus, while earlier conceptions of generation and
monster feel siloed, or individualized, reproduction and malformation embody the
period’s fraught dynamism: not only continuous creation and improvement, but the
potential for those aspirations to go wrong.
This chapter unfolds in three parts. The first excavates how medical expertise,
particularly regarding reproduction, became entwined with the apparatuses of the
post-revolutionary Dutch state with medicine being touted as a key to progress and
the nation’s future. Second, the chapter considers how Vrolik’s Tabulae integrates
fetal malformations into a wider context of “reproductive bodies” as a population of
state and scientific interest. Third, I examine the case of women as bodies whose
natural and political status with regards to men was a key question shaping the
formation of early nineteenth century Dutch society.
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The Nature of Progress
During the severe winter of 1794-1795, the French army marched northwards.
The wide rivers that typically protected the Dutch Republic from invasion had frozen
over allowing the revolutionaries to pass with little trouble. With the French army
was a Dutch contingent of self-styled Patriots who had fled to France the previous
decade after sustained conflict with the Stadthouder William V.283 In France, the
Dutch Patriots had seen what was possible: the toppling of entrenched power and the
triumph of the people. On 19 January 1795, the successful Patriot forces proclaimed
the end of the Dutch Republic and the birth of the Batavian Republic, a sisterrepublic of France. A month later, in February, Gerard Vrolik gave his first academic
presentation to the medical faculty in Leiden—the beginning of his career coinciding
precisely with the beginnings of a new nation.
Compared to the period’s spectacles in the United States and France, the
Dutch’s own revolution, in the words of social historian Joost Kloek, “lacked
drama.”284 This is partly attributed to the fact that the Dutch had been living with a
republican form of government for two centuries and thus didn’t feel the same
profound structural reverberations of revolution as their American and French
counterparts coming out from beneath monarchic rule. But the bloodlessness of the
Dutch revolution was also attributed to the constitution of the Dutch people
themselves who Willem Ockerse—lead author of the Batavian Republic’s
While the Stadthouder wielded enormous power, he should not be equated to a king since the Dutch
Republic was not a monarchy. William was from a long line of previous stadthouders who had, during
the previous centuries, been the center of political conflicts as they won and subsequently expanded
the powers of the office. He and his ancestors are the Oranges. William V’s descendants would be
reinstated to power in 1813, and his grandson would be named King of the Netherlands when it
assumed its modern constitutional form in 1848.
284 Kloek and Mijnhardt, 1800. Blauwdrukken, 19.
283
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constitution—described as “phlegmatic,” a reasonable characterization of a people

whose land was quite wet and quite cold.285 “Constitution” was a political and a
medical term: a set of fundamental principles, of nation or body, that guided how
one experienced the world.286 What the Dutch lacked in bloody spectacle, it shared
with the American and French in the intellectual project of revolution: that is,
fraught consideration over the ideals of citizenship, the innateness of rights, and the
future progress of the nation.
In this section, I consider teratology and embryology alongside the period’s
political narratives of development and progress. In the wake of revolutions,
Europeans faced the knowledge that the conditions of life could be improved through
political means and that citizens now held the reins of doing so. While Caspar Wolff
had struggled to explain what, exactly, “development” was in the 1780s, by 1800 the
physiological fact of development “was a philosophical and ideological matter
requiring no empirical explanation.”287 For political thinkers, who had themselves
spent the eighteenth century preoccupied by the developmental stages of civilization,
the science of reproduction became a powerful way of imagining how to ensure the
quality of civilization’s next step: the future.288
During the revolutionary period, Dutch physicians successfully ingratiated
their medical authority into a range of political projects with the justification that
scientific medicine alone could guide societal uplift.289 The ambitious scope of
Koekkoek, The Citizenship Experiment, 228–29.
Jordanova, “Interrogating the Concept of Reproduction in the Eighteenth Century,” 380.
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medical authority was articulated through ideas about heredity and the tight linkage

between environments—such as institutions and physical infrastructure—and the
health of current city inhabitants and their future progeny. Issues of health, the
family, and education were, of course, also the immediate concerns of everyday
people and not just intellectual projects for the period’s elite political and scientific
thinkers. And throughout the political tumult of the 1780-1840s, everyday people
also imagined a better future for the nation in pamphlets and popular literature.
After Dutch Patriots proclaimed the Batavian Republic in early 1795, the
Dutch novelist Betje Wolff returned home from her own self-imposed exile in France.
Politically sympathetic to the Patriots, Betje had published a short booklet in 1777
with the title Holland in ‘t Jaar 2440 (Holland in the Year 2440). The booklet
imagined the Dutch state in a utopian future: politics have transcended the need for
war; wealth is distributed fairly with the needy provided money and access to the
arts; education and literacy are cultural centerpieces; men and women are equals,
albeit ones with different societal roles. In this futuristic Holland, “enlightened
naturalists, with a simple Christian congregation, profess a moral doctrine,” and
churches and schools alike emphasize the chief importance of walking through
nature and using telescopes and microscopes to contemplate “the wonders of the
whole, and to acknowledge the Supreme Being with amazement and reverence.”290
While Betje had written Holland in ‘t

Jaar 2440 just prior to the so-called

“Patriottentijd” of the 1780s—when political tension between Patriots and Orangists
as the Royal Dutch Medical Association). Willem Vrolik, “Stukken Betreffende de Cholerabestrijding
N.B. Opgenomen in ‘Berigten Betreffende de Asiatische Cholera Te Amsterdam’, Verzorgd Door W.
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boiled over—she returned to Holland in 1795 to a new nation where reforms to

education and gender equality were no longer utopian fantasies but, instead,
politically viable projects.291
Holland in ‘t Jaar 2440 is a quintessential example of how utopian fiction
changed in the eighteenth century. The 1516 publication of Thomas More’s Utopia
set the standard for this new genre of fiction which relied on the framework of
exploration: a European explorer, aware of his nation’s cultural woes, encounters a
society within an undiscovered part of globe which has already solved the problems
so pervasive in the explorer’s home country. Yet midway through the eighteenthcentury, the genre changed so that rather than a utopia faraway on the physical
earth, an author finds utopia in their own country—faraway not in place, but in
time.292 This is precisely what we see in Betje Wolff’s booklet. The only indicator it
takes place in the future is the title itself: otherwise, the author articulates a wholly
cultural fantasy set very much within the logistical, infrastructural, and scientific
limitations of her present.
Reproduction is a pervasive undertone of Betje’s Holland. Families are the
base unit of this idealized Dutch society with mothers and fathers fulfilling distinct—
yet morally and politically equal—roles. Everyone gets married and women sit on
civic councils alongside men. A mother is responsible for “the moral and wise
upbringing of our children. To be a whole mother is her greatest pleasure, and to see
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a smiling child on her bosom is, for us, the most enriching scene in nature.”293 Betje’s

use of the first-person plural is striking: children may be raised by their parents, but
they are ultimately a collective interest, responsibility, and resource. Wives were
responsible for educating children of both sexes—shaping them into a new
generation of citizens capable of bringing society even closer to utopia.
As it turns out, Betje Wolff would not need to live until the year 2440 because
many of her fantasies would materialize during Batavian Republic’s tenure. Or, at
least, her vision of a nation whose education, gender dynamics, and politics were
centered on a politically progressive family would become a distinct political project.
Absent from Betje’s societal utopia are physicians: while lawyers, schoolmasters,
authors, naturalists, and farmers play important roles in the future of Dutch society,
Betje never mentions physicians, surgeons or, indeed, the entire field of medicine. By
the early nineteenth century, however, “biomedical ideas about heredity,
reproduction, and perfection were often deeply interwoven in the dynamic of
revolutionary politics.”294 Moreover, physicians had successfully inserted themselves
as critical authorities: ensuring the health of Amsterdam’s inhabitants—especially
the psychic and physical well-being of children and maternity-aged women—
required the wealth of the government, the “benevolent cooperation” of the citizen,
and the skill of the physician. With these factors in balance, the physician CJ
Nieuwenhuys wrote in his 1816 medical topography of Amsterdam, “this trio can
accomplish what few could even wish for.”295
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The confluence of biomedical expertise and state building worked on two

levels. There was the on-the-ground work of identifying the causes of common
diseases and therapeutic intervention, but less intuitive policy areas such as
education and poor relief were also shaped by biomedical ideas about heredity.
While a public health interested in heredity resonates immediately with twentieth
century American policies concerned with reproductive “fitness,” early nineteenth
century physicians lacked the genetic notion of heredity so central to later eugenic
science. That is not to say, however, that no theory of inheritance existed.
In 1809, the Parisian naturalist Jean-Bapiste Lamarck—who first used
“biology” in its modern sense—proposed a theory of evolution that featured the
inheritance of acquired characteristics wherein impressions from a parent
organism’s environment could be transmitted to their offspring. It was a model of
heredity that, absent of genetics, gave primacy to the influential potential of a
parent’s environmental struggles and successes. Lamarck’s model of heredity was not
free form (that is, wholly creative adaptions could not arise), but it emphasized that
within the existing physical constraints of a species, a trait could be enhanced into a
more perfect form through positive environmental influences; the flipside, of course,
being that traits were at risk of deterioration within unhealthy environments.296 In
the hands of the period’s physiologists, this theory of heredity justified why medical
expertise should be a centerpiece of post-revolutionary governments: with
biomedical knowledge guiding the development of state institutions, the cultural and
built physical environment could be optimized to produce future generations of
Etienne Benson, Surroundings: A History of Environments and Environmentalisms (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2020), 18–47; Richard Burkhardt, The Spirit of System: Lamarck and
Evolutionary Biology (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1995), 165.
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healthy citizens, bringing the nation—via its population—closer to utopian

perfection.297 With Amsterdam having suffered severe economic and infrastructural
decline over the eighteenth century, the environmental influences of heredity also
provided a scientifically sound air of urgency to the project of restoring the vitality of
the physical city itself. Though neither Gerard or Willem Vrolik supported Lamarck’s
biological theory of species transformism, what’s important to note here is that this
theory also influenced areas well outside of the direct study of heredity—namely, it
helped widen the scope of public health to include the environment.
Gerard Vrolik’s timing was auspicious. He received his doctorate on 10
December 1795 and was appointed to a professorship in physiology, surgery, and
botany at the Athenaeum Illustre of Amsterdam. A year later, in December of 1796,
Gerard swore allegiance to the Batavian Republic, acknowledging the freedom,
equality, and inalienable rights of man and vowing to do “what the duty of a good
citizen will demand.”298 Gerard’s medical career was starting within a nation in its
own beginnings which sought, through application of scientific principles, to elevate
the health and prosperity of the Dutch people after what was widely considered a
post-Golden Age period of societal decline. In the third year of the Batavian
Republic, 1797, Gerard was made a member of his district’s grondvergadering, an
assembly of citizens in charge of choosing the people’s governmental representatives;
despite the rhetoric of equality, voting was still restricted to a class of residents called
burghers, a distinctly socio-economic term translating to “citizens” in contrast with
Quinlan, “Heredity, Reproduction, and Perfectibility,” 144–45.
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the non-citizen residents who made up the majority of the population.299 From his

early 20s, then, Gerard belonged to a small subsection of Amsterdam’s inhabitants
who exerted control over the direction of the city’s politics and its institutions.
Although his son Willem would publish prolifically, Gerard “was too
overloaded with work for that.”300 The work in question was Gerard’s involvement
with building up Amsterdam’s municipal medical infrastructure, that is, institutions
and organizations funded by and answerable to the State rather than a religious
body. Because Amsterdam had long been known for its religious tolerance, most
institutions were run by a religious denomination and served only the congregants of
that denomination. Gerard’s work was to build up a comparable set of municipal
medical institutions that served all residents regardless of religious affiliation. In
addition to teaching and his consultation practice (which, the biographical dictionary
notes, allowed him to “collect all sorts of things in a museum”) Gerard was at various
points the Chairman or Secretary of the provincial and local medical committees, the
Royal Netherlands Institute, and the Society for the Advancement of Surgery.301
Gerard’s influence is further evidenced by his ubiquitous appearance in the
acknowledgements of nineteenth-century medical publications about Amsterdam.
One such publication is the four-part medical topography of Amsterdam
written by CJ Nieuwenhuys, published between 1816-1820. Nieuwenhuys expresses
gratitude to Gerard for his help in providing descriptions of the city’s medical
institutions, the subject of the fourth installment which examines not hospitals but,
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instead, orphanages, elderly-care homes, almshouses, and prisons.302 Nieuwenhuys

also worked with Willem Vrolik on a committee dedicated to the studying cholera
and producing a report of recommendations to the city government for managing
cholera outbreaks within the city.303 Nieuwenhuys’s medical topography is an
impassioned and distinctly local argument for the chief importance of public health
as a priority for Amsterdam’s government. He opens the text by rhetorically asking
what wealth, commerce, safety, and liberty matter if one lacks the health to enjoy
them; such advantages “should be given first and foremost, with full justification, to
the public maintenance of the body’s well-being and projects to preserve, expand,
and restore public health.304 Nieuwenhuys’s text self-consciously contains no health
advice for lay citizens: he is writing to the city’s medical administration for the
purposes of improving infrastructure and better understanding the causes of health
issues affecting city life. Nieuwenhuys writes to and for the benefit of his fellow
countrymen. Closing the preface, Nieuwenhuys implores his critics to remember that
“we are the first to develop this field not only for our city, but for all Dutch cities.
Having plowed it, we wish that the same field—sown by more able and experienced
men and being cleared of weeds—should yield a rich harvest for our fellow townsmen
and countrymen in the future.”305
As “reproduction” became a preferred biological term elsewhere, the
equivalent Dutch word to emerge at this time was voortplanting—a word that can
C.J. Nieuwenhuys, Proeve Eener Geneeskundige Plaatsbeschrijving (Topographie) Der Stad
Amsterdam [A Medical Topographie of Amsterdam], Volume 1 (Amsterdam, 1816), 11; Nieuwenhuys,
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also be translated to propagation and which held distinctly agricultural roots.306 So

Nieuwenhuys’s use of an agricultural metaphor is apt since those physicians who will
develop—and perfect—state medicine into a fertile field of knowledge are themselves
waiting to be propagated: a generational view of people and of scientific expertise.
Yet as Nieuwenhuys acknowledges, his own study was an imperfect one, incomplete
but done to the best of his ability given the current state of medical knowledge and
institutions. The opening years of the nineteenth century were filled with optimism
about the progressive capacity within the Dutch nation’s future but also significant
anxiety about the potential for this progress to be thwarted. In the contexts of both
politics and embryological science, development was an undeniable force of nature
whose endpoint was nonetheless not a foregone conclusion: perfection—in body or
utopian society—was the result of healthful natural progress, but impeded
development could cause a stagnation and the formation of something monstrous.
Willem Vrolik’s medical career began as Nieuwenhuys was publishing his
medical topography of Amsterdam. By then, 1820, the stability of the Batavian
Republic had dissolved: first when Napoleon, disapproving of the independence of
the Batavians, installed his brother Louis as ruler of the Kingdom of Holland in 1806
and, second, when the French were shaken off altogether and the Oranges—the
family of the Stadthouder overthrown in 1795—returned and proclaimed leadership
of a new constitutional monarchy in 1813; Willem was twelve years old.307 Although
Gerard Vrolik had been successful in helping to cement a relationship between
medical authority and State institutions, the attempts of Dutch physicians to use
“Voortplanting,” in Historiche Woordenboeken: Nederlands En Fries (Instituut voor de
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scientific medicine to aid in the progress of society faced constant threat from the

volatility of the State itself which, far from developing steadily into something
perceptibly more perfect, seemed to lurch spasmodically between different,
teratological states of being.
Thus far, we have seen how both medical expertise and the ideology of
development shaped the formation of the Dutch state in the aftermath of its 1795
revolution. The author Betje Wolff envisioned a utopian state built upon the
foundation of nuclear families who valued education and natural science. Although
Betje did not articulate a place for medicine in her utopia, Dutch physicians—such as
Gerard Vrolik and CJ Nieuwenhuys— quickly asserted the indispensability of their
expertise in building up a state infrastructure that guaranteed future prosperity by
prioritizing the health of city residents. The conceptual scope of “health,” and the
authority of medicine, went well beyond the therapeutic interventions of clinical
medicine. Instead, an environmental model of heredity and a state interest in the
health of future generations enabled physicians to entrench their expertise in a wide
range of institutions including orphanages, elderly care homes, prisons, and schools.
Aspirations for a utopia achieved through scientific medicine, however, faced the
constant headwind of political turmoil.
This chapter now turns to a closer look at early nineteenth century public
health through the lens of Willem’s 1849 publication Tabulae. Willem saw Tabulae
as a curated accompaniment to his Handboek and also as an opportunity to
showcase objects from the Vrolik collection. Neither publication has a stated interest
in public health: as we saw in the last chapter, these publications instead sought to
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discern the physiological laws of embryogenesis and situate malformations within

them. Nevertheless, my argument is that approaching Tabulae through the lens of
public health offers insight into the connections between teratology as a museumbased organizational science and the pressing physiological concerns of earlynineteenth century Amsterdam.

Reproductive Bodies, Bodies Reproduced
Though fifty of the 100 plates in Vrolik’s Tabulae depict fetal malformations,
the text does not start with them. “The basis for most congenital malformations must
be found, I think, in hampered development,” Vrolik writes. “In order to provide
evidence for this, it was necessary to complement the pictures of malformations with
illustrations of the normal development of the embryo.”308 The illustrations are
copied from existing sources, most of which come from abroad: Hunter’s Gravid
Uterus, the magnified microscopic images of German anatomists Rudolf Wagner and
Theodor von Bischoff, and engravings from the works of Jean Cruveilhier, president
of the Académie de Médecine in Paris.
Tabulae’s structure follows the progression of embryogenesis. Starting with
15 plates of reproduced images showing the normal development of the embryo, the
text moves to physiological aberrations within the maternal body during pregnancy
[Plates 16-20], then fetal malformations resulting largely in miscarriage or stillbirth
[Plate 21-71], narrowed female pelvises, particularly those impeding delivery [Plates
72-75], abnormalities of the limbs [76-87], with the final 13 plates depicting a mix of
308
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cases including 4 of alleged hermaphroditism. As a companion to Handboek,

Tabulae parallels that text’s structural approach to examining embryogenesis—
regular development, abnormalities during pregnancy, malformations due to an
impediment (or stagnation) of vormkracht, then malformations caused by an excess
of vormkracht (i.e., hermaphroditism, a subject discussed in the next chapter).
While this framework is how Vrolik understood his work, it’s also true that
this structural approach to studying embryogenesis roughly tracks onto a story of
viability. Set against the backdrop of regular development, readers are introduced to
pregnancy complications that prohibit fetal development and sometimes threaten
the mother herself (i.e., ectopic pregnancies); then fetal malformations caused by an
“arrest” of development, almost always causing miscarriage or stillbirth; then fetal
malformations showing deficient development of particular parts and systems—some
which result in fetal death (i.e., diaphragmatic hernia) but others which are
compatible with life (i.e., the malformed pelvises of adult women); before finally
turning to cases of malformation due to excessive vormkracht which similarly
contains a mix of fetal death and cases where a person lived into adulthood.
Beginning, then, with a subject dominated by fetal non-viability and ending with
cases of living individuals with specific malformed parts, Tabulae raises the question
of how malformation and viability are connected even if this was not the stated
question preoccupying its author.
It is a selective text. While Vrolik’s Handboek is a meticulous examination of
embryogenesis spanning over 1000 pages, Tabulae is concise and curated: the cases
are presented over 683 pages—a deceptive length considering it includes 100
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illustrated plates and text in both Latin and Dutch. Willem begins Tabulae by

positioning it as a companion piece to his Handboek which will pay homage to his
father through the publication of objects in the family’s collection. Considering the
text’s self-conscious curation of material and its relationship to the museum,
Tabulae raises the same question as an arrangement of material objects: why were
these things brought together and what conclusions might we draw from
comparisons between entries? The full title of Tabulae is The Fruit of Man and
Mammal, Pictured and Described in its Regular and Irregular Development,
suggesting that Willem identified “development” as the through line between
cases.309 Vrolik saw embryogenesis as the main narrative thread of Handboek and
Tabulae, yet embryogenesis was a process common to all bodies, so it alone can’t
serve as the selection metric for the cases featured in curated companion book.
A more compelling answer comes from the realm of politics not physiology.
Tabulae showcases a range of bodies which, medically, bear little in common: among
others, plates depict a woman showing normal signs of pregnancy before suddenly
exhibiting ominous symptoms, a thirteen-year-old boy with a paralyzed arm, an
infant born at 8-months without a brain, and a fifty-eight-year-old man who Vrolik
calls “one of the most complete examples of hermaphroditism known to science.”310
A common thread across these bodies is incapacity related to reproduction; the cases
referenced above are an ectopic pregnancy which killed an expecting woman, a boy
developing paralysis after being born with exposed spinal nerves, a stillbirth, and a

Dutch: De Vrucht van Den Mensch en van de Zoogdieren, Afgebeeld en Beschreven in hare
Regelmatige en Onregelmatige Ontwikkeling; “Tabulae” refers to its Latin title, published alongside
the Dutch. In these references, it refers to the published English translation.
310 Vrolik, Tabulae, sec. 94.
309
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person whose reproductive capabilities were ambiguous. Despite their physiological

and anatomical differences, then, the eclectic cases in Tabulae all touch on the
pervasive medical concern of reproductive mortality. 311
Although Vrolik did not situate either text within the realm of public health,
it’s not overly bold to suggest that reproductive mortality was a concern for him. As
we saw in this dissertation’s first chapter, there was a strong connection between
malformations and complicated deliveries—it was this very connection that
connected birthing women with vroedmeesters who, in turn, are often thanked by
Vrolik as the source of an interesting fetal body.312 My claim is not that Willem
sought to use the doctrine of malformations to intervene into particular public health
issues. Instead, my claim is that the problems, narratives, and ideologies of earlynineteenth century public health offer an additional layer of complexity to Vrolik’s
teratology. Willem kept political and social commentary out of his publications
which makes it difficult to make definitive claims about how he understood the
potential scope of his work. My goal here is to analyze Tabulae from a different
vantage point—public health—rather than from the perspective Willem affected—
that of a socially distant, objective scientist.
“The population” was a subject of great debate for eighteenth-century
Enlightenment thinkers who had worried, at the beginning of the century, about
Europe’s theorized recent depopulation and, by the end of the century, about the
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My research into Willem Vrolik’s involvement with public health initiatives and municipal boards
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archival evidence and through additional publications by Willem would be a major priority.
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grave threat of over population.313 Fertility and mortality were the most quantifiable

ways of measuring a population and, as such, the early nineteenth century saw a
boom in governmental censuses as well as the establishment of civic offices for
registering births, deaths, and marriages. In Amsterdam, these vital statistics were
kept by the various religious denominations until the Napoleonic registration law
passed in 1811; between 1785 and 1811, however, denominations were required to
submit their registers to Amsterdam’s town hall for the municipal records.314 This
new centralized bureaucratic record keeping revealed the horrific scale of infant and
maternal mortality when compared to the general population. Pregnancy, birth, and
infancy, officials learned, held unique dangers which threatened to hinder
population growth if left unaddressed.
Governments across Europe were interested in these issues, but the physical
environment of Amsterdam makes it an interesting case study. Aside from the
widespread consensus that infant and child mortality were worst within cities, early
European demographers noted that mortality rates were also far higher for swampy,
low-lying regions—an apt description of Amsterdam, which sits two meters below sea
level on land reclaimed from a coastal marsh.315 This widespread belief was, in fact, a
bone to pick for Nieuwenhuys who claimed that one purpose of his medical
topography of Amsterdam was to show that this “gathering place of all Europe and,
yes, of all the more or less civilized parts of the world, is not so unhealthy as is
Andrea Rusnock, “Biopolitics and the Invention of Population,” in Reproduction: Antiquity to the
Present Day, eds. Nick Hopwood, Rebecca Flemming, and Lauren Kassell (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2018), 333.
314 Henk Looijesteijn and M.H.D. van Leeuwen, “Establishing and Registering Identity in the Dutch
Republic,” in Registration and Recognition: Documenting the Person in World History, eds. Keith
Breckenridge and Simon Szreter(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 215.
315 Rusnock, “Biopolitics and the Invention of Population,” 339.
313
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generally exclaimed by foreigners,” and who dedicates a great deal of space to the

cleanliness of Amsterdam’s water.316 Unlike the sprawling industrial cities of London
and Paris, Amsterdam was just over 3mi2 with the homes of wealthy burghers lining
the curved canals rather than cloistered together. Figure 2 shows the city’s
population density in 1851 with wealthy, patrician homes as light blue dots along the
central two canals.317 The Vroliks, living at the southeastern end of the canals, were
in closer physical proximity to the urban poor than to most of their economic peers,
making Amsterdam’s working class inescapably sensory to the city’s elite.

Figure 1: Population density in 1851. From Ekamper and van Poppel (2018),
with annotation of Vrolik home added by this author.
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Infant mortality was an enormous health problem for Amsterdam’s lower

classes. In the first half of the nineteenth century, about a third of infants did not
survive until their first birthday—a number not including stillbirths, which
accounted for another 6%.318 Poorer neighborhoods far outpaced wealthy ones in
both infant mortality and stillbirths, as shown in Figure 2: that same strip of wealthy
homes along the Herengracht and Keizsersgracht is notable for its low proportion of
infant deaths versus live births compared to the crowded, poorer neighborhoods in
the east and northwest.

Figure 2: Status of Infants Born in 1851. From Ekamper and van Poppel (2018).
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Using Amsterdam’s archived registry data, historical demographers Peter
Ekamper and Frans von Poppel have calculated how infant mortality in Amsterdam
corresponded with 21 variables including religion, distance from a midwife, distance
from a water cistern, and the orientation of the home to a canal. Of these, the three
variables with the strongest correlation to infant mortality were multiple births, a
single mother, and a mother who was either young (< 25) or old (40+).319 References
to each of these variables— marriage status, multiple birth, age of the mother—are
found ubiquitously throughout the cases in Vrolik’s Tabulae. As we saw in the first
chapter, it was common to collect this type of information about unusual births in an
effort to discern the cause of a malformation or, at the very least, to eliminate
potential causes such as heredity, injury, or mental impression. Information about
age and marital status, however, don’t fit as clearly into that project unless these
were understood as themselves impacting mortality rates.
High rates of infant and maternal mortality were concerning not only because
they threatened the healthy growth of the population but because they were
understood as largely preventable. Low-income women and their infants were not
dying from some targeted and uniquely fatal biological disease but, instead, from
things such as polluted drinking water, poor nutrition, and low-quality medical care.
That is: conditions which could be remediated through policy and governmental
investment.320 Dirty water, bad nutrition, and lack of medical care were
environmental conditions that affected everyone—not only mothers and infants but
Ekamper and Poppel, “Infant Mortality in Mid-19th Century Amsterdam,” 11–13.
Rusnock, “Biopolitics and the Invention of Population,” 338; Jordanova, “Interrogating the Concept
of Reproduction in the Eighteenth Century,” 377.
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also working men, single and married. Yet what made maternal and infant mortality

a subject of heightened governmental interest was that they were entwined for such a
long period: during gestation, at delivery, and for the first few years of a child’s life.
Improving the health of one through policy and investment would go far in
improving the health of the other. This dissertation has already explored an example
of investing in municipal infrastructure to address maternal and infant mortality:
stadsvroedvrouwen. As we saw in the first chapter, stadsvroedvrouwen systems
were explicitly designed in response to high rates of mortality amongst the poor due
to midwives and obstetricians who charged fees to their clients.321 Regulation of
stadsvroedvrouwen shifted from the municipal to the national level in 1815.
The death of a mother at any point between conception and a child’s twelfth
birthday came with a marked increase in child mortality; even more so for the
children of a single, working mother. Because of her responsibility for caregiving, a
mother’s absence—due either to death or a job—increased the risk of child accidents,
decreased their access to food, and exacerbated the consequences of a child’s minor
illnesses.322 Early nineteenth century policy interventions made widows (and to a
more limited extent, widowers) legally eligible for municipal aid and established an
ecosystem of orphanages that included a municipal orphanage for foundlings who
did not qualify for care from religious institutions.323 The State’s awareness of the
dire straits of single motherhood is also reflected in a fascinating legal precedent:
although infanticide was a capital offense, Dutch courts rarely pursued severe
“Adviezen.”
Erik Beekink, Frans van Poppel, and Aart C. Liefbroer, “Surviving the Loss of a Parent in a
Nineteenth-Century Dutch Provincial Town,” Journal of Social History 32, no. 3 (1999): 643, 645.
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penalties for single women due to the belief, backed up by the period’s

physicians, that the stress of becoming an unwed mother sufficiently rationalized a
woman’s decision to kill her newborn; this same legal latitude for emotional distress
would not be granted to married women in the Netherlands until 1886.324
The embryological perspective in Tabulae and Handboek blurred the
distinction between “bodies birthed” and “birthing bodies.” After all, every woman
giving birth had to have been born herself and thus her body in adulthood might
testify to abnormalities in her own embryological development long ago. This is
apparent in Willem’s discussion of narrow female pelvises in Plates 72-75. Coming
directly after the plates on fetal abnormalities, Willem introduces the obliquely
narrowed pelvis by saying “sometimes the external shape [of the body] does not raise
the suspicion of a wrong form, whereas internally a congenital malformation of a
part of the trunk is concealed that, in the female sex, may give rise to some terrible
consequences at a later age,” which he soon clarifies means “adverse consequences
during delivery.”325 Here we see maternal and infant mortality tied together not only
in the present moment of delivery but through historical time: a woman’s
embryological journey within her own mother bearing grave, looming consequences
for future generations. Willem describes the anatomy insufficiently ossified sacral
wings in distinctly teratological terms, saying the shape of this 31-year-old woman’s
pelvis “belongs to the group of absolute narrow ones, approaching the pelvises of
fetuses and other mammals.”326

Willemijn Ruberg, “Travelling Knowledge and Forensic Medicine: Infanticide, Body and Mind in the
Netherlands, 1811–1911,” Medical History 57, no. 3 (July 2013): 364–265.
325 Vrolik, Tabulae, secs. 72–73.
326 Vrolik, Tabulae, secs. 74–75.
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Vrolik doesn’t discuss any type of preventative measures, although the

consequences of a narrowed pelvis are made clear. The 31-year-old woman was
delivered via Cesarean and her fate from the procedure seems clear from the
accompanying illustration of her skeletal remains. In this way, Vrolik claims she is
typical since “the delivery [with] such a malformation cannot take place in any other
way than by means of a Cesarean.”327 Such a case might also be addressed by
removing the fetus in pieces with a hook, a technique which Vrolik also discsuses.
Such a malformation of the pelvis, then, was inherently linked to a risky type of
delivery with a high rate of mortality. But the physician might play an important role
for women with a narrow pelvises: Vrolik explains that visibly narrow hips suggest
this deformation which can then be confirmed via an internal examination where
“the obstetrician will easily recognize the acute angle of the lower margin of the pubic
arch.” Left lingering is the question of what a woman whose narrowed pelvis has
been diagnosed should do with the information. “This malformation of the pelvis
exerts no adverse influence on fertilization,” Vrolik clarifies without any guidance on
whether such women should avoid becoming pregnant, refrain from marriage, or
what they should do if they are currently pregnant.328
A woman gives birth to a girl whose narrowed pelvis will one day prevent her
from surviving the delivery of her child: this is a story of generations, embryological
bodies connected through a sense of historical time. Vrolik’s concern about narrowed
pelvises was how this hidden congenital malformation would make a delivery risky,
although his inquiries into the generational nature of abnormalities can be found
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throughout Tabulae in notes about whether the parents of a malformed child

themselves have a similar malformation or whether they produced other unusual
children (this is often found in the negative with Willem identifying how many
healthy children the couple otherwise has).329 While twentieth-century eugenicists
would make such hereditary insights the basis of prescriptions about who should
avoid marriage or reproduction, in Tabulae we see heredity as itself the subject of
interest—not yet the tool of policy.330
Rather than bearing similarities with future eugenics, Willem’s comments in
Tabulae about heredity are reminiscent of the earlier work of Wolff and Meckel:
recall that Wolff, armed with Peter I’s embryological collection, studied “monstrous”
fetuses alongside the plants in St. Petersburg’s botanical garden in order to
understand the phenomenon of variation. Wolff’s conclusion was that hereditary
traits—that is, those he observed in subsequent generations of plants—were
deviations that affected the “vegetative matter” of a parent organism, that is the
primordial substance that drives development. Acquired traits, like losing a hand in
an accident, could not be passed down because they did not derive from the parent’s
own embryological development.331 Meckel adopted this principle into his own
theories, presented in his Handbuch, which were highly influential on Vrolik’s own

For examples see, Vrolik, secs. 31, 36, 39, 51, 60.
Quinlan, “Heredity, Reproduction, and Perfectibility,” 142–43. For hereditary science in twentiethcentury eugenic policymaking, see Rich, “Monstrous Births,” 267–310; Paul Lombardo, Three
Generations, No Imbeciles: Eugenics, the Supreme Court, and Buck vs Bell (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 2008); Nicole Hahn Rafter, White Trash: The Eugenic Family Studies,
1877-1919 (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1988); Martin S. Pernick, The Black Stork:
Eugenics and the Death of “Defective” Babies in American Medicine and Motion Pictures Since 1915
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1996); Dorothy Roberts, Killing the Black Body: Race,
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approach to teratology. Willem called this primordial driver of development

vormkracht, and he too sought to understand how it was tied to heredity. But like
many naturalists of his time, Willem saw heredity and the inheritance of traits as a
method of studying the hidden physiology of embryonic development rather than an
isolated subject of specialist study.332
The widespread interest in heredity amongst naturalists and physiologists in
the early-nineteenth century reflects a wider preoccupation with inheritance. Not
only hereditary traits and hereditary diseases as medical problems but the very
mechanism of inheritance as a means of improvement: in societies wracked by
governmental instability, war, and political terror, naturalists saw the biological issue
of inheritance as a key for re-building a society which could prosper. Yet the political
body and the medical body were more than metaphors for one another, a way for the
macrocosmic problems of social order to be discussed in more the more immediate
language of anatomy, health, and disease. Instead, the health of individual bodies—
and the ability to pass on health to one’s offspring—was the literal foundation for
how a better, more stable society might be built: improve the health of the
population, including the radical reduction of maternal and infant mortality, and a
stronger nation will emerge with new generations.333
Tabulae is a document meant for Willem’s fellow countrymen. It is not a
therapeutic handbook, nor is it cutting-edge empirical research, nor is it a literature
survey. Instead, it is a text that helps localize teratology in Dutch science and society:
alongside Handboek’s analysis of international literature and research, Tabulae
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highlights mostly Dutch cases that served to also highlight the country’s professional

networks and quality of scientific culture. That Tabulae is addressed to fellow Dutch
physicians and written in a style legible to that audience is in line with how historian
Anja Hiddinga characterizes Dutch medicine during this period: for infrastructural
reasons ranging from a lack of appropriate facilities to the requirements of the
medical degree, original research was less a focus for early nineteenth century Dutch
physicians than was consolidating socio-political authority and status around their
ideals of scientific medicine.334 The Vroliks and Nieuwenhuys belonged to an elite
social class which saw the family itself as the first, and most crucial, tool for
improving the health, wellbeing, and quality of the Dutch population.

Sex and the Natural Order
In 2440, according to Betje Wolff, women would have a clear and crucial role
within Dutch society: the education and upbringing of children. Betje did not share
this view only in utopian fiction but throughout her other publications as well,
including a sharp 1765 treatise on women’s rights where she implored women to
throw of the “unworthy yoke” of ignorance by pursuing education not just formally
but through vociferous reading habits.335 For eighteenth-century Dutch proponents
of women’s rights, access to education was important for multifaceted reasons but
none captured political will as effectively as the argument of which Betje Wolff was a
promoter—that women should be well-educated to prepare them as educators for
their own children: a role that was critical for training the next generation of
334
335
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citizens.336 Such views were widely circulated in the “spectatorial press,” an

ecosystem of weekly newsletters that provided commentary on social issues from a
wide range of political perspectives. In the revolutionary era, the issue of education—
who should receive it, who should dispense it, and what it should entail—was tightly
interwoven with ideology about “moral citizenship” and ensuring the future progress
of society by strategically cultivating the minds and bodies of new generations.
The political question of women’s rights at the turn of the nineteenth century
never strayed far from the scientific question of whether or not men and women were
natural equals. It wasn’t uncommon for liberal women themselves to adopt the
perspective that, naturally equal, the sexes had distinct societal roles with voting—
and politics more broadly— being that of men. If men produced the scaffolding of
society through voting and legislation, it was women who guaranteed the substance
of the future citizens who would inhabit it: progress depended on these co-equal
worlds working in tandem and not hierarchically.337 The turn of the nineteenth
century was a period wherein revolutionary politics looked to nature for guidance
and justification for organizing society.338 The issue of political equality, then, hinged
in no small part on the question of natural equality between the sexes: did there exist
a hierarchy in nature between males and females?
This section examines gender dynamics within Dutch society in the
revolutionary period and then asks how Vrolik’s teratology—concerned as it was with
hierarchy, progress, and anatomical difference—addressed the issue of sex. While
Kloek and Mijnhardt, Blauwdrukken, 250; Wolff, Holland in ’t Jaar MMCCCXL, 13–14.
Kloek and Mijnhardt, 1800. Blauwdrukken, 243–58.
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naturalists and physicians could remark upon sex as it appeared once born into the

world, embryology was unique for its ability to speak about the origins of difference.
Vrolik could approach the question of sex by asking about when it appears as a
characteristic during development: were males and females teleologically different
from their embryological origins or, as many believed, were males a further step of
development from universal female beginnings? Although these are contradictory
scientific positions, my argument is not that adopting them produced a parallel set of
contradictory civic rights—that is, that one view led to championing women’s
suffrage and the other to restricting it. Instead, I argue that Vrolik’s teratological
analysis of sex, wherein he claims that men and women begin from neutral origins
but develop along distinct teleologies, resonates with Dutch sensibilities about the
separate but co-equal roles of men and women in the progress of Dutch society.
Central to any analysis of Dutch politics is the peculiar structure of the Dutch
Republic which, despite changes in name and border, persisted throughout the
revolutionary era. Despite its later French influences, the Dutch Republic is more
properly understood in the context of cities like Venice, Antwerp, and Genoa—adding
Amsterdam, these were highly urbanized, mercantilist cities within a belt across the
middle of Europe from Italy, through Switzerland and west Germany, up to the
North Sea. According to the economic historian Maarten Prak, the cities within this
“urban belt” should be contrasted with the agrarian economies of France and
England: while an agrarian economy was dominated politically and financially by a
single city, urban economies—like the cities of the Dutch Republic—were defined by
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high degrees of mobility, immigration, and local political autonomy.339 Amsterdam,

in this view, operated less as the central city for outlying villages and more as an
independent city state allied with other nearby city states (Haarlem, Utrecht, etc.) in
a decentralized Republic with minimal political integration.
Women had a high degree of economic independence within early modern
Dutch cities. This was borne of practical necessity especially for working class
women: with such a high percentage of men employed as sailors, women had to earn
their own living; half of Dutch women in the eighteenth century did not have reliable
financial support from a husband.340 Legally, women were able to own shops, and
they could both manage and inherit assets including property. In this decentralized
system, professional guilds held enormous economic and political power; while
many guilds were not open to women, some did allow women to join independently,
and still other guilds existed exclusively for women. Guilds were also an important
source of social welfare: male members could purchase insurance so that, in the
event of his death, the guild would provide for his widow. Yet many guilds offered
social support to widows not by direct financial payments but, instead, by allowing
her to take over the financial operations (and benefits) of her late husband’s business
while another guildmember did the actual craft work.341 For the working classes,
then, there was a high degree of integration between men and women that afforded
women enough legal autonomy to be financially independent.
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This was, however, a level of integration not seen across class lines. When

Betje Wolff wrote on the importance of women’s education in 1765, she was writing
to “women” in a class-limited sense: education, and the education of her children,
was the responsibility of bourgeois women—non-working women of financial means.
For these women, the scope of women’s working rights were of little importance
because work—particularly the manual labor associated with guilds—was culturally
indecent.342 For upper-class women, the measure of her equality to men was instead
found in the value given to her domestic work of which the education of her children
was the most central.
During the revolutionary period, the education of children expanded from a
bourgeois issue to a whole-society issue. This shift came alongside the rise of
“generation” as a word denoting a cohort of similarly aged individuals who, despite
class differences, shared an experience of historical time: a community born into a
set of political circumstances and, throughout their lives, were exposed to the same
experiences such as famine, war, or change in leadership. Generations, then, became
understood as “temporary carriers of political sovereignty,” whose proper education
was essential to carrying the torch of progress into the future.343 In this view,
education was not a luxury for society’s elite, it was a vital tool of shaping all citizens
of the nation; for revolutionaries, like Betje Wolff, the reformulation of education as
a civic duty was also a call for working class women to adopt bourgeoise sensibilities
that would take them out of the workforce and place them firmly—but crucially!—at
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the center of the domestic world.344 The effect was that, by the early-nineteenth

century, Dutch women were receding from economic life while expanding their role
in the home. It should be emphasized, however, that this was fundamentally a
cultural shift: women did not lose legal rights to participate in the workforce or to
independently manage assets.345
Male and female Dutch revolutionaries framed this shift as a statement of
gender equality.346 The sexes were natural equals in that they possessed the same
intellectual and emotional capacities; Cartesian philosophy’s absolute separation
between the mind and the body meant, for many Enlightenment Dutch thinkers, that
no argument could be made for the mental superiority of men on the sole basis that
they possessed a male body. Bound together in marriage, men and women were
natural equals defined by complementary purposes: men, to scaffold the exterior
world through politics and economics, and women to cultivate the minds and bodies
of future citizens. The centrality of education to the broad civic project of the
Batavian Republic was due to the influence of John Locke who, earlier in the century,
articulated each human being as a tabula rasa born without innate mental content
and fully shaped by external influences. Thus education—and mothers as educators—
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was fundamentally responsible for the mental quality of the population.347 In the

minds of the revolutionaries, marriage locked together the civic role of men and the
educational role of women: working mutualistically, these co-equals would produce a
society capable of philosophically unlimited progress.348
These cultural ideals of gender relations resonate with Vrolik’s embryological
explanation of sex differences. Discussing the urinary and reproductive systems in
Handboek, he digresses to the issue of sex. Referring to the genitals with the
distinctly modern term voortplantingswerktuigen—tools of propagation—Vrolik
addresses the writings of the German embryologist Friedrich Tiedemann (1781-1861)
whose research Willem references favorably throughout both Handboek and
Tabulae. But Willem disagrees with Tiedemann’s analysis of the origins of sex
difference: taking cues from Aristotle and Galen, Tiedemann claims that “the
feminine form is the original and that the masculine develops from it in cascading
[trapswijze] perfection.”349 The specificity of the language identifies how this gender
hierarchy resonates with the broader natural hierarchy: trapswijze evokes the image
of een trap—a staircase—a longstanding visual and rhetorical metaphor amongst
naturalists for the ascending complexity of life extending from plants to God.350
In Tiedemann’s view, male humans are a step closer to perfection than
females whose bodies then exist as the buffer between man and animal. Tiedemann’s
evidence, however, is not ancient philosophy—it’s anatomy. In the sixth week,
embryos develop a fissure that will later separate into the anus and genitals; in
Kloek and Mijnhardt, Blauwdrukken, 173, 244.
Quinlan, “Heredity, Reproduction, and Perfectibility,” 149; Kloek and Mijnhardt, Blauwdrukken,
252.
349 Vrolik, Handboek, 1:201. Original: “Tiedemann beweert dat de vrouwelijke vorm de oorspronkelijke
is, en dat zich uit denzelven de mannelijke, door trapswijze volmaking, ontwikkelt.”
350 Lovejoy, The Great Chain of Being: A Study of the History of an Idea.
347
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subsequent weeks, Tiedemann observes, this fissure develops a “protruding bulge,”

which he identifies as the primordial clitoris; by the twelfth week, that fissure has
separated with one side possessing a clitoris, labia, and vagina. All fetuses possess
these distinctly female anatomical features, he claims, and only in the second
trimester will those female features continue to evolve into a scrotum and penis for
some—but only some—fetuses. “According to Tiedemann,” Willem writes, “the
female genitals are a low step [een lage trap] of development on which the fruit will
remain if it will belong to the female sex; but from which she will, through further
perfection, develop into the male form if that is her destiny.”351
On the whole, Tiedemann’s articulation of embryogenesis in terms successive
steps of anatomical perfection is on par with Willem’s own characterization of the
natural hierarchy. It is, after all, Willem’s explanation of monstrosity: a disruption to
development causes an anatomical system to “arrest” at the mature stage of a “lower”
animal.352 As the next chapter will show, this exact line of thinking informed how
certain “malformed” bodies were made into wards of the medicalized state. What’s
significant is that Willem draws a line at sex, declaring that despite it being an
obvious anatomical difference it—unlike other anatomical differences—does not map
on to a natural hierarchy.
In response to Tiedemann, Willem offers his own conclusion that “the fruit
has its sexual destiny from the very beginning.”353 What Tiedemann identifies as the
early clitoris, Willem argues, could equally be called an unfinished penis, the labia an
Vrolik, Handboek, 1:203. Original: “Volgens deze beschouwing van Tiedemann, is de vrouwelijke
vorm der geslachtsdeelen een lage trap van ontwikkeling, op welken de vrucht terugblijft, zoo zij tot de
vrouwelijke sekse zal behooren; maar uit welken zij zich daarentegen, door verdere volmaking, tot den
mannelijken vorm ontwikkelt, zoo zulks in hare bestemming licht.”
352 Vrolik, “Teratology,” 945.
353 Vrolik, Handboek, 1:204.
351
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incomplete scrotum. Rather than one sex developing from the other, Willem argues

that “at first there seems to be an indifferent state from which each sex later appears
with its special features.”354 He offers two possible causes for sex differentiation: one,
that embryos are naturally sexless and develop sexual characteristics from an
external influence, or, second, that embryos have an innate sexual predisposition.355
In adopting the latter view, Willem offers his own version of how sexual
differentiation fits within the broader schema of natural hierarchy as embodied in
embryological development:
Just as how the specificity of animals cannot be recognized in the
earliest stages of development— the fruit of a fish cannot be recognized
from that of a frog, nor that of a bird from that of mammals— but, in
spite of this, there is a secret predestination by which each assumes its
own but no other form, it also seems that from the first moment of
creation, each fruit harbors a hidden tendency to adopt one or the
other sexual form.356
Woven into the most primordial fabric of every organism, then, is its species
and its sex. Unlike anatomical differences such as cyclopia or fused limbs that should
be interpreted in the context of the hierarchy of species, sex is less an “anatomical
difference” and more a natural teleology. Here, I argue that Willem’s theory of sex
differentiation is a compelling separation of hierarchy from function: the
complentary, equal functions of males and females being integral to the propagation
of the species with species—not sex—being the hierarchical analytic. A necessary
complication, of course, is the case of hermaphrodites which will be taken up in the
Vrolik, Handboek, 1:203.
The first belief, that external stimuli are the cause of a child’s sex, is an old one that prompted no
shortage of folk and published knowledge about how to ensure the birth of a son through one’s food
choices, bathing habits, activities, or other lifestyle elements.
356 Vrolik, Handboek, 1:203–4.
354
355
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next chapter. But, briefly, Willem’s theory of hermaphroditism bolsters the present

argument which contextualizes a mutualistic view of political sex within the neutral
origins of reproductive functions: Willem contended that almost all cases of
“hermaphroditism” were cases of imperfect sex, thus locating “hermaphrodites” not
within the co-equal teleology of sex but, instead, within the natural hierarchy.
During the revolutionary period, discerning the precise relationship between
the sexes was an important project for Dutch elites both in the pages of utopian
fiction and embryological science. Although equality (natural or social) receives the
most rhetorical attention, the understated function of that equality was
reproduction. The equality of males and females, socially, was articulated within the
context of marriage, a social institution that was nevertheless framed as the natural
condition—the teleological culmination—of the relationship between men and
women. The progress of the nation was not guaranteed by philosophical equality
alone, but rather by the reproductive potential of marriages: natural equals with
complementary social roles, it should be emphasized that women’s valued role as
educators was fundamentally dependent on the presence of children to educate and,
as such, on successful reproduction. By affording males and females biological
equality, Dutch revolutionaries could articulate how the complementary roles of men
and women, political and domestic, transcended human tradition and drew their
legitimacy from nature itself. In the pages of Handboek, Willem carefully excises sex
from the natural hierarchy by emphasizing the functional necessity of both sexes for
propagating the species. In both the embryo and the patrician home, the dependence
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of the sexes on each other for successful reproduction was the foundation of their

philosophical equality.

Conclusion
Gerard Vrolik’s 1848 letter to his son Agnietes bears witness to the last gasp of
the revolutionary era. It also testifies to the revolution’s failure to produce the
utopian society described by Betje Wolff despite seven decades spent transforming
many of her sociological fantasies into political priorities. Still, in 1848, the poor and
disgruntled stormed the streets. Another government fell, another government rose
in its place. Another constitution, a new declaration of the rights, duties, and
constraints of citizenship to a new country. Though the Vrolik home and its museum
was sufficiently far from the action so that Gerard did not follow his fellow elites in
boarding up the windows, the layout of Amsterdam guaranteed that the misfortune
and economic despair of the working classes— the dystopia— was only ever a stone’s
throw from the windows of the wealthy citizens who, through their influence in
policymaking, sought to create a Dutch utopia in their own image.
This chapter has examined reproduction and teratology within the context of
the Dutch revolutionary period, asking both how medical expertise became
entrenched in State institutions and also how scientific rhetoric reflected sociocultural values. What Gerard Vrolik’s 1848 letter to Agnietes demonstrates so acutely
is the tension of this period between progressive optimism and the ever-present
threat of regression: that is, a macrocosmic version of the dynamism of
embryological development whose progress, Willem’s teratology shows, is always
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haunted by the specter of possible deviation. This is reflected in the linguistic shift

from generation to reproduction as well, with reproduction emphasizing the
necessity of production— of effort, attention, maintenance— to the project of
continuity. “Generation” transitioned from a word suggesting the complete
appearance of a new organism to one describing the mechanism of social
reproduction: a cohort of individuals whose health— moral and physical—
determined the future direction of the nation itself. Generations too were haunted by
the threat of deviation: Willem’s own generation, as indicated in his preface, was
caught inside a endless churn of new governmental forms and social bodies.
Despite the period’s political chaos, one anchor of stability proved to be the
relationship between medical and state institutions. Gerard Vrolik graduated from
medical school directly into the fertile optimism of the new Batavian Republic, and
he used that position very effectively to entrench medical expertise in the governance
of the new nation. The preoccupation with societal progress and the health of the
population allowed medical expertise to influence the development of institutions
ranging far afield of traditional medicine, including orphanages, prisons, and care
homes for the elderly. While these institutions existed in the Dutch Republic, they
had been the pillarized purview of religious institutions; the revolutionary move,
spearheaded by Gerard, was to create a comprehensive, parallel set of municipal
institutions that would ensure that all of Amsterdam’s residents had access to
institutions run according to principles of medical science. Doing so, the
revolutionaries believed, was the key to social progress.
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The science of heredity linked the health of the environment— including

institutions— to the health of individuals to the future prosperity of the nation.
Lamarck’s 1801 theory of the inheritance of acquired characteristics afforded a
greater latitude to the belief that exposure to optimal environmental influences
would quite literally affect the hereditary stock of individual organisms in a way that
would be passed on to their offspring. Investing in the mediation of unhealthful
aspects of society—whether sewage in the canals, maternal mortality, or cultural
factors such as illiteracy—would improve the stock of the Dutch population not only
in the short term but, via heredity, well into the future.
Of course, the story of the revolutionary period is also a story of class
dominance. From the early days of the Batavian Revolution, the family was
understood as the essential unit of societal uplift but the family itself was defined
according to elite cultural ideals: the marriage between a man and a woman wherein
the woman would not work outside of the home but, instead, be responsible for the
education and upbringing of her children. The high rates of men’s itinerant work
placed this family model into the realm of fiction for most working-class people,
including the enormous population of women who bore sole financial responsibility
for herself and her children. But medical science itself pointed to the existential
dangers of working and/or single motherhood: both were highly correlated with
maternal and infant mortality which, in the early nineteenth century, became
appreciated as a pressing public health issue. The framing of the public health issue,
however, reflected cultural sensibilities that placed women in the home: the deaths of
reproductive-aged women and their infants were largely preventable deaths—
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preventable not by clinical intervention as much as policy interventions that enabled

women to exit the workforce, encouraged marriage, and established care institutions
for children. Being an unwed mother was dangerous both acutely for mother and
child, and culturally for the nation.
Embryology offered unique insights. In Tabulae, Willem presents a strange
collection of museum objects which cohere through the lens of reproductive
mortality. Rather than offering clinical insights into how to prevent maternal death
in the birthing bed itself, Willem shows how various strains of reproductive
mortality— ecotpic pregnancies, malformed stillbirths, impeded deliveries— can be
synthetically explained through embryological science. While some instances of
mortality might have clear causes which could be prevented, others appeared to
simply be random anomalies; Willem thus helped cultivate this field of public health
for future generations of physicians. Embryology also supported culturally pervasive
ideas about the equality of the sexes. The model of the family that was so
ideologically central to societal progress required a father whose role was in the
external world and a mother whose role was domestic, responsible for the education
and upbringing of her children into proper citizens. Only through the mutual
execution of these gendered roles would society produce future generations equipped
to continue the project of Dutch progress. Willem grounded this dynamic in
embryological science itself, excising sex from any natural hierarchy and, instead,
making males and females distinct teleologies of human anatomy whose equality was
rooted in their mutual necessity for propagating the species.
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As the state formed and reformed in the years between 1780 and 1848, the

gulf between ideology and reality grew wider. As politically and institutionally
entrenched as elite cultural ideals had become, the body of the State itself crumbled,
reorganized, rebirthed itself. The next chapter gives greater texture to the
“teratologies” of this period, particularly how revolutionary rhetoric dealt with
physically anomalous bodies—the disabled, those of doubtful sex—which were
interpreted as antithetical to the project of progress.

Chapter Five:

189

Bodies in and Out of Order
“It goes without saying,” the physician Nieuwenhuys wrote in 1820, “that
here, as in other great cities, wealth and poverty go hand in hand.”357 Nieuwenhuys
makes this observation in his four-part medical topography of Amsterdam, published
between 1816 and 1820, which surveys the city’s institutions, its water supply and
physical infrastructure, and its public health programs. Although Willem Vrolik
belonged to a family firmly within in Amsterdam’s most elite circle, Willem himself
shied away from discussing his social views or politics.358 Nieuwenhuys was correct
to say that poverty was a problem in Amsterdam. The early nineteenth century was
an uninspiring transitional time for Holland’s economy: after experiencing a
staggering influx of wealth during the “Golden Age” of the seventeenth century,
Holland’s economy had declined throughout the eighteenth century due to a lack of
industrialization. At the same time that cities like Paris and London were exploding
with industrial economic power, Amsterdam remained a “stagnant, if not declining,
preindustrial trading center and port” where a quarter of citizens received some

CJ Nieuwenhuys, Proeve Eener Geneeskundige Plaatsbeschrijving (Topographie) Der Stad
Amsterdam [A Medical Topography of Amsterdam] vol. 3 (Amsterdam, 1820), 11.
358 Connecting the Vrolik family to charity institutions and public health programs is the segment of
this dissertation that was dealt a near-fatal blow by COVID-19 due to my inability to access archival
material. To reflect this, I’ve refrained from making their individual contributions and connections
central to this chapter’s argument. What is clear is that Gerard was, at least politically, influential
within the world of medio-state institutions because he is cited and thanked throughout publications
evaluating these institutions; what is unclear is to what degree he participated in the policy-level
decisions that directly shaped those institutions. What is clear is that Willem Vrolik was active in
several public health programs, particularly for cholera, and that these programs were very involved
with setting and enforcing the requirements for many types of poor relief. Evaluating the relevant
archival material in Nationaal Archief and Stadsarchief Amsterdam in order to more strongly assess
how the Vroliks speak to the argument of this chapter is a central priority for the book manuscript.
357
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measure of charitable assistance.359 But, as Nieuwenhuys says, Amsterdam was far

from the only “great city” with high levels of poverty. Amsterdam was, however,
unique in its geography: unlike like London or Paris where the city’s sprawl provided
a degree of separation between rich and poor, Amsterdam’s small size and folded
configuration meant the wealthy elite, the working poor, and the street beggar
constantly encountered one another. For a sense of what the city’s streets were like,
we turn again to Nieuwenhuys:
In our commercial city—which is just as famous for its benevolent
foundations as it is for its wealth and industry—expensive equipages
and sleds filled with merchandise will force a casual walker to collide
with the carts which drag around mutilated beggars. In the most
populous quarters of the city, the din of carriages and the clamor of
trades alternate with the chirping of triangles hanging from the stumps
of maimed limbs and the begging of indignants … The eye of the
onlooker, looking on the finest objects displayed in the costliest shops,
fills with tears when beholding the maimed limb of an unfortunate
wretch or the convulsions of a hungry and ailing beggar.360

Image 14: A begging musician. Drawing by Christiaan Andriessen, 1805.
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This chapter examines the role of non-normative bodies in the formation of
the early Dutch welfare state. Chapter four looked at how scientific teratology
resonated with political anxieties about progress and, in particular, reproductive
health. That chapter demonstrates how “development” and “progress” undergirded
not only the new science of embryology but also revolutionary politics which saw the
cultivation of healthy new generations as central to achieving a utopian national
future—although the period was marked by impediments to progress such as
political turmoil, high infant and maternal mortality, and pervasive poverty.361 As
Dutch burghers sought to remake society with the infrastructure and cultural norms
that would move the wheels of progress forward, they grappled with a basic,
observable fact: some people did not easily fit into the categories, structure, and
expectations of the new society. Against the ideal where an industrializing economy
ensured a pathway out of poverty through honest labor, some bodies could not labor.
Against the ideal where families produced children, some bodies could not
reproduce. Against the ideal that the family oversaw the education that would shape
them into good citizens, some bodies subsisted in crushing poverty which forced
children into work or out of the home altogether. What was to be done with these?
For the burghers at the helm of Dutch municipal governance, the answer lay
in bureaucratic infrastructure. Historians and sociologists describe this as the period
wherein the Dutch welfare state was formed: a system of bureaucratic programs
whereby wealthy citizens provided for the city’s needy while also entrenching
existing social hierarchies into the infrastructure and language of the new
361
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republic.362 Within scholarly writing about the early welfare state, however, there is

an underexamined narrative; namely, that of non-normative bodies. For instance,
scholars of this period often note that “the disabled” were entitled to poor relief yet,
in the early nineteenth century, “disabled” didn’t exist as a medical or civic
designation. Burghers did, however, speak frequently of the responsibility of the city
to kreupels and gebrekkige mensen: cripples and “broken” people who were similar
to orphans and the elderly in their vulnerability. These terms should not
unproblematically be translated to “disability,” however, following disability scholars
who have shown “disability” to be a contextual term reflecting not a discrete physical
fact but, instead, a phenomena arising at the fault line between a body and the
infrastructure of daily life.363 Within the development of the early nineteenth century
Dutch welfare state, this chapter aims to identify, first, the fault lines that arose
between certain bodies and emerging infrastructure; and, second, the institutional
systems for identifying and managing those who didn’t fit.
The two focal points of my analysis are cases of alleged hermaphroditism and
of non-normative bodies within poor relief policies. Both offer instances of conflict
between a body and its autonomous participation in public life wherein medical
expertise was called upon to “solve” the conflict and, in doing so, clarify a body’s
proper place within the social order. In a period of substantial instability, the
development and progress of Dutch society relied on a functional socio-political
Leeuwen, The Logic of Charity; Marco H.D. van Leeuwen, “Surviving with a Little Help: The
Importance of Charity to the Poor of Amsterdam, 1800-1850, in a Comparative Perspective,” Social
History 18, no. 3 (5-1993): 319–38; Gouda, Poverty and Political Culture.
363 Longmore and Umansky, “Disability: From the Margins to the Mainstream”; Wendell, “Who Is
Disabled? Defining Disability”; Siebers, Disability Theory; Henri-Jaques Stiker, A History of
Disability (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1999); Kim Nielsen, A Disability History of the
United States, (Boston: Beacon Press, 2014).
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order. Bodies in their rightful place performing their rightful functions were the

mechanism by which smooth progress would be achieved. Teratology was a catalog
of the ways in which bodies might be “imperfect,” falling short of their “perfect” form
and functionality: for instance, while males and females might not be biologically
hierarchical, alleged hermaphroditism was an imperfection of sex. Indeed, of the
malformations Vrolik describes in his writing had less severe forms which were
survivable: Vrolik’s own writing on spina bifida, rickets, hydrocephaly—to name a
few—drew from his observations not only of fetal preparations in the museum but
also from living individuals with the same malformation at a milder grade.
Labor is a through-line of these cases. Aside from bare survival, much of what
defined a person’s identity was tied up with how they made a living. As we see in
cases of alleged hermaphroditism, labor shaped perceptions of a person’s sex just as
much as anatomy did. As we see in cases of disability, the (in)ability to participate in
the wage labor force along with regulations against begging forced some people to
rely on state poor relief which, as a system, prohibited attempts at economic
independence. Scholars Nirmala Erevalles and Sarah Rose have demonstrated the
deep interconnections between disability as a policy category and the transition to
capitalist labor markets in the nineteenth century.364 The aim of this chapter is to
expand this analysis to cut across a wider swath of bodies deemed as nonnormative—both those unable to labor but also those whose bodies complicated
labor as a sexed practice. Through cases of alleged hermaphroditism and of

Nirmala Erevelles, “Disability and the Dialectics of Difference,” Disability & Society 11, no. 4 (1996):
519–38, https://doi.org/10.1080/09687599627570; Sarah F. Rose, No Right to Be Idle: The Invention
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disability, this chapter specifically seeks to understand the role of medical expertise

in bringing non-normative bodies into social alignment.

Imperfections of Sex
Willem Vrolik was a hermaphroditism skeptic. He lived during the heyday of
medicalizing ambiguous sex: historians have shown the nineteenth century to be a
period wherein people living with ambiguous sex were subjected to considerable
examination by physicians, both their exteriors and interiors, both during life and
during death.365 While alleged hermaphrodites had been a longstanding subject of
medical fascination, the language and methods of pathological anatomy that arose in
the early-nineteenth century promised to make hermaphrodism conclusively
explicable. Vrolik’s skepticism was tied to language. Though Vrolik considered
attempts to definitively taxonomize malformations to be useless, he was also a
stickler about linguistic precision: he begins his treatise on cyclopia bemoaning the
anatomical mismatches between the mythological cyclops and the malformation
called cyclopia, though, in the end, he accepts the term’s adoption into teratology by
saying “I prefer to retain old names once they have obtained civic rights rather than
add new ones into a science which already demands so much of memory.”366
Likewise, “hermaphrodite” was imprecise and overly broad, yet the term was
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sufficiently lodged in medical language to make replacing it impossible: best to,

instead, discuss its main forms. In the second volume of Handboek, Vrolik says that
most alleged hermaphrodites are people who “by their defective development are
inclined to appear as if they were the opposite sex. They are therefore not
hermaphrodites but imperfect men or women.”367
According to Vrolik, the human fruit has its “sexual destiny” from conception.
Males and females were not hierarchical—men one step further developed than
females—but instead the mature forms of two physiological teleologies which
emerged from a neutral origin.
Such was not the case for alleged
hermaphrodites.
“hermaphroditism”

While
as

a

term

gestured to a sort of third sex, a
true blend of the other two, Vrolik
reformulates “ambiguous sex” into
“imperfect sex” and, in doing so,
offers up a scientific rubric for
placing sexually ambiguous bodies
into a natural hierarchy. Willem
claims
Image 15: Hypospadias. Tabulae (1849), Plate 94.

that

“hermaphrodites”

many
examined

by

physicians were actually cases of a urogenital malformation called hypospadias, a
condition where the urethral opening is not found at the tip of the penis but, instead,
367
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closer to its base. As with all malformations, Vrolik explains that hypospadias occurs

in distinct degrees, with the most severe form—wherein the penis and scrotum are
both split, the testicles undescended—being easily mistakable for female genitalia,
even more-so because their propensity toward infection might produce regular
bleeding to be confused for menstruation. What might appear to a midwife, a lover,
or a physician to be the normal genitals of a female might instead be a profound
imperfection of maleness. It is a condition, Vrolik says, whose anatomy is
reminiscent of the penises of snakes, lizards, and tortoises.368
Vrolik’s analysis of cases of hermaphroditism contain more lively, social detail
than seen the other teratological anatomies he investigates. A fetal preparation in
Museum Vrolik may be accompanied by details about its family, but cases of
hermaphroditism in Handboek and Tabulae take on an unmatched social
dimension: these were bodies who impregnated their lovers, were impregnated by
their lovers, held jobs as dockworkers and soldiers and maids, expressed their
desires to marry, had no sex drive, had “torturous” sex drives, grew beards or didn’t,
and sometimes had spouses and children. Most of all, they were bodies who had an
understanding of themselves—a self-fashioned identity. They wanted things, and
many times those desires were connected to their reasons for seeking out medical
consultation that led to suspicion of doubtful sex. In one case referenced in
Handboek, a person with hypospadias came to the physician for a consultation after
her husband—her third one—demanded divorce, presumably on account of
infertility. Another person with hypospadias, Catharina, declared in confession a
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wish to “obtain his lawful social relationship” as a man.369 Vrolik’s Tabulae recounts

a 38-year-old whose “absence of menstruation and [his] sexual drive gave [the
person] the suspicion that he belonged to the male sex,” prompting him to seek out
the expertise of three physicians, including Vrolik, to examine and document him as
such after a lifetime of living as a woman.370
Hermaphroditism was at once a major point of interest for teratologists and a
subject with profound social consequences. Vrolik’s primary interest was in
synthesizing anatomical observations, although his writings demonstrate that his
and other physicians’ encounters with suspected hermaphrodites often involved
social or civil issues. Whatever might have brought the person to the physician in the
first place, what dominates Vrolik’s records of these clinical assessments is the
tensions between a person’s anatomy and their social life: their desire to get married,
confusion around fertility, difficulty in social relationships, the person’s participation
in gendered labor like housekeeping or the military. The social and the anatomical
were not incidentally related since, Vrolik claims, “in the higher animal species” the
essential biology of one’s reproductive organs influenced “outward sexual character”
meaning that “it cannot be ignored whether this defective form must also be
expressed externally.”371 Unlike most of the other teratological forms within
Handboek, Vrolik’s understanding of hermaphroditism relied on both the body’s
anatomy and its social life as crucial sources of scientific evidence.
As such, hermaphroditism offers insight into the relationship between
abnormal bodies, state bureaucracy, and medical expertise. If the early-nineteenth
Vrolik, Handboek, 2:369.
Vrolik, Tabulae, sec. 94.
371 Vrolik, Handboek, 2:364.
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century is characterized as a period wherein sex was medicalized, cases of ambiguous

sex demonstrate that this was not a top-down process but, instead, one prompted by
individuals seeking clarity on an issue wherein their anatomy and their social
identity deeply implicated one another. As Christiane Sinding writes, “the
pathological is never entirely objective… before being an object of science, disease is,
above all, an experience reported by the patient to her or his doctor.”372
The historian Geertje Mak makes this argument convincingly in her book
Doubting

Sex:

Inscriptions,

Bodies

and

Selves

in

Nineteenth-century

Hermaphrodite Case Histories.373 Mak begins by observing that the category of sex
in nineteenth century relied on the premises that (a) everyone legally belongs to
either the male or female sex and, (b) sexuality was confined to heterosexual
relationships.374 This second point isn’t a claim that homosexual relationships or
attraction didn’t exist, but refers to how heterosexuality was thought of as the
natural sexual orientation and, as such, the only one recognized in legal institutions.
Indeed, many of the case studies are of (apparent) women whose relationship with
another woman prompted her to seek out medical advice about whether her sex was
misidentified at birth—an error which, once resolved, would transform a “moral
defect” into a perfectly marriageable courtship.375
Mak seeks to understand how physical sex was related to an individual’s sense
of self within the social and legal orders. Hermaphrodite case histories reveal
Christiane Sinding, “The Power of Norms: Georges Canguilhem, Michel Foucault, and the History of
Medicine,” in Locating Medical History: The Stories and Their Meanings, eds. Frank Huisman and
John Harley Warner (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2006), 265.
373 Mak’s case studies come from the Netherlands, Germany, and France.
374 Geertje Mak, Doubting Sex: Inscriptions, Bodies and Selves in Nineteenth-Century Hermaphrodite
Case Histories (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2013), 2.
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moments where the category of sex—its meanings, its social qualities, its physical

characteristics—was the subject of doubt. For Mak, these instances of doubting sex
offer historians a valuable vantage point into the category of sex because they reveal
the ways in which doubt was resolved: how did physicians assess ambiguous sex not
only through tangible anatomy but also through the intangibility of a someone’s
lifestyle, personal history, and desires? The initial question, then, is a case of
doubtful sex was brought to medical attention in the first place. What prompted a
person to seek out a physician’s opinion on what their “true” sex was and how was
such a question resolved in practice?
These nineteenth-century hermaphrodite case histories reflect what we see in
Vrolik’s contemporaneous scientific publications: individuals with concerns about
relationships, fertility, and their civil status. These areas of one’s life might prompt
an “expert” inquiry into one’s sex, often with the goal of obtaining identity or civil
documents authenticated by a medical professional. While romantic relationships
feature prominently in cases of doubtful sex, equally pervasive is the issue of labor.
Several scholars note that women took on male identities and enlisted as soldiers or
sailors throughout the eighteenth century, a prevalent enough phenomenon that
Amsterdam’s mayor Nicolaas Witsen376 told a friend, “but how many examples I
could not give of women who did manly service on our ships and conducted
themselves extraordinarily bravely,” and that he himself had discovered “women
dressed as soldiers in our army.”377 This phenomena almost entirely disappeared

Witsen was the mayor of Amsterdam during Peter the Great’s visit in 1697 and the two developed an
enduring friendship. Witsen was an avid collector in natural history and sold his collection to at the
same time that Peter bought the anatomical cabinet of Frederik Ruysch.
377 Quoted in Looijesteijn and van Leeuwen, “Identity,” 28.
376
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after 1800 at the introduction of a civil registry, one component of a larger

bureaucratic push to identify, register, and provide documentation for residents and
citizens.378 Cases where women served on ships or in the army, however, tended to
be an issue of successful concealment: a woman, registered at birth as female,
effectively presenting as a man and encountering no bureaucratic hindrance to that
presentation (i.e., needing a birth certificate).
Doubtful sex manifested differently in cases of marriage and divorce.
Registrations of births, deaths, and marriages were kept by churches until 1811 when
it became the responsibility of municipalities. 379 How someone’s sex was registered
at birth is a universal element of medical evaluations of doubtful sex since such an
evaluation was done in order to assess the “correctness” of the originally registered
sex. This original sex designation was made at birth by the attending midwife; in
cases where the genitals were ambiguous, the decisive piece of information was how
the infant urinated.380 Once made by the midwife and registered with the parents’
denomination, this sex determination was authoritative and there was little reason
for a person’s genitals to come under further scrutiny. For marriage, one’s sex
registered at birth was taken at face value; the registration of marriage provided a
further layer of documentation of one’s sexed identity.
These details bring Vrolik’s interest in hypospadias into a keener light. For
Vrolik, a hermaphrodite with hypospadias was an “imperfect male” incorrectly
designated female at birth and then socialized as such. Since hypospadias is a
condition where the urethral opening is at the base of the penis, it would cause an
Kloek and Mijnhardt, Blauwdrukken, 257–58; Looijesteijn and van Leeuwen, “Identity,” 28.
Looijesteijn and van Leeuwen, “Identity,” 8.
380 Mak, Doubting Sex, 25–28.
378
379
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infant to urinate “like a girl” and thus be initially and definitively registered as

female. This was not a universal outcome—sometimes hypospadias was recognized at
birth and the child registered as male. But, according to Vrolik, the anatomy of
hypospadias was difficult to discern even in adulthood and so “mistaken sex” at birth
was understandable.381 Unlike women who presented as men in order to enter maleonly professions like the army, hypospadias was often encountered by a physician
due to conflicts around marriage, divorce, or fertility: a woman who impregnated
another woman, a woman who could not have penetrative sex with her husband, a
woman who could not conceive. Such circumstances were responsible for “the great
confusion which prevails in the social relationships of persons with this deformity,”
Vrolik says, adding that the determination of sex in these cases relied on facts outside
of observable anatomy, chief of which being someone’s fertility.382 While Vrolik cites
several examples where a woman later diagnosed as a man with hypospadias
impregnated other women, Mak uses a case from Germany to show that even one’s
ability to describe the qualities of semen as something their body produced was
sufficient evidence of male fertility to cause a change in civil sex designation.383
These were cases where one’s legal identity and social role were fundamentally
altered in adulthood due to a medial diagnosis.

In Handboek (1842, vol. 2 p. 373-374) Vrolik offers an interesting counter example of a woman born
with a split urethra, one branch of which extended to the tip of the clitoris and, as such, had the
appearance of a low-grade case of hypospadias. The woman served as a hussar in the army and
“confessed to male urges and lusts,” though she also was pregnant twice. Here, she is relegated to a
footnote because Vrolik doesn’t clarify how she was registered at birth—it’s unclear whether she joined
the army as a woman-in-disguise or legally because she was registered as male at birth due to what
would have appeared to be male urination.
382 Vrolik, Handboek, 2:367.
383 Mak, Doubting Sex, 103–5.
381
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Yet doubt about sex abounded. Despite this being when sex was

“medicalized,” physicians relied on more than anatomical observations and fertility
history to draw conclusions about a case of doubtful sex. For one thing, a case was
rarely straightforward: the thrice-divorced person Vrolik describes as a case of
hypospadias was evaluated by three physicians who did not agree among themselves
about whether the person was male or female, and Mak’s case histories are rife with
physicians disagreeing with one another about how to interpret a person’s
anatomy.384 In these cases, physicians used non-anatomical information to resolve
their doubts, including the type of labor a person performed, their urination habits,
their voice, how they dressed, and their sexual preferences. The ability to perform
hard manual labor was often cited as evidence in cases of doubtful sex: in one case
Mak examines closely, Anna Barbara Meier advocated for his maleness by telling the
physician about his ability to perform heavy labor not, as physicians later learned,
his ability to perform penetrative sex on a female partner. Yet in other cases,
“husbands thought their wife’s strength outweighed her incapacity to perform sexual
intercourse or produce offspring” as it provided substantial economic benefit.385
While some patients did seek out a physician with suspicions about
misassigned sex, most cases of doubtful sex were discovered in the course of more
mundane encounters. Unusual swelling in the groin, difficulty with intercourse,
unexplained bleeding, abdominal pain: these were not complaints about one’s sex
although they provided the clinical circumstances for a physician to observe
inconsistencies between someone’s apparent sex and their anatomy. Yet anatomy did
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not prescribe any course of action: just as Meier advocated for her maleness in order

to marry a woman while others with hypospadias were content in marriages with
men, hermaphrodite case histories often record how physician and patient dealt with
doubtful sex after discovering it in a clinical encounter. In the 42 cases Mak
examines in which the physician disclosed his findings to the patient, half—21
cases—led to a change in civil sex designation, including nine wherein such an
outcome (like in the case of Meier) was expressly requested by the patient. However,
in 11 cases the patient rejected the option of changing their sex designation; in nine
of these, women diagnosed as anatomically male requested surgical interventions to
improve their “functions” as a female, and physicians complied in six of those nine
cases.386 What this range of outcome demonstrates is that in resolving a case of
doubtful sex, physicians were not bound by fidelity to anatomy but more-so to
upholding heterosexuality. Cases that involved “aberrant” fertility—such as the maid
who impregnated a fellow maid or the male horseback soldier who became pregnant
by another soldier—always resulted in a change in civil status while cases without the
threat of fertility gave more deference to a person’s preference. Anatomy alone was
far from decisive.
These cases demonstrate a close relationship between medical authority and
state bureaucracy in the early-nineteenth century. Other scholars have examined the
increasingly interventionist relationship between medicine and ambiguous sex
throughout the nineteenth century; I see Vrolik’s writings as resonating with what
that literature has observed. Beyond that, what hermaphrodite case histories

Geertje Mak, “Doubting Sex from Within: A Praxiographic Approach to a Late Ninteenth-Century
Case of Hermaphroditism,” Gender & History 18, no. 2 (2006): 335–36.
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demonstrate is the role of medical expertise in resolving small rifts within the social

order: re-registering someone’s civil sex designation, annulling marriages, validating
terms of divorce, speaking to someone’s ability to have parented a child, or, as with
the case of Catharina described by Vrolik, simply enabling someone’s desire to enter
their “rightful social relationship.”387 What was new in this period wasn’t doubtful
sex nor medical interest in doubtful sex. Instead, this period of medicalization should
be contextualized in the accelerating growth of bureaucratic structures that
necessitated official government identity documents.
This was precisely why scholars observe the sharp drop-off in cases of women
entering male professions: the historian-sociologist Marco van Leeuwen notes that
this phenomenon was so common in the eighteenth century that notaries and city
authorities had procedures for dealing with it. Notably these were not medical
procedures; instead, authorities sussed out suspected women by observing their
behavior when placed near a spinning wheel or thrown a ball. Leeuwen attributes the
disappearance of this phenomena in the early nineteenth century to the Dutch state
centralizing records pertaining to births, marriages, deaths, and military
conscription and, he notes, the increased role of medical examinations in producing
such records.388 When records were decentralized even within a municipality—being
kept by religious denominations—changing one’s sex in order to marry a partner
could be as straightforward as moving to a different municipality; such was the case
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with two women from Leiden who obtained a legal marriage license in Amsterdam

after one successfully obtained identity documents there as a man.389
As recordkeeping ceased to be the domain of religious institutions around
1800, however, municipalities required more standardized documents for verifying
someone’s identity.390 This, I argue, produced a clear, bureaucratic need to assess
and resolve cases of doubtful sex through a medical intermediary: patient, physician,
and bureaucrat had a shared interest in resolving any ambiguity in the patient’s
documented legal identity. Aside from ensuring that marriages and pregnancies
occurred only in heterosexual relationships, proper identity documents became
extremely important as the state built up its welfare system starting around 1800.
Eligibility for poor relief, orphanages, and elderly care homes all required documents
that authenticated a person’s identity and residency over a long period of time—
documents

upon

which

sex

was

a

critical

demographic

datapoint.

The

standardization of such documents across municipalities also made it more difficult
to circumvent regulation by moving.
I argue that this is another important consideration when considering how
physicians handled a case of doubtful sex during a clinical encounter. As Mak shows,
there was little consistency: a physician might withhold the information, require a
change a legal sex, offer that choice to the patient who, in turn, might decide to
change their legal sex or to carry on as they were. Aside from the issue of
“misaligned” fertility, there’s little to indicate that the outcome had much to do with
anatomy at all: two people diagnosed with hypospadias of the same degree might
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choose to live as opposite sexes depending on the details of their lifestyles. If the

physician was an important intermediary between patient and the state, then, I argue
that their goal was to ensure that one person was consistently identified rather than
ensuring that all similar bodies were consistently categorized. The latter might be an
intellectual project of scientific teratology—and indeed, it certainly was for Isidore
Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire in Paris—but physicians within clinical encounters resolved
sex categorization in accordance with a person’s public life.391 Evaluating the early
nineteenth century as a period of intense state formation, physicians in
hermaphrodite case histories seem to be acting as medical bureaucrats— trained
professionals acting as proxies of the state in authenticating the identity documents
of residents.
Ensuring the proper relations between sexes was, as we saw in chapter four, a
major priority in the Dutch revolutionary period. Men and women fulfilling their
distinct— yet equally important— roles was the central mechanism for ensuring the
progress of society both in the present and through future generations. While Vrolik
never published his thoughts on women’s rights, we saw that his embryology closely
mirrored the rhetoric surrounding gender roles in society: males and females were
distinct from their embryological origins, developing into naturally compatible
perfect forms. Doubtful sex, however, introduced hierarchy— or, more precisely, it
made certain bodies the subject of unequal scrutiny. Mak’s dataset of hermaphrodite
It is a notable point of comparison between Willem Vrolik’s teratology and that of Isidore Geoffroy
Saint-Hillaire that the latter’s Histoire Générale dedicates over 130 pages to hermaphroditism
including a rather exhausting attempt at taxonomy. By comparison, in Vrolik’s Handboek,
hermaphroditism is a single 20-page chapter about malformations of the reproductive organs. As
suggested in an earlier footnote, a more rigorous comparative analysis between France and Holland
regarding the issues raised in this chapter promises to be fruitful. A comparison between these two
teratological approaches is a good access point.
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case studies shows 21 instances where someone’s legal sex was changed, and Mak is

clear that nine of those were on the request of the patient— yet this suggests twelve
people had their legal sex changed without noted enthusiasm for that outcome. It is
not clear whether these patients were overtly opposed to this outcome, ambivalent
about it, or whether their perspective was simply unrecorded; while physicians took
non-anatomical information into account in resolving these cases, someone’s fertility
seems to have been a red line wherein a physician was bureaucratically required to
change someone’s legal sex.
This manner of medical oversight was ultimately an issue of documentation.
Streamlining

how

people

were

identified

and

registered

allowed

Dutch

municipalities in this revolutionary period to build up social safety net services while
ensuring that those services could be used only by the city’s residents: documents
recording someone’s sex, where they were born, how long they had lived in a
municipality, their marriage status, and their property ownership allowed state
officials to evaluate, for instance, whether someone was eligible for poor relief or
voting rights. Medical involvement in determining an adult’s legal identity, then,
shows how scientific ideas about how sex is read from the body might circumscribe a
person’s access not only to gendered rights such as voting but also social services.
This chapter now turns to early nineteenth century poor relief as another
instance wherein medical authority acted as an intermediary between the state and
people in non-normative bodies. Despite increased medical paternalism, people of
doubtful sex ultimately led public lives— importantly, they held jobs and, as such,
were able to earn a living. With poor relief, I focus on bodies which were unable to
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participate in the workforce and thus found themselves relying on poor relief and

residential institutions. These case studies of doubtful sex and of poor relief offer a
multivalent view into how physicians acted as authoritative intermediaries between
certain bodies and full, autonomous participation in civic life.

Poverty, Poor Relief, and Disability
According to Nieuwenhuys, “it must be astonishing to anyone that in the rich
merchant city of Amsterdam, where trade provides a mean of sustenance to
thousands” that poverty was so omnipresent. Moreover, that it was visible:
“mutilated” beggars playing grind-organs or tapping instruments hanging from the
stumps of their arms, beggars convulsing on the streets, beggars being pushed in
wheelbarrows through the fancy shopping districts of the city.392 While Vrolik kept
social commentary out of his scientific writings, Nieuwenhuys had no such
reservations. Speaking as an elite physician to an audience of other medical and
political elites, Nieuwenhuys’s topography is shot through with his politics; to
Niewenhuis, poverty was not only an unfortunate circumstance requiring
intervention but also a multifaceted threat to the city’s powerful. He tells his readers
to remember that “every one of your fellow citizens racked by hunger poses a threat
to your possessions, if not your life … The common man who suffers becomes a foe of
the propertied citizen, the possessions of one striking the other as a flagrant and
unjust assumption of privilege.”393
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For early-nineteenth century elites, poverty was a problem best solved

through the development of new institutions. The liberal economist Simon Vissering
expressed the issue’s urgency by saying poverty was “a disease which must be cured,
but it is an affliction that needs gentle nursing,” noting that one’s choice of disease to
compare poverty to—consumption, cancer, or plague—revealed how one thought
about its causes and cures.394 The response of the elite class was to rectify the
material harms of inequity by through the creation of welfare institutions. Rather
than leaving the care of the poor in the hands of the churches, the early-nineteenth
century in government leadership created robust systems of municipal support for
the city’s impoverished, including tax-funded poor relief, agricultural workhouses,
and consolidated municipal oversight of the city’s denominational orphanages and
elderly care homes.
The objectives of developing welfare programs were not entirely altruistic.
While poverty was obviously a dire threat to those living within it, poverty was also
understood as a pressing threat to the elites and, indeed, the larger social order—
poverty was a threat to progress. More precisely, inefficient systems for managing
poverty were impediments to progress because they compromised the existing
relationship between elite and pauper classes. As the historical sociologist Marco van
Leeuwen claims in The Logic of Charity: Amsterdam, 1800-1850, the Dutch elite
“use[d] poor relief as a means of stabilizing the existing social order which they
presented to the poor as God given and hence legitimate and immutable.”395 By van
Leeuwen’s account, benevolent municipal aid to the poor was a tool for entrenching
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the old regime’s social hierarchy into the infrastructure and ideology of the new

republic. There are resonances with the period’s gender politics: men and women
were natural equals whose biological compatibility was essential to propagating the
species, thus did men and women possess stratified legal rights that reflected their
complementary roles in progressing society. This mirrors the period’s class rhetoric
which, in the words of a legal advocate in 1848, held that “this distinction between
rich and poor is indispensable to human society… let us not, by trying to introduce a
different order of society, attempt to be wiser than God.”396 The rapid
institutionalization of municipal poor relief was an acknowledgement by elites that
this “natural” relationship between classes required their maintenance—not to lift
people out of poverty but to make the system sustainable.
Poor relief was not, however, one-size-fits-all. It acknowledged that there
were different types of paupers which were entitled to different manners of poor
relief: for example, single, able-bodied men could be sent to workhouses, but
workhouses were inappropriate for the elderly. The sociologist van Leeuwen and the
historian Frances Gouda both thoroughly detail the development of the Dutch
welfare state during the early nineteenth century; both postulate the above argument
that state poor relief was an effective means of maintaining the social hierarchy. And
both Gouda and van Leeuwen consistently note that “disabled” citizens were entitled
to a high level of poor relief without work requirements, similar to the relief afforded
orphans and the elderly.
Gouda and van Leeuwen’s use of “disabled” in this context, however, obscures
a lack of historical cohesion to the category. Their use of the term includes three
396
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Dutch words which, while not equivalent, have significant conceptual overlap: zieke

(sick person), kreupel (cripple), and gebrekkige (invalid). The last is interesting
because it is also widely used in teratology to refer to a defect in a particular system—
the subtitle for the first part of Vrolik’s Handboek is “Aangeboren gebrekken,” or
congenital defects. But the word is also used as a broad classification of living person,
including in records about recipients of poor relief and municipal support. However,
as historian and disability activist Paul Longmore writes, “disability is not simply
located in the bodies of individuals. It is a socially and culturally constructed
identity. Public policy, professional practices, societal arrangements, and cultural
values all shape its meaning.”397 While zieke, kreupel, and gebrekkige are umbrella
categories for a wide range of bodies, then, disability is an identity or policy category
reflecting a particular constellation of relationships to civic institutions. As such, any
scholarly transmutation of these historical terms into “disabled” requires analysis of
the civic implications of being classified as ziek, kreupel, or gebrekkige. For the
purposes of this chapter, I use the word gebrekkige to refer to non-normative bodies
in a way that does not presume the full socio-political implications of disability; this
allows us to see that category in its formation.
My argument is that “disabled” as a policy category arose from the conditions
of the welfare state which developed in the early nineteenth century. Rather than
simply secularizing the charitable aid given by churches to “beggars” and “cripples,” I
argue that a new civic identity formed during this period which was predicated on a
paternalistic relationship between the State and bodies which medical expertise
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verified as being unable to participate in the labor force.398 The historian Sarah Rose

has made a similar argument albeit in the context of late-nineteenth and earlytwentieth century America. In No Right to Be Idle, Rose connects the formation of
disability as a distinct category of identity and policymaking to the increasingly
capitalist, mechanized labor economy of the late-nineteenth century. According to
Rose, a wage-labor economy, a desire for “intact, interchangeable” bodies, and
clumsy policymaking colluded to “render people with disabilities unproductive
citizens in the cultural imagination.”399 The scholar Nirmala Erevelles extends this
argument even further to tie the capitalist system to the production of disability,
saying that the method of “historical materialism … seeks to expose the concrete
material conditions that have produced these attitudes and meaning systems about
disability in the first place. [Central to this] analysis [is] the concept of labor.”400 My
contribution to this scholarship is to use early-nineteenth century Dutch poor relief
as an earlier example both of how exclusion from the labor force produced disability
as a policy category and to locate this claim within the bureaucratic mechanisms of
poor relief rather than from the perspective of the labor economy.
The sociologists Gouda and van Leeuwen are correct to identify that
conversations about poor relief and poverty always included commentary on a subset
of the “deserving” poor whose bodies justified their entitlement to poor relief; they
are also correct to identify that that this subset, the gebrekkigen, were covered under
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Survival in Nineteenth-Century France: Rewriting Paradigms from a New Epidemic Script,” in
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the same type of policy interventions as orphans and the elderly.401 What Gouda and

van Leeuwen don’t identify is that the triangulated relationship between
gebrekkigen, State institutions, and medical expertise was new to the early
nineteenth century—as new European republics integrated scientific expertise into
governmental structures and processes, medical expertise became an intermediary
between “defective” bodies and the rights of citizenship.402 In particular, medical
expertise was an intermediary to someone’s economic citizenship—their ability to
support themselves and make autonomous financial decisions. Once given access to
poor relief as someone categorized as gebrekkige, one was enrolled into an
ecosystem of reporting requirements, economic limitations, and behavioral
regulations that were enforced through regular check-ins with a patient, their family,
and neighbors.403
During the revolutionary period, public health became both a major political
priority and a mechanism for entrenching medical expertise within the bureaucratic
infrastructure of the new State. Public health, as we saw in chapter four, was a big
tent: it encompassed not only vaccination efforts and cholera campaigns but also
physical infrastructure like the canals and institutions including prisons, orphanages,
and elderly care homes. As evidenced by Nieuwenhuys’s focus on poverty in the first
From henceforth, I’ll use the term gebrekkige or its plural, gebrekkigen. While it was not the only
term in use, I believe it’s the most apt for a comparison to modern disability for the following reasons:
(1) just as “disabled” is often used as a term in metaphor to describe a non-functioning system,
gebrekkige has the same conceptual mobility; (2) it is the only of the three terms which is used
consistently in both teratological science and public policy to refer to bodies marked as physically
“defective.”
402 Stone, The Disabled State, 29–89.
403 Leeuwen, The Logic of Charity, 137. Due to COVID-19 restrictions, I wasn’t able to access archival
material in Amsterdam’s Stadsarchief that would enable me to elaborate here on how such assessments
were undertaken or what precise physical criteria physicians were looking for. In a future iteration of
this project, examining this archival material and the records of consentvrouwen who played a major
role in these assessments and aid disbursement will be a major priority to expand this argument.
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part of his medical topography, poor relief was considered tightly entwined with the

public health project from two directions: first, that the omnipresence of poverty,
notably “mutilated beggars,” compromised the health of the city itself and, second,
that the city made disbursement of aid contingent on the poor’s acquiescence to
public health measures such as vaccination and education.404 This two-fold
relationship sits at the heart of van Leeuwen and Gouda’s contention that poor relief
was a mechanism of social control: the omnipresence of the problem was the
justification for an interventionist approach to solving it. Erevelles echoes this claim,
saying “the ideological category of disability is essential to the continued existence of
the capitalist enterprise because it is able to regulate and control the unequal
distribution of surplus through invoking biological difference as the ‘natural’ cause of
all inequality.”405
The body shaped one’s experience with poor relief administration in two
areas: the receipt of financial payments and residential institutions. Prior to roughly
1800, religious denominations were responsible for distributing charitable aid to
their congregants, defined less by regular attendance at a specific church than
registration with that denomination in Amsterdam for a certain period of time
(though exact requirements for each varied by denominations). A person meeting the
criteria would receive aid from the denomination’s charitable fund which was
financed by donations from better-off congregants. Most denominations also
welcomed eligible congregants into their charitable institutions which fell into three

For information about similar ties between aid and medical intervention in the context of earlynineteenth century France, see Kudlick, “Smallpox, Disability, and Survival in Nineteenth-Century
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categories: orphanages for children left behind by congregant parents, elderly homes

for men and women who belonged to the denomination, and an institution called the
bestedelinghuis, roughly translated as boarding house, which was a residential
institution for individuals of “working age”—that is, older than an orphan but
younger than elderly—who were physically unable to work.
It was these institutions (among others) that Nieuwenhuys was referring to in
the earlier quoted street scene when he claimed that Amsterdam was “just as famous
for its benevolent foundations as it is for its wealth and industry.”406 Historically,
Holland was keen on displaying its extravagant wealth in understated ways; this can
be seen in the region’s architecture where the wealthiest homes have relatively
unadorned, plain brick exteriors with elegant detailing in the gables. But the real
display of national pride and plenty, according to the historian Gouda, was to be
found in “the municipal nooks and crannies” that held hofjes—courtyard housing
serving a particular community such as the elderly, widowed women, or the
“disabled” poor.407 In contrast to what they considered French gaudiness or
decadence, Dutch elites saw their own investment in the infrastructure of social
welfare as a point of national pride. This was at the heart of public health ideology as
well, with Nieuwnhuis claiming that the nation’s limitless potential for prosperity
depended on the cooperation between the State’s wealth, the citizen’s cooperation,
and the skill of the physician.408 However much these charitable institutions were a
point of pride for Dutch elites, their decentralization was a headache for effective
governance. With such varied regulations and decentralized records, neither the
Nieuwenhuys, A Medical Topography of Amsterdam, 1:11.
Gouda, Poverty and Political Culture, 40.
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State’s wealth or the physician’s skill could be effectively deployed. The solution was

to transition the oversight of charity from the churches to the state, with
Nieuwenhuys declaring:
Behold, worthy citizens! A national establishment for the poor, as
pleasing to our national honor and useful to our well-to-doinhabitants, is necessary for the good of our needy compatriots. Our
orphanages and workhouses cannot continue to exist in deaconries
and houses of worship, for to them even a more extensive and useful
work is designated. While on the one hand, [through this national
establishment] you are able to lend your hand to the sick and infirm
poor, on the other hand you are able to rid yourself in a most profitable
way from the beggar and needy idler.409
In practice, denominations continued to provide the majority of poor relief
although oversight and records were centrally kept by the municipality. In addition,
the city itself set up a parallel set of institutions available to all city residents,
particularly useful for those who did not fit the eligibility criteria for aid from
religious organizations. Along with physical institutions, the city provided financial
relief to poor citizens which was funded through regular taxes; centralized record
keeping meant municipal authorities could ensure that no pauper was doubledipping from religious and municipal poor relief funds. As van Leeuwen notes,
however, financial relief was most freely given to certain groups considered
vulnerable—zieken and gebrekkigen, the elderly, widows with children, and large
families who could not be supported on a man’s salary.410 If poor relief authorities
believed you were able to work—on account of your body, your sex, or your family
size—then access to aid was prorated or restricted altogether.
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From the inception of these welfare systems, qualification for poor relief was

tied to one’s ability to participate in the labor force. A city like Amsterdam relied
heavily on the cheap labor provided by people living below the poverty line: laying
bricks, loading ships, and carpenters made up a vital segment of the city’s economy,
especially in the summer. In 1826, the regents of Amsterdam’s Municipal Charity
debated whether poor relief payments should be disallowed for men who could do
manual labor— in his analysis of the debate, van Leeuwen characterizes such men as
“able-bodied,” a phrase whose meaning relies on its contrast with “disabled.” The
proposition was voted down for economic reasons, the city’s aldermen concerned
that sending such ‘able-bodied’ men to agricultural workhouses outside the city
would destroy the city’s labor force. After discussing a similar debate in 1815, van
Leeuwen concludes that “poor relief, in the eyes of charity administrators, was an
attempt to regulate the imperfect preindustrial labor market of Amsterdam.411 The
future consequences of poor relief systems, then, were difficult to assess not in the
least because of the slipperiness of disability as an experience—one which is not
always permanent or does not prohibit someone from being “partially productive” by
adapting their methods for or time spent doing manual labor. Rose identifies that
disability—here, gebrekkigen—made populations and sectors once thought to be
distinct into strange bedfellows: the wage labor market, religious charities, and
people with a host of physical and mental impairments that, on paper, had nothing
in common in terms of specific limitations, treatments, or prognoses.412
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Debates over whether working men should qualify for poor relief testifies to

the centrality of capitalist forms of labor to shaping the category of disability. The
regents of the Municipal Board drew a revealing contrast not between the modern
terms of “able-bodied” and “disabled” but between working and sick. The former
category could, at least in part, earn a living through their work as an autonomous
individual; the latter could not and, as such, was reformulated into a vulnerable ward
of the State. The transmutation of sick/crippled/defective into something resembling
the policy category of disabled relied on the equivocation between health and one’s
ability to labor. The Dutch terms seen in the policy documents—gebrekkige, zieke,
kreupel—don’t themselves imply an inability to work, similar to their English
counterparts. What occurs later in the century, according to Rose, is the linguistic
infusion of one’s exclusion from the labor market into the language of medicine, thus
producing the modern understanding of disabled as a bodily condition that limits or
prohibits one’s ability to earn a livelihood.413 In early-nineteenth century
Amsterdam, that linguistic transformation was incipient but not yet realized.
While poor relief had the substantial benefit of providing real aid to people
who needed it, it also required the poor to accept social control by charitable
institutions. Within this labor system, Gouda writes, “people born with physical
handicaps confronted desperately unfortunate circumstances through no fault of
their own,” and municipal poor relief was part of a broader, unspoken mutual
insurance arrangement that acknowledged “that the economically comfortable
members of society might themselves become the unlucky ones, and the roles of
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benefactor and pauper would then be reversed.”414 This arrangement, however,

required that non-laboring people receiving poor relief comport themselves as
fatsoenlijke armen: the deserving poor, appropriately shamefaced, temperate, and
gracious. Certificates from a surgeon, physician, or midwife were required to receive
the poor relief intended for gebrekkigen residents whether in the form of payments
or admittance to a residential institution like the bestedelinghuis.415
In these details, we can better see the transmutation of zieke, kreupel, or
gebrekkige into a civic or policy identity. When placed within the context of poor
relief, these words cease to be descriptors of a body’s form or its physiological health
and become, instead, words that convey a particular relationship to society. These
were people designated as “deserving poor” by medical authorities working on behalf
of the city to administer a system of poor relief whose chief concerns were the
maintenance of the city’s labor force and the maintenance of its class hierarchy.
Medical validation of one’s inability to work was inseparable from one’s entitlements
to governmental aid which was inseparable from the role one was to play within the
“God given” social hierarchy.
We can see this system in action through Nieuwenhuys and the records of one
of the city’s bestedelinghuizen. The fourth installment of Nieuwnehuis’s medical
topography surveys the city’s orphanages, elderly homes, and bestelinghuizen and, as
a document, it demonstrates how these three categories of resident—the orphan, the
elderly, and the disabled—were understood as constituting a single class of
vulnerable citizen. The first section of the volume is titled “Verzorging der armen die
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door gebreken, ongeeneslijke kwalen en ouderdom verhindered zijn den kost te

winnen,” translating to, “Care for the poor who are prevented from earning a living
by defects, incurable ailments, and old age.”416 These citizens were housed,
depending on their age, in either the bestedelinghuis or the elderly home for men
and women; the separation, however, was more apparent on paper than in practice.
One reason for the relative invisibility of bestedelinghuizen as a type of residential
institution is that religious organizations (who still ran most of the city’s charitable
institutions even if oversight was now centralized) often drew few administrative
distinctions between elderly homes and bestedelinghuizen: they were often on the
same or adjacent properties and the staff was responsible for residents of both.417
While elderly homes and bestedelinghuizen were understood overtly as
institutions for those who could not “earn a living,” their connection to orphanages
were also defined in terms of labor. The bestedelinghuis and elderly homes were
considered lifelong residences, not temporary ones. The orphanage, however, was
not: parentless children were certainly vulnerable and unable to earn a living but
temporarily so until they, eventually, grew old enough to be independent. At the
Municipal Orphanage, children were “used for all kinds of work, as much as their
abilities allowed. The healthy children usually [left] the den at an age of 20 or 22
years if they were then able to earn a living” with the skills they’d learned.418 The
exception to this was gebrekkige children “unable to earn their bread” who,

Nieuwenhuys, A Medical Topography of Amsterdam, 4:xiii.
Nieuwenhuys, A Medical Topography of Amsterdam, 4:41. About the bestedelinghuis of the Dutch
Reformed Church, Nieuwenhuys says, “this institution is under the same management as the homes
for elderly men and women. The income, accountability of the administration, and regulations are also
the same.”
418 Nieuwenhuys, A Medical Topography of Amsterdam, 4:48.
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according to Nieuwenhuys, “stay in the institution forever.”419 Orphans were to enter

the institution no later than 14 (or in exceptional cases, 16) and could stay until they
reached the somewhat remarkable age range of “18 to 30,” depending on their ability
to make a living. Nieuwenhuys’s description of the various religious orphanages
demonstrates the highly enmeshed relationship between the body, labor, and civic
status: he says with regards to the Evangelical-Lutheran orphanage, “the crippled,
who are unable to earn their living, will continue to be the responsibility of this
institution.”420 Eventually, though a gebrekkige orphan would go to the
bestedelinghuis of the same organization, whether religious or municipal.
Records from the
Dutch

Reformed

bestedelinghuis

offer

insight into who lived
there.421

For

each

resident,

the

book

records the person’s name, their birthday, the date the came to the bestedelinghuis,
their age upon becoming a resident, their “bodily defect,” and whether they had died
at the institution. Various conditions brought a person to the bestedelinghuis:
common entries are seizures (toevallingen), paralysis (verlamming), zwakke
vermogens (weak abilities), shortened or non-functional limbs, blindness, and the
Nieuwenhuys, A Medical Topography of Amsterdam, 4:158–149.
Nieuwenhuys, A Medical Topography of Amsterdam, 4:153.
421 This is another area of research that was stymied by COVID-19. For the future monograph, I hope to
do a more comparative look at the various institutions rather than a single religious institution.
Although the oversight and recordkeeping were centralized, it would be valuable to understand how
residing at a religious institution differed from the municipal/burgher institutions in terms of lifestyle
regulations, etc.
419
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non-specific term kreupel, meaning cripple; less common entries include kidney

disease, “high” or hunched back, missing hands and feet, and scoliosis. Residents
came to the institution at various ages ranging from 26 to 72; the average
distribution of age at intake is shown in the chart. The majority of people arrived
their 30s and early 40s although the intake information shows little difference in the
“bodily defect” recorded for young, average-aged, and old patients.
While it’s certainly plausible that some of the younger residents transferred
into the bestedelingenhuis from the orphanage, the data suggests that most people
came to the institution after living elsewhere. What this suggests to me is that many
people came to the bestedelinghuis after losing a major caretaker; for residents in
their 30s and 40s, this might be the loss of parents and, for older residents, perhaps
the loss of a spouse. Nieuwenhuys discusses this same bestedelinghuis in his medical
topography, saying that it was built in 1791 in order to house “defective” people who
had been supported by private parishioners earlier in their life.422 Given that
residence at this institution required having been a member of the Dutch Reformed
church for four years, Nieuwenhuys’s statement supports the idea that people
became residents of the institution once a previous caretaker—a family member
belonging to the parish—either died or became otherwise unable to provide in-home
care. The same physical conditions that would qualify someone for residence at the
bestedelinghuis also entitled someone to receive their poor relief payments at home;
both circumstances required a certificate from a surgeon, physician, or midwife
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attesting to the person’s inability to work or travel to the Municipal Charity office.423

Arrival at the bestedelinghuis, then, likely did not reflect a change in bodily condition
as much as it reflected a shift in one’s living arrangements and network of care.
Niewenhuis offers insight into daily life within the institution. The Dutch
Reformed homes for elderly men and women were on the same grounds as the
bestdelinghuis;

they

were

located at Nieuwe Herengracht
18,

a

hofje—the

courtyards

Gouda calls the hallmarks of
Dutch welfare—which sat right
across the river from the Vrolik
family home and museum. In
Image 16: Bestedelinghuis and Oude mannen- en vrouwenhuis (1993).

the photograph from 1993, one
can get a sense of the space

itself: residences all facing out into a common area which, at the time, was gardens
and not a parking lot.424

Leeuwen, The Logic of Charity, 102. For most recipients, poor relief payments had to be picked up
at the offices of the Municipal Charity. But a medical certificate entitled a recipient to have their
payments brought to them at home by a municipal employee called a consentvrouwen (permit
woman). There is a curious resonance with the stadsvroedvrouwen, discussed in chapter one, who
were municipal employees responsible for delivering women within a city district; this position was
also a governmental intervention originally developed to improve the health of the poor. While I
suspect consentvrouwen have much to offer the dissertation, my research into them was stymied by
COVID-19, which is why they are relegated to a footnote. Virtually nothing has been written on this
municipal position and its role in poor relief, especially for the disabled, and the undigitized archival
material is scattered across several collections at Stadsarchief Amsterdam. This will be one area for
further research when developing the monograph.
424 Martin Alberts, “Amstel 51; Diaconie Der Ned. Hervormde Gementee ‘Amstelhof’ (Vorheen
Diaconie Oude Vrouwen En Mannenhuis),” 1993, Collectie Stadsarchief Amsterdam: foto’s eigen
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Like the orphans, residents were required to help with chores according to

their ability. Living spaces were sex-segregated, each resident having their own bed.
Clothing was provided by the institution and shared by residents until they wore out.
Meals were also provided, seasonal vegetables with meat every two weeks.425 In
addition to the regulation of meals, clothing, and sleeping quarters, residents were
not free to leave the institution at will: the residents were allowed to go out all
Sunday but, otherwise, women could only leave on Tuesdays and Saturday mornings,
men on Wednesday afternoon and Friday. In all cases, there was a curfew of 9PM in
the summer and 8PM in the winter.426
Though Niewenhuys doesn’t offer a rationale for the strict regulations on
leaving the institution, it is reasonable to assume at least one purpose was to combat
begging. Residents were not given allowances and any assets they did have were
signed over to the institution upon admittance; gaining access to independent funds,
then, would require a person to break regulations.427 While identified cases of poor
relief fraud are rare, van Leeuwen suggests that it was quite common— and easy—
for recipients of poor relief to evade detection while acquiring independent funds
from friends and family, day-laboring, or begging. Fears over fraud were, as they
always have been, a common talking point which led to strict regulations on paper
whose enforcement was often lax due to lack of personnel.428 Restricting the hours
that residents could be out in the city unsupervised makes most sense as one such
attempt to curb prohibited behaviors like begging: not only did it literally limit the
Nieuwenhuys, A Medical Topography of Amsterdam, 4:27–29.
Nieuwenhuys, A Medical Topography of Amsterdam, 4:40–41.
427 For further examples of how similar policies allowed governmental reach into personal lifestyle, see
Kudlick, “Smallpox, Disability, and Survival in Nineteenth-Century France: Rewriting Paradigms from
a New Epidemic Script,” 190–91.
428 Leeuwen, The Logic of Charity, 133.
425
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hours one could beg but the time restrictions would make it relatively easy for

authorities to identify whether an illegal beggar was a resident on day release. Being
caught breaking regulations resulted in a range of punitive measures for
bestedelinghuis residents, including expulsion from the institution.
For those receiving poor relief payments at home, fraud was most often
detected by the consentvrouwen delivering poor relief money. Consentvrouwen were
required to perform 5-7 unannounced home visits per year which involved not only
assessing for themselves whether the disabled recipient was, in fact disabled, but also
asking neighbors about the recipient’s health and behavior. In doing so,
consentvrouwen not only confirmed that the details a recipient had given in order to
qualify for in-home payments were correct, they were also able to determine whether
a recipient was had the “decent behavior” required of the fatsoenlijke armen, the
deserving poor.429 Whether living at home or in a residential institution, then,
receiving poor relief as a disabled person required submitting to a high level of
paternalistic intervention in one’s day-to-day life. One’s abilities to have independent
funds, work short-term jobs, marry, have dependent children, and move freely about
the city were subject to government regulation in a way that was not shared by “ablebodied” people— that is, working people— even those who also received poor relief.
Within the institutionalization of the Dutch welfare state, we can also see the
formation of a new civic identity that resembles “disability” in its modern form. It
was certainly not new to this period that people with non-normative bodies were
excluded from the traditional labor force and often lived in crushing poverty which
led to seeking the charity of strangers, whether through church funds or as a street
429
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beggar. What is new to this period is the triangulated relationship between non-

normative bodies, government benefits, and medical authority that continues to
characterize what disability scholars call “the medical model” of disability. Beneath
the benevolence of providing for needy citizens was a conviction about the proper
order of society: the difference between the “miserable beggar” waving her “maimed
limb” Niewenhuys’s street scene and the resident of the bestedelinghuis with a
“shortened arm” was the difference between unworthy and worthy poor. The
difference was not found in the bodies but where they were.

Conclusion
During the revolutionary period, Dutch bureaucracy became increasingly
centralized which produced tension between governance and bodies. Compared to a
highly centralized state like France, the municipality remained the most powerful
level of Dutch politics; a city’s policies and institutions were shaped near exclusively
by a wealthy subset of voting burghers who, in the early nineteenth century,
increasingly shifted bureaucratic

responsibilities— record keeping, identity

registration, poor relief— out of religious institutions and into civic ones. Doing so
would enable more streamlined and efficient governance that would, the burghers
claimed, bring the Dutch out of a stagnant century of decline and into the age of
revolutionary progress. Yet the creation of new bureaucratic systems and structures
also revealed bodies which didn’t fit easily within the order of revolutionary Dutch
society. Centralized registration and identity documents made doubtful sex into a
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civic problem requiring medical resolution; municipal poor relief made non-laboring

bodies into a medical class requiring civic paternalism.
Due to the period’s emphasis on scientifically informed public health policy,
medical expertise was highly integrated into governmental decision-making. Medical
elites, including the Vroliks and Nieuwenhuys, had major influence on issues ranging
from water management, to cholera, to prisons, to public schools. In both the context
of doubtful sex and poor relief, this same class of medical elites was called in to
resolve conflict between body and bureaucracy: when a body did not easily fit,
medical expertise was the instrument which made it fit into a legible bureaucratic
shape whether this was the classification of sex or qualification for poor relief. If the
centralized bureaucracy of the revolutionary state made visible bodies which did not
“fit,” medical expertise was the mechanism by which such bodies were made to
dissolve again into the regular order and functioning of society.
From this tight, interwoven relationship between medical and state
authorities emerged a civic identity which can be called disability. Historians of sex,
particularly of doubtful sex, have identified the early nineteenth century as a period
wherein sex was “medicalized:” made into a discrete physical trait which could be
definitively diagnosed by a physician who knew precisely what bodily features to
deem important. We see a similar dynamic play out in the context of poor relief, with
the authentication of a physician being a bureaucratic gate between the resources
(and rights) of the municipal government and a resident’s access to those resources.
It was not that a person sought poor relief— it was a physician whose expertise
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determined whether a person was able to labor and, as a result, what type and what

level of poor relief they would receive.
This insertion of medical authority as an intermediary between an
autonomous person and their participation in civic society is what disability scholars
have long referred to as the “medical model” of disability. While scholars of disability
have often written against the harms of the medical model, they have given less
attention to where its power came from in the first place. What the case studies of
these chapters demonstrate is that the medical model has a social history dominated
less by the intellectual project of diagnosing, categorizing, and pathologizing and
more by the directive to classify bodies into simple, bureaucratic roles. We see this
clearly in cases of doubtful sex where both doubt and its resolution were prompted
largely by how to most seamlessly integrate a body into existing social structures:
except in cases where that social order was compromised by violating “natural” sex
roles (i.e., a woman who could impregnate or a man who could be impregnated),
physicians showed willingness to bureaucratically “resolve” the case according to
some alchemical consideration of the body and its physiological functions, the
person’s existing lifestyle and social network, and the person’s preferences for the
future. Except for in cases of fertility, there was no one-to-one correlation between
the “deviant” body and its bureaucratic resolution. Likewise in the case of poor relief,
we see little evidence that admittance into a bestedelinghuis or the receipt of poor
relief payment was dependent on any particular diagnostic category or clear
physiological criteria. Instead, these decisions were shaped by assessing whether a
body could do physical labor—that was the primary criteria for determining one’s
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reliance on poor relief administrators, with a medical diagnosis serving only as

evidence to justify that determination. As the historian Beth Linker argues, “how the
disabled have interacted with health care institutions, caretakers, and the medical
establishment” is an essential component of disability history.”430 Here, this
conclusion is extended to bodies beyond the classification of disabled. Instead, we
see how the emergence of centralized bureaucratic institutions and regulations
produced systems that inserted medical authority between an individual with a nonnormative body and their full participation in economic citizenship and civic life.
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Conclusion:

Seeing the Afterlife

In 1885, the German anatomist Wilhelm His published a lithographic plate
titled

“Normentafel”

menschlicher

in

Embryonen.

Anatonie
The

image

depicted embryological development by
placing depictions of its stages in order: a
visual tool for “producing” development as a
normalized physiological process. Indeed,
His’s focus on norms is what makes the
Normentafel so important. Translated to
“plate of norms,” His was the first to present
a visual depiction of development expressly
through the metric of “norms” or standards.
Image 17: Wilhelm His's Normentafel. Anatomie
menschlicher Embryonen, iii: Zur Geschichte der
Organe (Leipzig 1885), pl. X. Reproduced in
Hopwood (2005).

Standardization was, in fact, his goal: with
reference to central role of the atlas in
astronomy and geography, His argued that

seriated images, like the Normentafel, could produce “absolutely objective norms”
for anatomy.431 Since the widespread acceptance of development as a theory around
1800, subsequent generations of embryologists had nevertheless struggled to distill
the developmental process into a standard image. Karl Ernst von Baer—who had, in
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1846, praised Caspar Wolff’s research on monstrosity and tried to rally his fellow

embryologists to collaborate on translating it—himself struggled with how to depict
the development of the embryo given the amount of variation that existed between
any particular individuals. Baer solved the problem in the same way that all his
contemporaries did: by depicting idealized specimens rather than specific bodies and
avoiding any identification of what, exactly, made these idealized images
representative.432 As this dissertation has shown, early-nineteenth century
embryologists and teratologists had no trouble identifying malformations and even
locating “malformation” in specific anatomical structures. Whether articulated as
monsters or malformations, these were bodies defined by their non-conformity to a
scientific idea of “normal,” “perfect,” or “natural” that remained materially elusive.
His’s Normentafel depicts embryos that he dissected and examined
microscopically. These were not, he claimed, idealized embryos—they were real ones
which could be considered characteristic.433 A century separates His’s Normentafel
from Caspar Wolff’s study of the fetuses in the St. Petersburg Kunstkamera’s
“storehouse of monsters.” For Wolff, the natural laws of development—the normal
process—could be discerned in the negative space created by a comparative study of
monsters, of deviations. In His’s Normentafel, the natural process has been carefully
excised from its deviations—presented instead a simple, elegant positive fact.
This dissertation has sought to understand how non-normative bodies
produced scientific knowledge about the normal order and processes of nature. It has
done so with a narrow focus on the history of anatomical preparations as material
Hopwood, 245–46; von Baer, “Ueber Den Nachlass von Wolff,” 159–60.
Hopwood, “Visual Standards and Disciplinary Change,” 251; Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison,
Objectivity (New York: Zone Books, 2010), 81–128.
432
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objects that facilitated the direct, scientific interrogation of “monstrosity” as a

natural phenomenon. There have, however, been many histories of monstrosity and,
indeed, many histories that contextualize the study of monstrosity within the history
of embryology—the monster, historians acknowledge, was an important tool in
producing embryological knowledge. What makes this dissertation project unique is
that it does not take as its starting point “the monster” as a conceptual object but,
instead, as a very material one: fetal bodies which were born, collected, described,
studied, preserved, and kept on museum shelves. By centering anatomical
preparations of fetal bodies, this dissertation has connected the history of
embryology to the those of pregnancy, museums, state-building, and disability to
show how materiality and ideology constituted one another during a period marked
by intense scientific and political transformation.
The five chapters of this dissertation show how an abnormal fetal body was
made meaningful within compounding historical contexts. Before a body could be
deemed scientifically significant or given any other meaning, it had to be born. This
was the subject of the first chapter, “Origin Stories,” which used the diary of a
midwife, the records of Dutch stadsvroedvrouwen, and the scientific publications of
Frederik Ruysch and Willem Vrolik to examine the event of a “monstrous birth”
itself. The main intervention of this chapter was to demonstrate the central role
given to the embodied experience of pregnancy in scientific attempts to explain a
monstrous birth. The colorful details about what a mother had seen during her
pregnancy or what accidents befell her that populate these scientific reports were
not, I argue, incidental pieces of narrative contextual information but were, instead,
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understood as legitimate pieces of evidence for physicians and anatomists trying to

correlate an abnormal body with a clear gestational cause. Reframing this embodied
experience as evidence effectually reframes the role of mothers and midwives into
people actively contributing to the scientific project—their testimony was treated as
authentic and actionable. During a century where the power dynamics between
female and male obstetrical practitioners is widely characterized as contentious,
monstrous births offer insight into how these practitioners collaborated in specific
circumstances with unusually high stakes. By foregrounding the systematic
procedures of complicated deliveries, this chapter showed the creation of a
professional pipeline between birthing women and enterprising anatomists that
carried both physical bodies and contextual information.
We followed this pipeline to the space of the museum in the second chapter,
‘The Monster Collectors.” There, we saw “monsters” become tangible, physical
objects due to Frederik Ruysch’s mid-seventeenth century development of a
technique for preparing soft tissue in spirits. This technique expanded anatomy’s
legitimacy as an empirical science whose findings could be verified as fact through
shared observation and replicability (re-dissection). Though historians have
examined Ruysch’s technique thoroughly, this chapter takes seriously the oft-noted
detail that fetal bodies comprised 1/3 of Ruysch’s collection due to his close
professional relationship with Amsterdam’s midwives. One main intervention of this
chapter is to claim that this fact is actually quite important: from their earliest
moment, wet specimen preparations were understood as being specifically valuable
to the study of gestation. Further supporting this claim is that one of Ruysch’s early
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students, tsar Peter I, returned to Russia after his studies with Ruysch in Amsterdam

and almost immediately began collecting “monstrous” fetuses for preservation
expressly for the purpose of studying their causes; ten years later, Peter bought all of
Ruysch’s preparations and made their combined anatomical collections—containing
hundreds of fetal bodies—the centerpiece of his state museum. What began as the
bizarre, autocratic project of a tsar ended later in the century as a transformative
visual method for studying the dynamic physiology of a process called
“development.” At the Russian Academy of Sciences in the late-eighteenth century,
Caspar Friedrich Wolff substantiated his controversial theory of epigenesis by
dissecting, describing, and comparing the fetal bodies he found in the Academy’s
“storehouse of monsters.” This collection, I argue, shows an important transition
from early modern fascination with monstrosity to modern scientific embryology
through the analytic of methods: at the beginning of the century, each monster was
an isolated instance; at the end of the century, they were moments of a universal
process fundamental to all life. We then followed this methodology to earlynineteenth century Amsterdam where the collection of Gerard and Willem Vrolik
exemplified how anatomical preparations—particularly the type of wet specimen
developed by Ruysch—sat at the center of a “research economy” for producing
generalizable scientific knowledge about anatomy and physiology.
Willem Vrolik’s use of the preparations in his family museum in teratological
research was the subject of the third chapter, “From Monsters to Malformations.”
That chapter used Vrolik’s early-nineteenth century publications to excavate the
scientific underpinnings of teratology as consequential for the relationship between
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medical authority and non-normative bodies. With its belief that pathological

processes could be “read” from the body and that embryogenesis was a physiological
process shared by all life, teratology re-framed “monsters” into “malformations”
which represented incomplete achievement of the teleological human form. The
chapter showed how Vrolik’s derived his teratological expertise directly from his
access to material collection: after becoming involved in his father’s museum in the
1820s, Vrolik deliberately built up a substantial collection of fetal abnormalities
which he used to arbitrate embryological and teratological controversies, stake his
claims in authority, and to substantiate (and expand upon) the theories of J.F.
Meckel the Younger which placed malformation at the heart of embryological
science. Vrolik personifies many of the themes introduced earlier in the dissertation:
his collection relied upon his professional connections and his place within an
obstetrical “pipeline,” and he used his preparations as a way to bolster his proposal
of scientific facts through empirical, circulatable, visual evidence. A key intervention
of this chapter was to extract three discursive themes from teratology’s study of nonnormative bodies: those of time, speciation, and gradation. Drawing ties to modern
medical understandings of disability, this chapter showed how teratology used the
anatomical features of a body to contextualize it within linear embryological
development, natural history, and the compartmentalized “completeness” of
different

bodily

systems.

Through

these

analytics,

“malformations”

were

marginalized to the edges of the human: no longer singular aberrations of nature, but
rather failures of natural progress.
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The fourth chapter, “States of Being,” examined the resonances between

teratology, embryology, and early-nineteenth century political upheaval and sought
to demonstrate how medical elites contributed to state-building. By the earlynineteenth century, progress and development were key concepts both in
embryology and in political rhetoric. In an era of European unrest, Dutch
revolutionaries sought to emerge from a period of national stagnation by
constructing a state apparatus and promoting cultural ideologies that would, they
claimed, ensure progress and prosperity for future generations. But such a project
was easier said than done: the sixty years encompassing Gerard Vrolik’s career and
most of Willem Vrolik’s life were defined by relentless unrest in the political body as
the Dutch state lurched from one imperfect form to another. For the Vroliks, the
silver lining within this tumultuous period was the elevation of medical expertise
within the state-building project. As physicians gained insight into embryological
development, they gained authority as experts on reproduction which revolutionaries
saw as the mechanism for ensuring national progress. As the health of the population
was tied to the prosperity of future generations, a wide range of issues including
infrastructure, infant mortality, water quality, and poor relief were brought under
the umbrella of “public health.” This, in turn, endowed medical elites with significant
authority within municipal governments which sought to mobilize scientific
expertise in the operations of the new state.
The final chapter, “Bodies in and Out of Order,” examined the role of medical
expertise in mediating the civic lives of people with non-normative bodies. Using the
case studies of doubtful sex and of poor relief, this chapter showed how medical
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authority was embedded within early-nineteenth century state bureaucracy. Cases of

doubtful sex highlighted the limitations of anatomical observations: going again to
Willem Vrolik’s teratological publications in addition to nineteenth-century
hermaphrodite case histories, we saw how doubt pervaded medical assessment of
such cases which were “resolved” through a combination of anatomical examination
and the person’s desires, lifestyle, and fertility. One intervention of the chapter was
to claim that “resolution” was defined far less by anatomical consistency between
cases than it was with bureaucratic consistency within the patient’s life: as identity
documents marking one’s sex became increasingly centralized and integrated into
civic life, “doubtful sex” became a bureaucratic problem with an ostensibly medical
solution. At the same time, Dutch municipalities found their efforts to achieve
national progress undermined by extraordinarily high levels of urban poverty. In
another example of bureaucratic centralization, Amsterdam sought to transfer the
responsibility for poor relief from the decentralized, autonomous religious
institutions to the municipality itself. Among the “worthy poor” identified as being
entitled to full state support were those which historical sociologists have deemed
disabled—gebrekkigen, kruepels, and zieken unable to earn their own livelihood
through labor. I interrogated how these terms were transmuted into a policy category
similar to the modern one of disability, showing that the distinction made by
policymakers was not between able-bodied and disabled but, instead, between
working and defective. Embedded within the bureaucracy of poor relief, it was
physicians who both articulated this distinction and determined who was eligible—
one’s ability to access poor relief funds or a place within a bestedelinghuis was
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contingent upon a physician’s determination that one’s body was incapable of

participating in the wage labor economy; this system enrolled people with nonnormative bodies in the same systems of care as vulnerable classes such as orphans
and the elderly. Through this examination of poor relief, this chapter contributes to
disability histories which have largely placed the development of disability as a policy
category connecting non-normative bodies, labor, the state, and medical authority in
the period after 1880.
Disability historians have long identified that disability and teratology are
historically connected, but the actual texture of that connection has been left
unarticulated. Taken together, these chapters provide that texture. The claim is not
that early-nineteenth century policymakers relied upon scientific teratology as a tool
of state-building; nor is the claim that teratologists saw their study of fetal bodies as
producing specific knowledge that could be actionable in policy. Rather, the claim is
that anatomical expertise laundered ideology about bodily difference between areas
whose connections both seem apparent but resist clear, linear causality. Techniques
of wet specimen preparation elevated the scope and authority of medical expertise by
aligning it with the standards and methods of Enlightenment science. Doing so took
“monsters” out of the scope of the fantastical and moved them firmly into the
domain of the observable and the tangible. Endowed with scientific legitimacy,
physicians and anatomists became increasingly important authorities within the
state, which created the conditions for ideological crossover between the dissection
table, the museum, public health boards, and the institutions shaping day-to-day life
for citizens.
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What persists between teratology and disability is a hierarchical relationship

between the physician and the non-normative body as well as the perception that
bodily difference signaled, at varying degrees, one’s non-achievement of maturity.
On this idea, I am reminded of the philosopher Georges Canguilhem who wrote “it is
monstrosity, not death, that is the counter-value to life … monstrosity is the
accidental and conditional threat of non-achievement or distortion of the formation
of form; it is interior limitation; it is the negation of the living by the non-viable.”434
We see this dynamic at play throughout this dissertation’s myriad subjects. While
fetal death made embryological study possible, it was monstrosity—not death itself—
that allowed for the articulation and mapping of development as the fundamental
process of life, eventually represented in the Normentafel. Likewise non-viability
shaped how physicians defined the contours of early disability: via economic nonviability, the inability to autonomously survive not within the organic world but
within the social world so predicated on labor and the wage economy. Thus, the
connection between teratology and disability is not a straight-line anatomical
correlation between the fetal bodies in jars and non-normative bodies in the city
streets. Instead, the fact of bodily difference within each context acts as a site of
transference for ideologies about the natural order, the processes of life, and the
explanatory power of science. This dissertation has sought to historically ground this
transference: that is, to show how scientific methods for “domesticating” the monster
(comparison, anatomization, a location of pathology in the physical body) produced
a rationale of bodily difference that instantiated a framework for ordering society.
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There is a contemporaneous, parallel history here of race which has gone

unexplored in this dissertation. Historians of race in the Enlightenment and the
Revolutionary period have similarly grappled with how race was (a) made into a
taxonomic, biological category over the eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries;
and (b) how race as a new biological category was mobilized in policymaking to reify
existing social hierarchies in the language of science. There is enormous opportunity
to connect these histories of race with the historical analyses of teratology and
disability within this dissertation. As disability scholars have often claimed, what
makes disability unique is that it cuts across identity categories; Nirmala Erevelles
claims, in fact, that disability precedes them: “I am arguing,” she says, “that the
‘ideology of disability’ (or deviant difference) has been used to justify, first the sexual
division of labor … the production of class/caste differences that first sustained the
feudal order and then capitalism … [and] the production of racial categories.”435
Erevelles’s argument for disability—or managing deviant difference—as the
fundamental organizing principle of society is compelling and demonstrates one way
that future scholars might see race and disability in the eighteenth and earlynineteenth centuries not as distinct identity categories but, instead, as two
manifestations of a more primordial scientific project.
Such scientific projects are, however, international in scope. In reaching the
end of this dissertation, one might ask: what makes this a Dutch story? Why, with
Germany’s dominance in embryology and France’s in pathological anatomy and
England’s in collection, should a dissertation on the collection of fetal abnormalities
be grounded in the Netherlands? Any storyteller understands the value of following a
435
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thread to see where it leads, knowing that doing so will oftentimes reveal new

contours to something familiar or connections which click together into new
patterns. By pursuing the history of a specific type of object rather than a particular
science, a particular institution, or a particular practice, Dutch history became
inescapable.
A narrow focus on preparations of fetal abnormalities has, essentially, forced
me to tell a story of invention which, in turn, has forced us to see the institutional
particularities of how a type of object comes to produce knowledge. What I mean is
that by trying to understand a specific object, we have to ask questions of how the
object was made, who used it, what it meant, and how it was used: we are directed,
then, to midwives and mothers, physicians, the interactions between them,
bureaucratic procedures, specific institutions like museums, etc. Preparations of fetal
bodies were not an inevitable scientific product. Instead, the development of this
particular object which would become so central to the study of physiology and
embryology relied in very material ways on the particularities of the Dutch context:
its system of midwifery, its medical institutions, its wealth and scientific prestige. So
too did the success and authority of Vrolik’s teratology rely on Dutch professional
networks, the particularities of nineteenth-century Dutch research culture, and the
specific institutional gaps, i.e., the lack of a formal university in Amsterdam. To be
clear, this is not an isolationist story: on the contrary, when we place anatomical
preparations at the center of the story, we see how Holland was connected into
international networks of collectors, researchers, and bureaucrats. Yet if my project
here has been to discern the connections between monstrosity, disability, teratology,
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and medicine, then such connections can only be found in the grounded

particularities of a place. Only then can it be generalized or its adaptations made
meaningful—for instance, Peter’s use of autocratic power rather than personal
negotiation to collect. I hope that future scholars will take up the project of
generalizing this story. As noted in chapters three and four, there is substantial rich
overlap with French history and a thorough comparative history on this subject
would be illuminating.
That monstrosity as a natural phenomenon was important to embryology has
been well established. What this dissertation has done is extend that analysis to the
materiality of embryological research and to connect the history of teratology to that
of disability. I take my time when I walk through Museum Vrolik. I walk along a
display case to see the bodies within it, then I walk along that case’s other side with
its own sub-collection showing, perhaps, the development of the brain or defects in
the development of the trunk. I can spend hours in the museum; many do. When I
walk through the museum, I feel the thrill of chaos. I can grasp, in those moments,
the great sprawling weight of life, that most slippery of stories. I tune into different
narrative frequencies: the exhausted sadness of a mother, the pious horror of the
midwife, the frustration of the anatomist dissecting and injecting, the wonderment of
the tsar, the curiosity of the embryologist, and the potential alienation of the disabled
visitor who sees something of their own history behind the glass. His’s
developmental series and Museum Vrolik exist as narrative complements: the
straightforward story of normal development residing in the negative space of the
museum’s sprawling presentation of development’s potentialities.
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